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1. INTRODUCTION
After years of waiting, and after six Les Houches workshops,the era of LHC running is finally upon
us, albeit at a lower initial center-of-mass energy than originally planned. Thus, there has been a great
sense of anticipation from both the experimental and theoretical communities. The last two years, in
particular, have seen great productivity in the area of multi-parton calculations at leading order (LO),
next-to-leading order (NLO) and next-to-next-to-leadingorder (NNLO), and this productivity is reflected
in the proceedings of the NLM group. Both religions, Feynmanians and Unitarians, as well as agnostic
experimenters, were well-represented in both the discussion at Les Houches, and in the contributions to
the write-up.
Next-to-leading order (NLO) is the first order at which the normalization, and in some cases the
shape, of perturbative cross sections can be considered reliable [1]. This can be especially true when
probing extreme kinematic regions, as for example with boosted Higgs searches considered in several of
the contributions to this writeup. A full understanding forboth standard model and beyond the standard
model physics at the LHC requires the development of fast, reliabl programs for the calculation of
multi-parton final states at NLO. There have been many advances i the development of NLO techniques,
standardization and automation for such processes and thisis reflected in the contributions to the first
section of this writeup.
Many calculations have previously been performed with the aid of semi-numerical techniques.
Such techniques, although retaining the desired accuracy,lead to codes which are slow to run. Advances
in the calculation of compact analytic expressions for Higgs + 2 jets (see for example the contribution
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of S. Badger and R. Britto to these proceedings) have resulted in the development of much faster codes,
which extend the phenomenology that can be conducted, as well as making the code available to the
public for the first time.
A prioritized list of NLO cross sections was assembled at LesHouches in 2005 [2] and added
to in 2007 [3]. This list includes cross sections which are experimentally important, and which are
theoretically feasible (if difficult) to calculate. Basically all 2 → 3 cross sections of interest have been
calculated, with the frontier now extending to2 → 4 calculations. Often these calculations exist only
as private codes. That wishlist is shown below in Table 1. Since 2007, two additional calculations have
been completed:tt̄bb̄ andW + 3 jets, reflecting the advance of the NLO technology to2 → 4 processes.
In addition, the cross section forbb̄bb̄ has been calculated for theqq̄ initial state with thegg initial state
calculation in progress (see the contribution of T. Binoth et al).
Final states of such complexity usually lead to multi-scaleproblems, and the correct choice of
scales to use can be problematic not only at LO, but also at NLO. The size of the higher order corrections
and of the residual scale dependence at NLO can depend strongly on whether the considered cross section
is inclusive, or whether a jet veto cut has been applied1.
Depending on the process, dramatically different behaviorcan be observed upon the application
of a jet veto. There is a trade-off between suppressing the NLO cross section and increasing the pertur-
bative uncertainty, with application of a jet veto sometimes d stroying the cancellation between infra-red
logs of real and virtual origin, and sometimes just suppressing large (and very scale-sensitive) tree-level
contributions. So far, there is no general rule predicting the type of behavior to be expected, but this is
an important matter for further investigation.
From the experimental side, an addition to the above wish-list that will be crucial is the determi-
nation of the accuracy to which each of the calculations needs to be known. This is clearly related to
the experimental accuracy at which the cross sections can bemeasured at the LHC, and can determine,
for example, for what processes it may be necessary to calculate e ecto-weak corrections, in addition to
the higher order QCD corrections. On the theoretical side, it would also be interesting to categorize the
impact of a jet veto on the size and stability of each of the NLOcross sections.
The technology does exist to carry out a calculation forW/Z production at NNLO (QCD) and
at NLO (EW). This process was placed on the wish-list in 2007 and it is unfortunate that the combined
calculation has not yet been carried out, as this precision benchmark will be very useful and important at
the LHC.
To reach full utility, the codes for any of these complex NLO calculations should be made public
and/or the authors should generate ROOT ntuples providing the parton level event information from
which experimentalists can assemble any cross sections of interest. Where possible, decays (with spin
correlations) should be included. A general format for the storage of the output of NLO programs in
ROOT ntuples was developed at Les Houches (see the contribution from J. Campbell et al). The goal
is for this to be a semi-official standard. Of course the ultima e goal will be the ability to link any
NLO calculation to a parton shower Monte Carlo. A general framework for this linkage, the Binoth Les
Houches Accord was developed at this workshop [24] and a firstexample of its useage is also included
in these proceedings (see the contribution of J. Archibald et al).
A measurement of Higgs production in thett̄H channel is important for a precision determination
of the Higgs Yukawa couplings; for the Higgs decay intobb̄, the measurement suffers from a sizeable
background fromtt̄bb̄ production. Knowledge of the NLO cross sections for both signal and background
can allow analysis strategies to be developed taking into acc unt differences in the two processes, as for
example differences in the transverse momentum distributions of theb quarks. Vetoing on the presence
of an extra jet reduces the size of the NLO corrections, but atthe possible expense of an increase in
the scale dependence of the resulting exclusive cross sections.The application of a jet veto has a similar
1The same considerations apply as well to NNLO cross sections. See the contribution of G. Dissertori and F. Stoeckli.
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Process (V ∈ {Z,W, γ}) Comments
Calculations completed since Les Houches 2005
1. pp → V V jet WW jet completed by Dittmaier/Kallweit/Uwer [4,5];
Campbell/Ellis/Zanderighi [6].
ZZ jet completed by
Binoth/Gleisberg/Karg/Kauer/Sanguinetti [7]
2. pp → Higgs+2jets NLO QCD to thegg channel
completed by Campbell/Ellis/Zanderighi [8];
NLO QCD+EW to the VBF channel
completed by Ciccolini/Denner/Dittmaier [9,10]
3. pp → V V V ZZZ completed by Lazopoulos/Melnikov/Petriello [11]
andWWZ by Hankele/Zeppenfeld [12]
(see also Binoth/Ossola/Papadopoulos/Pittau [13])
4. pp → tt̄ bb̄ relevant fortt̄H computed by
Bredenstein/Denner/Dittmaier/Pozzorini [14,15]
and Bevilacqua/Czakon/Papadopoulos/Pittau/Worek [16]
5. pp → V +3jets calculated by the Blackhat/Sherpa [17]
and Rocket [18] collaborations
Calculations remaining from Les Houches 2005
6. pp → tt̄+2jets relevant fortt̄H computed by
Bevilacqua/Czakon/Papadopoulos/Worek [19]
7. pp → V V bb̄, relevant for VBF→ H → V V , tt̄H
8. pp → V V +2jets relevant for VBF→ H → V V
VBF contributions calculated by
(Bozzi/)Jäger/Oleari/Zeppenfeld [20–22]
NLO calculations added to list in 2007
9. pp → bb̄bb̄ qq̄ channel calculated by Golem collaboration [23]
NLO calculations added to list in 2009
10. pp → V +4 jets top pair production, various new physics signatures
11. pp → Wbb̄j top, new physics signatures
12. pp → tt̄tt̄ various new physics signatures
Calculations beyond NLO added in 2007
13. gg → W ∗W ∗ O(α2α3s) backgrounds to Higgs
14. NNLOpp → tt̄ normalization of a benchmark process
15. NNLO to VBF andZ/γ+jet Higgs couplings and SM benchmark
Calculations including electroweak effects
16. NNLO QCD+NLO EW forW/Z precision calculation of a SM benchmark
Table 1: The updated experimenter’s wishlist for LHC processes
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effect for the size of the NLO corrections fortt̄H as fortt̄bb̄, but results in a smaller increase in the scale
uncertainty. The use oftraditional scales for this process, such asmt + mbb̄/2, result in a K-factor
close to 2, suggesting the presence of large logarithms thatmay spoil the convergence of the perturbative
expansion. New choices of scale can reduce the size of the higr order corrections. Two contributions
to these proceedings discusstt̄bb̄ calculations (see G. Bevilacqua et al, and A. Bredenstein etal).
There were three additions to the wishlist:
• V (W,Z) + 4 jets
• Wbb̄j (with massive b)
• tt̄tt̄
In addition,there is the need/desire to haveZ + 3 jets to accompany the existing calculation ofW + 3
jets.
Experimentalists typically deal with leading order (LO) calculations, especially in the context of
parton shower Monte Carlos. Some of the information from a NLO calculation can be encapsulated in
the K-factor, the ratio of the NLO to LO cross section for a given process, with the caveat that the value
of the K-factor depends upon a number of variables, including the values of the renormalization and
factorization scales, as well as the parton distribution functions (PDFs) used at LO and NLO. In addition,
the NLO corrections often result in a shape change, so that one K-factor is not sufficient to describe the
impact of the NLO corrections on the LO cross section. Even with these caveats, it is still useful to
calculate the K-factors for interesting processes at the Tevatron and LHC. A K-factor table, originally
shown in the CHS review article [1] and then later expanded inthe Les Houches 2007 proceedings [3],
is shown below. The K-factors are shown for several different choices of scale and with the use of either
LO or NLO PDFs for the LO calculation. Also shown are the K-factors when the CTEQ modified LO
PDFs are used [25].
Fact. scales Tevatron K-factor LHC K-factor
Process µ0 µ1 K(µ0) K(µ1) K′(µ0) K(µ0) K(µ1) K′(µ0) K′′(µ0)
W mW 2mW 1.33 1.31 1.21 1.15 1.05 1.15 0.95
W+1 jet mW p
jet
T 1.42 1.20 1.43 1.21 1.32 1.42 0.99
W+2 jets mW p
jet
T 1.16 0.91 1.29 0.89 0.88 1.10 0.90
WW+1 jet mW 2mW 1.19 1.37 1.26 1.33 1.40 1.42 1.10
tt̄ mt 2mt 1.08 1.31 1.24 1.40 1.59 1.19 1.09
tt̄+1 jet mt 2mt 1.13 1.43 1.37 0.97 1.29 1.10 0.85
bb̄ mb 2mb 1.20 1.21 2.10 0.98 0.84 2.51 –
Higgs mH p
jet
T 2.33 – 2.33 1.72 – 2.32 1.43
Higgs via VBF mH p
jet
T 1.07 0.97 1.07 1.23 1.34 0.85 0.83
Higgs+1 jet mH p
jet
T 2.02 – 2.13 1.47 – 1.90 1.33
Higgs+2 jets mH p
jet
T – – – 1.15 – – 1.13
Table 2: K-factors for various processes at the LHC (at 14 TeV) calculated using a selection of input parameters. In all cases,
for NLO calculations, the CTEQ6M PDF set is used. For LO calcul tions,K uses the CTEQ6L1 set, whilstK′ uses the same
PDF set, CTEQ6M, as at NLO, andK′′ uses the LO-MC (2-loop) PDF set CT09MC2. For Higgs+1 or 2 jets, a jet cut of
40 GeV/c and |η| < 4.5 has been applied. A cut ofpjetT > 20 GeV/c has been applied to thett̄+jet process, and a cut
of pjetT > 50 GeV/c to theWW+jet process. In theW (Higgs)+2 jets process, the jets are separated by∆R > 0.4 (with
Rsep = 1.3), whilst the vector boson fusion (VBF) calculations are performed for a Higgs boson of mass120 GeV. In each
case the value of the K-factor is compared at two often-used scale choices,µ0 andµ1.
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Several patterns can be observed in the K-factor table. NLO corre tions appear to be larger for
processes in which there is a great deal of color annihilation, such asgg → Higgs in which two color
octet gluons produce a color singlet Higgs boson. NLO corrections also tend to decrease as more final-
state legs are added2. The K-factors at the LHC are similar to the K-factors for thesame processes at
the Tevatron, but have a tendency to be smaller.
The cross section for the production a W boson and 3 jets has recently been calculated at NLO [17],
[26]. As expected, the scale dependence for this cross section shows a monotonic behavior at LO and a
greatly reduced scale dependence at NLO. It can be observed that, using a scale ofmW , the K-factor at
the Tevatron is approximately unity, while at the LHC it is les than 0.6.
The K-factors for W + 1, 2 or 3 jets, at a renormalization/factorization scale ofmW , are plotted
in Figure 1 (along with similar K-factors for Higgs + 1 or 2 jets) 3 [28]. In this plot, a pattern becomes
obvious. The K-factors appear to decrease linearly as the number of final state jets increases, with
a similar slope at the Tevatron as at the LHC (but with an offset). A similar slope is observed for
Higgs boson+ jets at the LHC. To further understand this pattern (in addition to the color flow argument
discussed in the previous section), we first have to review jet algorithms at LO and NLO.
At LO, one parton equals one jet. By choosing a jet algorithm with size parameter D, we are
requiring any two partons to be a distance D or greater apart.The matrix elements have1/∆R poles,
so a larger value of D means smaller cross sections. At NLO, there can be two partons in a jet, and jets
for the first time can have some structure. No∆R cut is needed since the virtual corrections cancel the
collinear singularity from the gluon emission (but there arresidual logs that can become important if
the value of D is too small). Increasing the size parameter D increases the phase space for including an
extra gluon in the jet, and thus increases the cross section at NLO (in most cases). The larger the number
of final state partons, the greater the differences will be betwe n the LO and NLO dependence on jet size.
The other factors mentioned above (such as the color arguments) are also important, but the impact of
the jet algorithms at LO and NLO will become increasingly important for NLO calculations with large
numbers of final-state partons.
It has been observed that the use oftypical scales forW + 3 jet production at LO can result
in substantial shape differences between the LO and NLO predictions [17, 18]. Conversely, the use of
other scales, such as the sum of the transverse momentum of all final state objects (HT ), or the use of
dynamically generated scales, such as with the CKKW or MLM procedures, result in good agreement
between the LO and NLO predictions. A contribution (see S. Hoche et al) compares the results of
different scale choices at LO and NLO for this final state (as well as being first direct comparison of the
Rocket and Blackhat calculations).
An important search channel for Higgs boson production at the LHC is Vector Boson Fusion
(VBF). The experimental signature consists of the presenceof two forward-backward tag jets, and the
suppression of additional hadronic activity in the centralrapidity region. A comparison was made (in the
contribution of A. Denner et al) between NLO predictions forthis final state and leading order parton
shower predictions. Differences between the two can partially be taken into account by the re-weighting
of Herwig events, using a weight that depends on the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson.
The pattern of gluon radiation for a final state consisting of(1) aW boson plus multiple jets (see
J. Andersen et al) and (2) a Higgs boson plus multiple jets (see J. Andersen et al) was examined in these
proceedings, with comparison of NLO calculations with LO + parton shower predictions and with the
predictions of a BFKL Monte Carlo. A universal behaviour is observed for a strong correlation between
2A rule-of-thumb derived by Lance Dixon is that the K-factor is often proportional to the factorCi1 + Ci2 − Cf,max,
whereCi1 andCi2 are the Casimir color factors for the initial state andCf,max is the Casimir factor for the biggest color
representation that the final state can be in. Of course, thisis not intended to be a rigorous rule, just an illustrative on.
3For these plots, the NLO CTEQ6.6 PDFs [27] have been used withbot the LO and NLO matrix elements, in order to
separate any PDF effects from matrix element effects. If a LOPDF such as CTEQ6L1 were used instead, the LO cross sections
would shift upwards, but the trends would be the same.
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Fig. 1: The K-factors (NLO/LO) are plotted forW production at the Tevatron and LHC and for Higgs production at the LHC
as a function of the number of accompanying jets. ThekT jet algorithm with a D parameter of 0.4 has been used.
the rapidity span (of the two most forward-backward jets) and the jet activity between these two jets.
This implies that information about jet vetoes in Higgs boson production in association with dijets can
be extracted from measurements inW boson + dijets.
There was a great deal of discussion at Les Houches, and several resulting contributions, on the
standardization of parton distribution functions (PDFs) and their uncertainties, and a quantitative under-
standing on reasons for any differences among PDFs producedby the major global PDF groups. The
NNPDF group presented a study on the correlation betweenαs(MZ) and the gluon distribution (see R.
Ball et al); they found that, at least within the NNPDF approach, the sum in quadrature of PDF and
αs uncertainties provides an excellent approximation of thatobtained from an exact error propagation
treatment. For the case of Higgs boson production throughgg fusion, similar PDF uncertainties were
found for CTEQ6.6 and MSTW2008, over a Higgs boson mass rangeof 100-300 GeV, with slightly
larger uncertainties from the NNPDF1.2 PDFs.
A benchmarking study for heavy quark schemes was carried outat and after Les Houches (see
the contribution of J. Rojo et al). The study compared quantit tively different General-Mass Variable
Flavour Number (GM-VFN) schemes for the treatment of heavy quarks in deep-inelastic scattering.
GM-VFN schemes used by the three main global PDF fitting groups were compared, and benchmark
tables provided for easy comparison with any future GM-VFN schemes.
Although much of the work at Les Houches dealt with the impactof NLO corrections on LHC and
Tevatron cross sections, many important cross sections have also been calculated at NNLO, and the extra
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order can provide additional important information. Higgssearches have been ongoing at the Tevatron
for many years, with thegg → Higgs(→ WW ) channel being the most promising in the Higgs mass
range of approximately twice theW mass. In one contribution, the impact of the NNLO corrections
the above channel (with theW bosons decaying to leptons) was examined (see the contribution of G.
Dissertori and F. Stockli). In the contribution of R. Boughezal, new NNLO predictions for Higgs boson
production at the Tevatron,taking into account electroweak corrections in addition, were summarized.
The new predictions are typically 4-6% lower than those previously used for Tevatron exclusion limits.
In the contribution of G. Passarino, the complete NLO EW corrections to the (gg) Higgs production
cross section were reviewed. Two schemes for including higher order EW corrections were discussed
and Higgs pseudo-observables were introduced.
Some of the most precise determinations of the strong coupling constant result from measurements
at e+e− colliders, especially LEP. A contribution to Les Houches (see G. Dissertori et al) describes a
precise determination of the strong coupling constant based on a NNLO+NNLA analysis of hadronic
events shapes.
A combined theoretical/experimental study of the Frixionephoton isolation scheme was carried
out in the context of the Les Houches workshop. The finite sizeof the calorimeter cells into which
fragmentation energy can be deposited was taken into account in the Frixione isolation scheme by intro-
ducing a finite number of nested cones together with the corresponding maximal values for the transverse
energy allowed inside each of the cones. Together with noveltechniques for the experimental estima-
tion of the amount of underlying event/pileup transverse enrgy inside the isolation cone, this technique
will allow for comparisons to theoretical calculations where the fragmentation component need not be
calculated.
Finally, we would like to say that this group, and these proceedings, would not have been a success
without the efforts of our colleague and co-convener, Thomas Binoth, who has left us far too soon. We
would like to dedicate these proceedings to him.
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Part I
NLO TECHNIQUES, STANDARDIZATION,
AUTOMATION
2. RECENT ADVANCES IN ANALYTIC COMPUTATIONS FOR ONE-LOOP AM PLITUDES4
2.1 Introduction
Key insights of recent years have sparked progress in both analytic and numerical techniques for the
computation of multi-particle one-loop amplitudes. Fullyanalytic computations offer the possibility
of extremely fast and accurate evaluation of NLO cross-sections. Details of the analytic structure of
the amplitudes, universal factorisation and cancellationof unphysical poles play an important role in
the development of fully numerical methods. Further interplay between the two approaches would be
useful to find the most flexible and efficient tools for NLO processes at the LHC. Achievements of new
methods in numerical computation are presented elsewhere in this report. In this section we summarise
recent developments in analytic computations.
Most current techniques involve unitarity cuts and generalised cuts, which are evaluated in re-
gions of phase space where loop propagators are on shell. Theexpansion of the amplitude in master
integrals with rational coefficients can then be evaluated algebraically in terms of tree-level quantities.
Unlike in traditional reduction, individual coefficients are derived independently, based on the known
analytic structure of the master integrals. A demonstration of the strength of analytic methods at one-
loop was seen in the full computation of the six-gluon amplitude, whose components have been helpfully
consolidated in [29]. A recent achievement, which we describe below, is the completion of all helicity
amplitudes for the production of Higgs plus two jets [8,30–37].
2.2 INTEGRAL COEFFICIENTS FROM DOUBLE CUTS
The familiar “double” unitarity cuts (two propagators on shell) yield complete information about large
classes of amplitudes. This cut-constructibility underlies the unitarity method of [38, 39] for finding
coefficients of the master integrals without reducing Feynma integrals. “Spinor integration” methods,
based on Cauchy’s residue theorem applied to the unitarity cut, have recently been used to generate
closed-form expressions for the coefficients of scalar master in egrals [40–43]. The first such formulae
[40, 41] were produced for 4-dimensional master integrals in massless theories, starting from tree-level
input (the cut integrand) manifesting only physical singularities. From the integrand, the coefficients
are obtained through a series of algebraic replacements. The formulae have been generalised toD-
dimensional integrals in [44] and to scalar masses in [42].
The cut integrand, written analytically as a product of tree-level amplitudes, may be derived in a
very compact form using “MHV diagrams” [45–53] or on-shell recursion relations, particularly in four
dimensions with at least two massless particles involved ineach tree amplitude [54–70]. Extensions
to dimensions other than four have been explored in [71–74].However, on-shell recursion relations
typically feature unphysical singularities, “spurious poles”, in their individual terms. In [43], the closed
form coefficients of [42] have been generalised to allow any rational functions as cut integrands, in
particular with the possible presence of spurious poles.
Current techniques of evaluating unitarity cuts permit numerous variations. As mentioned above,
the cuts may be evaluated by the residue theorem each time, incorporating simplifications depending on
the specific forms of the integrands; or the available closedforms for coefficients may be used blindly.
Certainly, there are intermediate and related approaches as well, which are being explored for optimal
efficiency, considering also numerical evaluations. A recent study [75] frames the double-cut phase space
4Contributed by: S. Badger and R. Britto.
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integral in terms of Stokes’ theorem, bypassing spinors in favour of a conjugate pair of complex scalar
integration variables. The cut is evaluated by indefinite ingration in one variable followed by Cauchy’s
residue theorem applied to the conjugate variable. The cutsof bubble integrals are rational functions,
so their coefficients may be extracted algebraically by Hermit polynomial reduction. It has also been
observed that a unitarity cut, viewed as the imaginary part of the loop amplitude, may be interpreted as
a Berry phase of the effective momentum space experienced bythe two on-shell particles going around
the loop [76]. The result of the phase-space integration is thu he flux of a 2-form given by the product
of the two tree amplitudes on either side of the cut.
2.3 GENERALISED UNITARITY
Generalised unitarity has become an essential tool in the computation of one-loop amplitudes over the
past two years. Analytic techniques have focused on generalisations to full QCD amplitudes with arbi-
trary internal and external masses.
Multiple cuts are well established as an efficient method forthe computation of one-loop ampli-
tudes [77]. The quadruple cut technique [78] isolates box coefficients in the one-loop basis, reducing
computation to an algebraic procedure. Forde’s Laurent expansion technique [79] has been widely used
in numerical applications and has also been generalised to the massive case [80]. Further understanding
into the analytic structure has led to the interpretation ofthe triple cut [81] and double cut [75] in terms
of Cauchy’s and Stokes’s Theorem respectively.
D-dimensional cuts with generalised unitarity have also been applied to analytic computations
[82] using the well known interpretation of theD-dimensional loop integral as a massive vector [83,
84]. In contrast to numerical applications [84, 85], this allows for a direct computation of the rational
contributions without the need to compute quintuple cuts.
Although theD-dimensional cutting method is completely general, in somecases it is preferable
to use on-shell recursion relations for the rational terms [86]. As long as a suitable analytic continuation
can be found which avoids non-factorising channels, extremely compact analytic forms can be obtained
[33–35, 87, 88]. Recently combinations of these techniqueshave been applied in the context ofH +
2j productions [35–37] and in preliminary studies oftt̄ production [89]. Since the methods are all
completely algebraic, they are particularly suitable for automation with compact tree-level input taken
from on-shell recursion.
For massive one-loop amplitudes, the analytic structure isl s understood than in the massless
case. In particular, the addition of wave-function and tadpole contributions introduces complications, as
these integrals lack four-dimensional branch cuts in momentum channels. A recent analysis proposes
computing tadpole coefficients from coefficients of higher-point integrals by introducing an auxiliary,
unphysical propagator [90]. The original tadpole integralis then related to an auxiliary integral with two
propagators, which can be treated by a conventional double cut. Relations have been found giving the
tadpole coefficients in terms of the bubble coefficients of both the original and auxiliary integrals, and
the triangle coefficients of the auxiliary integrals. The proof of these relations is accomplished with the
help of the integrand classification of [91].
Single cuts, used in conjunction with generalised cutting principles, can be an effective method
for deriving full QCD amplitudes [92]. A different single-cut method, proposed as an alternative to
generalised unitarity cuts, relies on a “dual” prescription f r the imaginary parts of propagators [93].
2.4 COMPACT ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR HIGGS PLUS TWO JETS
The program of completing the computation of all helicity amplitudes forH + 2j production at Hadron
colliders as recently been completed. This allows for a muchfaster evaluation (about 10 ms for the full
colour/helicity sum) of the cross-section previously available from a semi-numerical computation [8,30].
A wide variety of the techniques listed above were employed to ensure a compact analytic form.
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The calculation was performed in the large top-mass limit where the Higgs couples to the gluons
through an effective dimension five operator. A complex Higgs field was decomposed into self-dual (φ)
and anti-self-dual (φ†) pieces from which the standard model amplitudes can be constructed from the
sum ofφ and parity symmetricφ† amplitudes,
A(H, {pk}) = A(φ, {pk}) +A(φ†, {pk}). (1)
Helicity amplitudes have been calculated using the standard 2-component Weyl spinor representations
and written in terms of spinor products. Results are presentd unrenormalised in the four dimensional
helicity scheme.
2.5 Full analytic results
The full set of amplitudes collects together the work from a number of different groups which we sum-
marise below:
H → gggg
Helicity φ φ†
−−−− [31] [32]
+−−− [36] [32]
−−++ [33] [33]
−+−+ [34] [34]
H → q̄qgg
Helicity φ φ†
−++− [35] [35]
−+−+ [35] [35]
−+−− [37] [32]
Table 3: The set of independentφ andφ† helicity amplitudes contributing toH + 2j production together with the references
where they can be obtained.
The analytic form of the four quark squared amplitude was presented in the original semi-
numerical computation [30]. The helicity amplitudes for this process were computed in reference [35].
The results where obtained using 4-dimensional cutting techniques for the cut-constructible parts. Where
applicable on-shell recursion relations gave a compact repres ntation of the rational terms. For the
most complicated NMHV configuration and the “all-minus" configuration non-factorising channels in
the complex plane were unavoidable and on-shell recursion was not possible. In these cases extremely
compact forms were obtained from Feynman diagrams after allinformation from unphysical poles in the
cut-constructible part had been accounted for. It was essential to make full use of the universal IR pole
structure in addition to information coming from spurious poles in the logarithmic part.
This calculation relied on some non-trivial relations betwen terms in the amplitude:
• The rational terms in theφgggg amplitude obey:
R{A4;1(φ; 1g, 2g, 3g, 4g)} =
(
1− Nf
Nc
+
Ns
Nc
)
RNp(φ; 1g , 2g, 3g, 4g)
+2
(
A
(0)
4 (φ, 1g, 2g, 3g, 4g)−A
(0)
4 (φ
†, 1g, 2g, 3g, 4g)
)
(2)
• The rational terms in theφq̄qgg amplitude obey:
R
{
AL4 (φ; 1q̄ , 2q, 3g, 4g) +A
R
4 (φ; 1q̄, 2q, 3g, 4g) +A
f
4(φ; 1q̄ , 2q, 3g, 4g)
}
= 2
(
A
(0)
4 (φ, 1q̄ , 2q, 3g, 4g)−A
(0)
4 (φ
†, 1q̄, 2q, 3g, 4g)
)
(3)
• The sub-leading colour amplitudes in theHq̄qgg amplitude are completely determined from the
leading singularities.
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The identities are strongly reminiscent of cancellations seen in SUSY decompositions of pure QCD
amplitudes except that they are broken by a universal factorpr portional to the tree-levelφ andφ†
amplitudes.
As an example we present the colour ordered amplitude for themost complicated “NMHV" con-
figuration in theHgggg channel [36]. The Feynman diagram representation of this amplitude consists
of 739 diagrams with up to rank 4 tensor pentagon integrals. This leading colour amplitude is sufficient
to give the full colour information when summed over the appro riate permutations, we refer the reader
to [36] for further details.
A
(1)
4;1(H, 1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−) = −A(0)4 (H, 1+, 2−, 3−, 4−)
4∑
i=1
1
ǫ2
(
µ2R
−si,i+1
)ǫ
+ F4(H, 1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−) +R4(H, 1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−) (4)
where
A
(0)
4 (H, 1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−) =
− m
4
H〈24〉4
s124〈12〉〈14〉〈2|pH |3]〈4|pH |3]
+
〈4|pH |1]3
s123〈4|pH |3][12][23]
− 〈2|pH |1]
3
s134〈2|pH |3][14][34]
, (5)
and
F4(H, 1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−) =
{
1
4s124
( 〈3|pH |1]4
〈3|pH |2]〈3|pH |4][21][41]
+
〈24〉4m4H
〈12〉〈14〉〈2|pH |3]〈4|pH |3]
)
W (3)
− s
3
234
4〈1|pH |2]〈1|pH |4][23][34]
W (1) −
( 〈2|pH |1]3
2s134〈2|pH |3][34][41]
+
〈34〉3m4H
2s134〈1|pH |2]〈3|pH |2]〈41〉
)
W (2)
+2C3m3;H|12|34(1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−)I3m3 (m
2
H , s12, s34) +
(
1− Nf
4Nc
)(〈3|pH |1]2
s124[24]2
F1m(s12, s14; s124)
−4〈24〉〈3|pH |1]
2
s124[42]
L̂1 (s124, s12) +
4〈23〉〈4|pH |1]2
s123[32]
L̂1 (s123, s12)
)
−
(
1− Nf
Nc
+
Ns
Nc
)
×
(
[12][41]〈3|pH |2]〈3|pH |4]
2s124[24]4
F1m(s12, s14; s124) +
(
2s124〈34〉2[41]2
〈24〉[42]3 −
〈24〉〈3|pH |1]2
3s124[42]
)
L̂1 (s124, s12)
+
2s124〈24〉〈34〉2[41]2
3[42]
L̂3 (s124, s12) +
〈34〉[41] (3s124〈34〉[41] + 〈24〉〈3|pH |1][42])
3[42]2
L̂2 (s124, s12)
+
〈3|pH |1](4s124〈34〉[41] + 〈3|pH |1](2s14 + s24)
s124〈24〉[42]3
L̂0 (s124, s12)−
2s123〈23〉〈34〉2 [31]2
3[32]
L̂3 (s123, s12)
+
〈23〉〈34〉[31]〈4|pH |1]
3[32]
L̂2 (s123, s12) +
〈23〉〈4|pH |1]2
3s123[32]
L̂1 (s123, s12)
)}
+
{
(2 ↔ 4)
}
. (6)
For convenience we have introduced the following combinatio s of the finite pieces of one-mass(F1m)
and two-mass hard(F2mh) box functions,
W (1) = F1m(s23, s34; s234) + F
2mh(s41, s234;m
2
H , s23) + F
2mh(s12, s234; s34,m
2
H)
W (2) = F1m(s14, s34; s134) + F
2mh(s12, s134;m
2
H , s34) + F
2mh(s23, s134; s14,m
2
H)
W (3) = F1m(s12, s14; s124) + F
2mh(s23, s124;m
2
H , s14) + F
2mh(s34, s124; s12,m
2
H).
The bubble coefficients have been re-arranged into logarithm functions,Lk =
log(s/t)
(s−t)k
, which have
smooth behaviour in the various collinear limits,
L̂3(s, t) = L3(s, t)−
1
2(s− t)2
(
1
s
+
1
t
)
, L̂1(s, t) = L1(s, t),
L̂2(s, t) = L2(s, t)−
1
2(s− t)
(
1
s
+
1
t
)
, L̂0(s, t) = L0(s, t). (7)
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Representations for the scalar integrals can be found in theliterature [94–97]. The three mass triangle
coefficient was obtained from Forde’s Laurent expansion procedure [79],
C3m3;H|12|34(1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−) =
∑
γ=γ±(pH ,p1+p2)
−m4φ〈K♭12〉3〈34〉3
2γ(γ +m2φ)〈K♭11〉〈K♭13〉〈K♭14〉〈12〉
, (8)
whereK1 = pH ,K2 = p1 + p2, and
K♭,µ1 = γ
γKµ1 −K21Kµ2
γ2 −K21K22
, K♭,µ2 = γ
γKµ2 −K22Kµ1
γ2 −K21K22
,
γ±(K1,K2) = K1 ·K2 ±
√
K1 ·K22 −K21K22 . (9)
The rational part (which incorporates the rationalA(1)4 (φ
†, 1+, 2−, 3−, 4−) amplitude derived in [32]) is
R4(H, 1
+, 2−, 3−, 4−) =
{(
1− Nf
Nc
+
Ns
Nc
)
1
2
(〈23〉〈34〉〈4|pH |1][31]
3s123〈12〉[21][32]
− 〈3|pH |1]
2
s124[42]2
+
〈24〉〈34〉〈3|pH |1][41]
3s124s12[42]
− [12]
2〈23〉2
s14[42]2
− 〈24〉(s23s24 + s23s34 + s24s34)
3〈12〉〈14〉[23][34][42]
+
〈2|pH |1]〈4|pH |1]
3s234[23][34]
− 2[12]〈23〉[31]
2
3[23]2[41][34]
)}
+
{
(2 ↔ 4)
}
. (10)
Further study into the origin of the simplicity in the sub-leading colour amplitudes would be
interesting and may shed light on possible cancellations inother processes [98]. The full results for all
helicity configurations have been made available athttp://mcfm.fnal.gov .
3. A GENERIC IMPLEMENTATION OF D-DIMENSIONAL UNITARITY 5
3.1 Introduction
Until recently, the computational bottleneck in next-to-leading order QCD calculations has been the
evaluation of the virtual part of the partonic cross section. The mainstream technology for evaluating one
loop integrals corresponding to one loop Feynman diagrams has been to project the contribution of each
individual Feynman diagram on a complete basis of scalar master integrals that are known analytically.
There are many generic frameworks implemented that have been used the last years in very demanding
calculations (see for example [99–101] or the publically avail ble [102].
Alternative approaches based on unitarity have been employed extensively in the past to re-
cover one loop amplitudes (see e.g. [38, 39]). Following a generalization of the unitarity idea to
quadruple cuts [78] and a novel approach in reduction that allows one to partially fraction numeri-
cally one loop integrals at the integrand level on a per pointbase [91, 103], the numerical evaluation
of one loop amplitudes using tree-level quantities as building blocks appeared to be possible and ef-
ficient enough to tackle processes with many final state partons. Since then there have been mainly
three approaches developed along the lines of numerical reduction with tree-level objects as building
blocks: the Black Hat approach [104, 105](based also on the reduction method of [79], implemeneted
in [105,106]), the D-dimensional unitarity approach [84,85,107,108] (implemented in various indepen-
dent codes [109–113] ) and the helac-1loop approach [103,114–119] (implemented in [120]). All three
approaches have already delivered differential cross sections for processes of prime phenomenological
importance [16–18,26,111,121–126].
In what follows I report on the progress of a generic implementation of the D-dimensional uni-
tarity approach, emphasizing the particular points where my implementation differs from the published
mainstream algorithm.
5Contributed by: A. Lazopoulos.
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3.2 The main algorithm and variations.
Within the framework of dimensional regularization, one loop integrals are analytically continued in
D = 4 − 2ǫ dimensions. The particular way one treats this analytic continuation with respect to the
degrees of freedom,Ds of the unobserved particles that circulate in the loop defines th regularization
scheme used. The fundamental idea of (generalized) D-dimensional unitarity6 is the observation that the
amplitude depends onDs in a linear way, when the loop is not purely fermionic:
ADs = A0 +DsA1 (11)
When the loop is purely fermionic, the colour-ordered amplitude is just proportional to2Ds/2:
ADs = 2Ds/2A0 (12)
The strategy is to evaluateADs numerically for two integer dimensionsDs, extractA0 andA1.
The fullDs dependence ofADs is then recovered and the amplitude can be evaluated in the regula ization
scheme of preference.
The lowest values ofDs one needs to accommodate fermions areDs = 6 andDs = 8. Then
A0 = 4A
6 − 3A8 A1 =
A8 −A6
2
(13)
Choosing the FDH scheme (Ds = 4), the amplitude takes the form
AFDH = 2A6 −A8 (14)
One would now normally set up two OPP systems, to evaluateA6 andA8 using the correspond-
ing residues throughout. Instead, thanks to the linearity of the OPP system, one can evaluate directly7
AFDH . The residues that appear on the left hand side of the OPP equations would now correspond to the
difference2A6|res − A8|res. Potential cancelations between the two contributions, which would have
propagated in the coefficients of the OPP system, are now prevent d.
The residue of the amplitude with respect to a given multiplecut is recognized [107] to be a product
of tree-level amplitudes sewn together with a sum over polarization states of the particles corresponding
to the cut propagators:
ADs |res =
∑
λ1,...λN
(w̄λ1µ1M
µ1µ2wλ2µ2)(w̄
λ2
µ2M
µ2µ3wλ3µ3) . . . (w̄
λN
µN
MµNµ1wλ1µ1) (15)
wherewλ
i
µi is the wave function of the cut particle (eg. a spinor for a fermion or a polarization vector
for a gluon) corresponding to helicityλi. The tree level amplitudes are obtained via the Berends-Giele
recursion relation. This, in effect, means that the currentJµ212 ≡ wλ1µ1Mµ1µ2 is evaluated numerically and
then multiplied by the external wave function̄wλ2µ2 to get the amplitude as a complex number. A rather
trivial but vastly simplifying observation is that one can perform the polarization sums inN − 1 of the
cut propagators and use the spin projectors to join the Berends-Giele currents. We then have
J
µk+1
k,k+1 = J̃k−1,k;µkM
µkµk+1 J̃k−1,k;µk ≡ Jνk−1,kDν,µk(pk) (16)
with Dν,µk(pk) the spin projector for the cut particlek carrying (loop) momentumpk. This transforms
the multiple sum of eq. 15 in a single sum over the polarization states of a single cut particle. One can
6This is not meant to be a complete, or even, a stand alone description of the D-dimensional unitarity algorithm. The reader
that is not familiar with the details or the formalism, can find them in [84,85,107,108]
7One can, of course, choose the scheme of ones preference.
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see this schematically as a ring with a single polarization sum, similar (but not identical) to the way the
calculation of residues is organized in the approach of [120]. As a side remark, choosing to sum over
polarization states of another propagator would provide a non-trivial numerical test for the evaluation of
the cut.
Regarding the computational burden of evaluating the ration l part in extra dimensions, it is clear,
from the representation of the Dirac algebra in6 and8 dimensions, and the fact that the loop momenta
chosen are always restricted to5 dimensions, thatA8|res = A6|res + Â8|res. In particular, in terms of
the rings described above,̂A8|res =
∑
h=5...h8max
Rh whereh8max = 6 when the cut line is a gluon, and
h8max = 8 when the cut line is a fermion. Obviously it is advantageous to cut a gluon line when this is
possible.
3.3 A note on numerical stability
Since D-dimensional unitarity involves pentuple cuts, it is exposed to a direct criticism regarding the
numerical stability of the method, not only as far as the calcul tion of the rational part is concerned,
but also in connection to the cut constructible part, which,n other methods, is evaluated in strictly
four dimensions. In particular, pentagon coefficients, carrying inverse Gram determinants up to the fifth
power, are potential sources of precision loss in phase space oints that are close to configurations with
co-planar momenta. The detection of such problematic points can be achieved with either comparing
the evaluated pole coefficients (in anǫ-expansion of the amplitude) with those known from analytical
formulas, or by checking redundant individual OPP systems for consistency. Both methods are used in
the implementation described here.
The percentage of such problematic points depends on the number and type of external particles as
well as the particular phase space cuts imposed. The most direct attitude towards this issue (aside from
just discarding those points) is to evaluate them in double-double (32 digits) or quadruple (64 digits)
precision using libraries available in the literature. Even though the percentage of problematic points is
always less than5%, the exact rate matters, since the penalty in terms of cpu time paid for the increased
precision arithmetics can reach a factor of100.
An alternative approach that drastically increases precision for the cut constructible part of the
amplitude (without losing information necessary for the rational part or evaluating extra residues) and
slightly improves the behavior of the rational part is described in detail in [127]. The basic idea is to
separate the pentagon contributions throughout the OPP system in another, separately solved system of
equations. The remaining system contains the four-dimensional OPP system for the cut-constructible
part. Moreover, the factorized pentagon coefficients can bemanipulated easily, taking care to avoid
numerical cancellations.
3.4 Summary
The present implementation of D-dimensional unitarity is re t icted to amplitudes relevant for NLO QCD
calculations with massless particles. In terms of color ordere primitives, the full gluonic primitive, prim-
itives with one or more fermion lines and primitives with closed fermion loops are all implemented and
checked either by verifying their singularity structure oragainst published results. The implementation
is independent of the number of external particles. Furtherdetails about primitives not available in the
literature will be given in a forthcoming publication. The numerical stability of the algorithm is enhanced
since the effect of large pentagon coefficients is reduced. Anumber of modifications from the main algo-
rithm that were described above, help to improve the accuracy as well as the computational complexity
of the method.
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4. ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF THE RATIONAL PART OF 1-LOOP AMP LITUDES:
THE R2 CONTRIBUTION 8
The automatic computation of beyond-leading-order amplitudes for processes involving multiparticle
production in the framework of theSU(3)C × SU(2)W ×U(1)Y Standard Model (SM) of interactions,
is one of the goals of the present developments in Theoretical Physics at High-Energy Colliders. The de-
mand for (at least) NLO predictions for partonic processes ian established issue [128], since processes
with many external legs (jets) are expected at the LHC [129] and LO predictions can suffer of uncer-
tainties, like renormalization and factorization scale dependencies, which can increase with the number
of external legs. Thus, recently, some of the current available Matrix-Element MonteCarlo (MC) event
generators, such as HELAC/PHEGAS [130] and SHERPA [131, 132], used even by the experimental
community in the prediction of inclusive and exclusive observables of interest, have been interfaced with
proper codes for the automatic evaluation of 1-loop correction contributions [120, 123]. This work has
just started, and, even if it has already allowed to get theoretical predictions for most of the specific pro-
cesses and sub-processes suggested by the 2007 Les Houches wishlist [3], has not yet achieved the stage
of a completely automatic and systematic evaluation.
Even if interesting results (see e.g. [14]) have been obtained also in the context of the traditional
Passarino-Veltman reduction technique [133], many of the methods recently developed for the evaluation
of virtual contributions at NLO [134], that have pushed crucial progresses in this field, are based on Uni-
tarity arguments [77, 135, 136]. Due to the unitarity of the S-matrix, it is always possible to express any
1-loop amplitude, for any given number of external legs, as alinear combination of 1-loop scalar func-
tions up to 4 external legs (boxes, triangles, bubbles and, eventually, tadpoles), i.e. the cut-constructible
(CC) part, plus a residual piece, called the rational part (R). Since libraries for the evaluation of these
well-known scalar integrals exist [96, 97], the problem of determining a 1-loop amplitude is reduced to
the one of determining the coefficients of the combination and of evaluating the residual piece. One of
the methods developed so far for the determination of these coeffi ients is the OPP reduction [91]. Ac-
cording to it, the coefficients of the expansion of the amplitude in terms of scalar integrals are obtained by
working at the integrand level in a completely algebraic way, indipendently of the theory of interactions
at hand, i.e. the method can be applied to any renormalizablegauge theory. Both massless and massive
particles can be included in the loop. The method does not require to introduce any additional integer
dimension beyond the four we are used to consider in special relativity.
As for the residual piece, in the OPP framework, two kinds of Rterms have been recognized,
denoted byR1 andR2, respectively [114]. TheR1 terms come essentially from the D-dimensional
dependence of the denominators appearing in the integrandsof 1-loop amplitudes, when one applies a
dimensional regularization procedure (working in D =4+ǫ dim.) to calculate the amplitudes themselves.
In fact, in the OPP reduction procedure aimed to obtain the CCpart, the denominators are treated as 4-
dimensional, by neglecting their D-dimensional dependence. TheR2 terms, instead, come from the
ǫ-dimensional part of the numerators.
In the OPP framework, theR1 contribution can be reconstructed at the same time of the CC
part, without needing to know the analytical structure of the amplitude, i.e. the contributing Feynman
diagrams. In other words, to build the CC part and theR1 part of the amplitudes, it is enough to know
the numerator of the integrand in four dimensions as a numerical function of the loop momentumq, and
this numeratorN(q) can already include the sum of many contributions, corresponding to different loop
particle contributions, given a fixed structure of externallegs.
On the other hand, the numerical knowledge ofN(q) is not enough to extrapolate theǫ-dependence
of the numerator, i.e. theR2 terms have to be calculated separately. The strategy we haveadopted so far
to buildR2 is based on the consideration that the divergencies appearing in theR2 integrands that have
to be regularized have a completely ultraviolet (UV) nature[137]. Thus, irreducibleR2 contributions
8Contributed by: M.V. Garzelli and I. Malamos.
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up to four external legs are enough to build the totalR2 for processes with any number of external legs.
Since the number ofR2 building-blocks is finite, it is possible to write them in theform of effective
Feynman rules, derived for each of the theories of particle int ractions at hand. We have first derived
these Feynman rules in the framework of QCD, where the numberof involved particles is relatively low,
thus only a few effective vertices exist [118]. We have provided these rules both in the ’t Hooft-Feynman
gauge and in the Four Dimensional Helicity (FDH) scheme, which is a particular case of the previous
one, corresponding to selecting only a part of the rational terms (ǫ is set to 0 before integration). The rules
have been derived analytically by using FORM [138, 139]. We have then extended the list of effective
Feynman rules, by adding the ones for 1-loop QCD correctionsElectroweak (EW) amplitudes, the ones
for EW corrections to QCD amplitudes and, finally, the ones for EW corrections to EW processes [119].
We have tested our analytical results, by considering the fact thatR2 is not gauge invariant by
itself, but the sumR1+R2 has to fulfill this constraint, i.e. a given set of Ward identities [140] has to
be satisfied. We have derived these Ward identities in the formalism of the Background Field Method
(BFM) [141, 142]. We have derived analytical formulas forR1 terms up to 4-external legs, and we
have verified that the sumsR1+R2 satisfy the Ward identities. This can be considered a non-trivial
test, since the analytical expressions ofR1 effective vertices are in general much more complicated,
by involving many terms, with denominators including different combinations of the momenta of the
external particles. It is worth mentioning that, at the aim of calculatingR1 for an arbitrary process, it
is not possible to apply a procedure, based on Feynman rules,analogous to the one used to calculate
R2, since, in case of many external legs, one cannot rely onR1 contributions up to 4-external legs only.
Furthermore, the analytical structure of theR1 terms becomes soon very complicated by increasing the
number of external legs, thus, in general, it is easier to proceed with a numerical evaluation ofR1.
As an explicit and simple example of the procedure we have adopte to derive theR2 effective
Feynman rules, we detail the calculation ofR2 coming from the gluon self-energy. The contributing
diagrams are drawn in fig. 2.
As for the ghost loop with 2 external gluons, we can write the numerator as
N̄(q̄) =
g2
(2π)4
fa1bc fa2cb (p+ q̄)µ1 q̄µ2 . (17)
In the previous equation, dimensional regularization is assumed, so that we use a bar to denote objects
living in D = 4 + ǫ dimensions. Notice that, when aD-dimensional index is contracted with a 4-
dimensional (observable) vectorvµ, the4-dimensional part is automatically selected. For example,
q̄ · v ≡ (q + q̃) · v = q · v and /̄v ≡ γ̄µ̄ vµ = /v , (18)
where we have used a tilde to representǫ-dimensional quantities. Sinceµ1 andµ2 are external Lorentz in-
dices, that are eventually contracted with 4-dimensional external currents, theirǫ-dimensional component
is killed due to eq. 18. Therefore,R2 = 0 for this diagram, being theǫ-dependent part of the numerator
Ñ(q̃2, q, ǫ) = 0. With analogous arguments, one easily shows that ghost loops never contribute toR2,
even in case of 3 or 4 external gluons. This is not only the caseof QCD ghosts, but even the one of EW
ghosts that enter EW loops. In general, loops of ghost particles give instead a non-vanishing contribution
toR1.
The contribution due toNf quark loops is given by the second diagram of fig. 2, whose numerator
reads
N̄(q̄) = − g
2
(2π)4
Nf
δa1a2
2
Tr[γµ1(/̄q +mq)γ
µ2(/̄q + /p+mq)] , (19)
where the external indicesµ1 andµ2 have been directly taken in 4 dimensions. By anti-commuting
γµ2 and /̄q and using the fact that, due to Lorentz invariance, odd powers of q̃ do not contribute, one
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Fig. 2: Diagrams contributing to the gluon self-energy.
immediately get the result
Ñ(q̃2) =
g2
8π4
Nf δa1a2 gµ1µ2 q̃
2 . (20)
Eq. 20, integrated with the help of the eq.
∫
dnq̄
q̃2
D̄iD̄j
= − iπ
2
2
[
m2i +m
2
j −
(pi − pj)2
3
]
+O(ǫ) , (21)
whereD̄i = (pi + q̄)2 −m2i , gives the term proportional toNf in the 2-point effective vertex of fig. 3.
p
µ1,a1 µ2,a2
=
ig2Ncol
48π2
δa1a2
[ p2
2
gµ1µ2 + λHV
(
gµ1µ2p
2 − pµ1pµ2
)
+
Nf
Ncol
(p2 − 6m2q) gµ1µ2
]
Fig. 3:R2 gluon-gluon effective vertex.λHV = 1 in the ’t Hooft-Feynman scheme andλHV = 0 in the FDH scheme.Ncol is
the number of colors andNf is the number of fermions running in the quark loop.
The effective rules providing the QCD NLOR2 corrections have already been implemented in a
numerical code based on tensor reduction [143]. Furthermore, they have been used in a unitary context
by the HELAC-NLO system, in the study of NLO processes likepp → tt̄bb̄ [16] andpp → tt̄H, with the
Higgs boson subsequently decaying inbb̄ [144]. At the purpose of calculating the totalR2 contribution to
a physical process, these Feynman rules have to be considered on the same footing as the standard ones.
The only constraint in using them is that in each tree-level lik effective Feynman diagram contributing
toR2, one and only oneR2 effective vertex has to be included.
One of the advantages of the incorporation of the Feynman rules we have derived, in numerical
codes for the evaluation of SM amplitudes at NLO, is the fact tha he CPU time needed to computeR2
becomes, in practice, very low. This is important if one considers that, by using other codes based on
Unitarity or Generalized Unitarity methods, such as Blackhat [105] and Rocket [109], the time necessary
for the computation of R is comparable or even longer than thetim necessary to derive the CC part of
the amplitude. In particular, it is interesting to observe that while all these methods retrieve the CC part
of the amplitude in more or less similar ways, the procedure to build R is very different. In the framework
of the Generalized Unitarity techniques [84,85], for instace, the rational terms are calculated using the
same reduction procedure used to calculate the CC part of theamplitude, at the price of working in more
than 4 integer dimensions. If, from one hand, this is an elegant solution allowing to treat in a unified way
the CC and R part, on the other, it requires to work in a number of integer dimensions larger than 4, and,
thus, to introduce e.g. proper spinor representations in more than 4 dimensions and so on.
We think that in general the R part of the amplitudes deservesmore attention, since at present it
is the less understood part of the 1-loop virtual corrections, and a careful comparison between different
methods to obtain it could help in the attempt of better understanding the nature and the origin of the
rational terms and to improve the computational strategiesto calculate them.
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5. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF GOLEM 9
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to calculate processes with multi-particle final st tes beyond leading order will be a necessary
requirement to describe the signals and backgrounds with a precision that allows to study new physics
at the LHC [1–3,145]. One of the challenges of next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations is the numeri-
cally stable evaluation and integration of the virtual corrections. Both the development of new unitarity
based methods and the improvement of traditional methods based on Feynman diagrams have led to new
results for NLO predictions, as reported by several groups in these proceedings. We want to stress the
importance of automatisation for such computations, as it reduces the time spent on a single calculation.
Moreover, automated NLO programs can be combined with existing tools for tree level matrix element
generation and phase space integration via a standard interface, thus providing flexible NLO tools which
can be made publicly available.
The Golem approach to the calculation of one-loop matrix elem nts can be summarised as a Feyn-
man diagrammatic expansion of helicity amplitudes with a semi-numerical reduction of the tensor inte-
grals [102, 146]. This method produces a fast, analytic representation for the matrix element and works
for processes involving massive and massless particles. The algorithm for the reduction of the tensor
integrals extracts all infrared divergences analyticallyin terms of triangles; its implementation, which is
described in Section 5.2, switches between the analytic reduction of tensor integrals and their numeric
evaluation; this is a special feature of the Golem approach which preserves numerical stability in phase
space regions of small Gram determinants. Working entirelywith Feynman diagrams, we generate the
rational terms of an amplitude at no extra cost together withthe cut-constructable parts.
Section 5.3 describes our current implementation of the Golem method and in Section 5.4 we
present results which have been achieved recently using ourformalism.
5.2 Reduction of Tensor Integrals withgolem95
In [146, 147] we describe an algorithm for the reduction of one-loop tensor integrals which works for
an arbitrary number of legs, both massive and massless. Thisalgorithm has been implemented as a For-
tran 90 library,golem95 , for integrals with up to six external momenta [102] and massless propagators.
The algebraic reduction of higher rank four-point and three-point functions to expressions con-
taining only scalar integrals necessarily leads to inverseGram determinants appearing in the coefficients
of those scalar integrals. These determinants can become arbitrarily small and can therefore hamper
a numerically stable evaluation of the one-loop amplitude.Our algorithm avoids a full reduction in
phase space regions where a Gram determinant becomes small.In these cases the tensor integrals, cor-
responding to integrals with Feynman parameters in the numerator, are evaluated by means of numerical
integration. The use of one-dimensional integral representatio s hereby guarantees a fast and stable eval-
uation.
We have recently extended the librarygolem95 to the case with internal masses. All infrared
divergent integrals have been implemented explicitly. Forthe finite boxes and triangles, LoopTools [148–
9Contributed by: T. Binoth, G. Cullen, N. Greiner, A. Guffanti, J.-Ph. Guillet, G. Heinrich, S. Karg, N. Kauer, T. Reiter,J.
Reuter, M. Rodgers and I. Wigmore.
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150] needs to be linked. This “massive" version of the golem95 library is currently in the testing phase
and will be available shortly atlappweb.in2p3.fr/lapth/Golem/golem95.html .
For integrals with internal masses, the option to evaluate the tensor integrals numerically prior to
reduction in regions where the Gram determinant tends to zer, is not yet supported. However, one-
dimensional integral representations valid for all possible kinematic configurations are under construc-
tion.
5.3 Towards an Automated One-Loop Matrix Element Generator
We have implemented the Golem formalism into a one-loop matrix element generator based on helicity
projections of Feynman diagrams. This program, currently ca led golem 2.0 , has been successfully
applied in the calculation of the processqq̄ → bb̄bb̄, which is described in Section 5.4. A future version
of our matrix element generator will support the standard interface to Monte-Carlo tools [24]. Using this
interface, a seamless integration into existing Monte Carlo tools becomes possible.
The implementation in form of a Python package uses QGraf [151] to generate all tree and one-
loop diagrams for a given process. On top of the Standard Model, ur package supports the import of
model files in the CompHEP [152] table format; an interface with FeynRules [153] is currently under de-
velopment.
The output of the diagram generator is simplified algebraically using Form [138] and the Form
library spinney [154] which adds the required functionality for manipulating helicity spinors. We use
this library at many places in the simplification process, such as
• the translation from QGraf to Form. The elements of a spinor chain in QGraf are not generated in
the order in which the elements appear along the fermion line. I stead, the correct order can be
restored by considering explicit spinor indices as in(γµ)αβ .
• the application of flipping rules [155, 156] for the correct treatment of fermion number violating
interactions as in models containing Majorana fermions.
• carrying out the numerator algebra. We use the ’t Hooft-Veltman scheme and dimension splitting
for dealing with ann-dimensional numerator algebra. The relevant formulae have been worked
out and implemented inspinney .
• the contraction of Lorentz indices by means of Chisholm identiti s. These identities have originally
been formulated for Dirac traces but have been extended inspinney to the case of spinor chains.
After the simplification by Form, each diagram of a helicity amplitude is expressed entirely in terms of
spinor products, model parameters and integral form factors as defined ingolem95 . Diagrams con-
taining four-gluon vertices are represented as a sum over colour subamplitudes. This representation is
in principle suitable for numerical evaluation but we optimise the expression in several steps to improve
speed, size and numerical stability of the resulting Fortran program. First of all, our Form code fac-
tors out coefficients common to all terms in the diagram and introduces abbreviations for products of
spinor products.
In the next step we use the optimising code generatorhaggies [157] for generating efficient For-
tran 90 code for each diagram. The programhaggies combines a multivariate Horner scheme [158]
and common coefficient extraction [159] with common subexprssion elimination and a linear search
strategy for variable allocation [160]. Its built in type checker allows one to build up expressions from
different built-in and derived data types. The combinationof these strategies optimises an expression
with respect to the number of multiplications and function calls required for its evaluation. As an ex-
ample, we consider the hexagon diagram in Figure 4: the Form output consists of 535 terms for one
specific helicity amplitude, requiring 1100 multiplications for its evaluation. The program generated by
haggies evaluates the same expression using 585 multiplications, saving roughly fifty percent of the
required operations. Similarly, we process the sum of the 64tree diagrams contributing toqg → ss̄bb̄q
(See Fig. 4, right). One of the non-vanishing helicity amplitudes would require 12,279 multiplications
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and 5,128 additions before optimisation, whereash ggies produces a program that evaluates the result
with only 2,166 multiplications and 687 additions, saving more than 80% of all arithmetic operations.
The programhaggies works independent from the input and output language and is very flex-
ible in the output format. Its design incorporates the possibility of writing code for object oriented
programming languages, even if they do not support operatoroverloading. The program is therefore well
suited for many problems both within and outside high energyph sics. It is publicly available under
http://www.nikhef.nl/˜thomasr/download.php .
In the code generated bygolem-2.0 , the one-loop integrals are evaluated by thegolem95 li-
brary. Its internal, recursive structure uses a cache for storing function evaluations which are required
in different form factors belonging to the same diagram topol gy. We improved the performance of the
numerical evaluation of the one-loop amplitude further by relating diagrams of which the loop propa-
gators are contained in the set of loop propagators of another diagram. The form factors of the most
difficult diagram of one topology can be reused for all pinched diagrams of the same topology by using
the internal cache ofgolem95 .
Besides the numerical code, the package is also capable of producing a description of the process
in LATEX including all contributing Feynman diagrams drawn with AxoDraw [161] combined with an
implementation of the layout algorithm proposed in [162] (See Figure 4). We also plan to provide an
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Fig. 4: Three diagrams contributing to different subprocesses ofpp → ss̄bb̄ at NLO in QCD. The diagrams have been drawn
automatically bygolem-2.0 using LATEX and AxoDraw [161].
interface to OPP like tensor reduction algorithms [91, 103]where our program provides the numerator
functionN(q, q̃2) of diagrams or subamplitudes. Since our approach treats thenum ratorn-dimensional
it provides the fullq̃2 dependence which can be used for the reconstruction of the rational termR2.
5.4 The quark induced case ofpp → bb̄bb̄
For Higgs searches in many models beyond the Standard Model (BSM), processes with high multiplic-
ities of b-quarks in the final state become relevant. For example, in a large part of the parameter space
of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), the light Higgs boson decays predominantly
into bb̄ pairs. This opens up the possibility to measure theh H coupling at the LHC through the pro-
cessgg → H → hh → bb̄bb̄. Experimental studies show, however, that such a measurement would
be extremely difficult, primarily due to the overwhelming QCD background [163]. Another example
where thebb̄bb̄ final state becomes important are hidden valley models wheret decay of exotic hadrons
leads to high multiplicities ofb-quark. The precise knowledge of thebb̄bb̄ final state within the Standard
Model is therefore an important factor for the success of these measurements. The calculation of the
NLO corrections inαs reduces the scale dependence of the prediction and thereforgreatly improves the
precision of this prediction. Here, we present the calculation of qq̄ → bb̄bb̄ with q ∈ {u, d, s, c}, which
is a subprocess of the reactionpp → bb̄bb̄.
For the calculation of the virtual part of the amplitude we have pplied the setup as discussed in
Section 5.3. We have confirmed it by an independent implementatio based on FeynArts and Form-
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Calc [148] and a symbolical reduction of the tensor integrals to scalar integrals using the formalism
described in [146].
The real corrections and the Born level amplitude as well as the phase space integration of all parts
have been computed with MadGraph, MadEvent [164, 165] and MaDipole [166] and independently
using an adapted version of Whizard [167]. In both cases the infrared singularities are treated by the
subtraction of Catani-Seymour dipoles [168] with the improvements suggested in [169].
For all parts of the calculation we have used two independentimplementations. Additional checks
such as the cancellation of the infrared divergences, the symmetries of the amplitude and the indepen-
dence on the slicing parameter in the dipoles [169] have beenp rformed in order to ensure the correctness
of our results.
Figure 5 shows some results obtained for the LHC. We use a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s =
14 TeV and impose the following cuts on transverse momentum, rapidity and separation∆R(bi, bj) =√
(∆Φij)2 + (∆ηij)2:
pT (bi) > 30 GeV
|η(bi)| < 2.5
∆R(bi, bj) > 0.8
(22)
Before cuts theKT algorithm [170] is applied to decide if the extra gluon in thereal emission part of
the process can be resolved. In the case of an unresolved gluon the momentum of the mergedb-g-pair
pbi + pg is used as the momentum of theb-jet. For the initial state we convolve with theu, d, c and
s-quark parton distribution functions of the CTEQ6M set [171] with two-loop running ofαs for the LO
and the NLO part of the amplitude. We work in the limitb = 0 andmt → ∞.
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Fig. 5: pp(qq̄) → bb̄bb̄ + X at the LHC (√s = 14 TeV). (left) The dependence of the cross-section on the renormalisation
scaleµR = xµ0 at fixed value of the factorisation scaleµF = 100 GeV. (right) Invariant mass (mbb) distribution of the two
leadingb-jets (see text). The error bands are obtained from a variation of the renormalisation scaleµR betweenµ0/4 and2µ0
with µ0 =
√
∑
j p
2
T (bj). The dashed line shows the LO prediction forµR = µ0/2.
The left plot of Figure 5 shows the dependence of the total cross-section on the variation of the
renormalisation scale while the factorisation scale is fixed atµF = 100 GeV. The NLO curve clearly
shows the expected improvement of the scale dependence witha plateau region around a central value of
µ0/2, whereµ0 has been defined asµ0 =
√∑
j p
2
T (bj).
The right plot shows the invariant mass distribution of the leading10 two b-jets. The error bands
obtained from a variation of the renormalisation scale in the intervalµ0/4 < µR < 2µ0 confirm the
expected reduction of the renormalisation scale dependence.
10 “leading” is defined in terms of an ordering with respect topT (bj).
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CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on the recent progress of the Golem collaboration. We have started the development of
a one-loop matrix element generator, calledgolem-2.0 , based on the Feynman diagrammatic expan-
sion of helicity amplitudes. This program has now been used to provide results for the orderαs virtual
corrections of the amplitudeqq̄ → bb̄bb̄. We have combined this program with MadGraph/MadEvent
and Whizard to obtain a complete next-to-leading order result for this process. The calculation of the
remaining channels ofpp → bb̄bb̄+X is in preparation.
The one-loop integral librarygolem95 has been extended to the case of massive loop propa-
gators, which is necessary for many Standard Model processes. Moreover, together with the interface
betweengolem-2.0 and Feynman rule generators such as FeynRules and LanHEP [172] we extended
the applicability of our programs to BSM physics.
We focus on making the matrix element generatorg lem-2.0 publicly available as a plug-
in into existing Monte Carlo event generators, using the LesHouches standard interface for one-loop
programs [24], which should be accomplished within the nextsix months.
Our recent work demonstrates the potential of Feynman diagrams and the ability of our approach
to handle processes with up to six external particles efficiently and in a highly automated manner and
gives confidence that even higher particle multiplicities are within reach.
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6. COMMON NTUPLE OUTPUT FORMAT FOR NLO CALCULATIONS 11
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Next-to-leading order (NLO) is the first order in perturbative QCD at which the normalizations, and
in some cases, the shapes, of cross sections can be considered reliable. As has been reported in the
proceedings of this workshop, there have been great advances i the NLO calculations of processes with
multi-parton final states. From an experimental perspectiv, he ideal situation would be to have the NLO
matrix elements interfaced to a parton shower Monte Carlo. So far this interface has been implemented
only for a limited number of processes. It is important to devis techniques to allow this to be done for
any NLO calculation, such as proposed in [173].
In the absence of a complete implementation of parton showering and hadronization for all NLO
processes, it is still useful to examine the predictions from NLO calculations, at the parton level. A
number of NLO authors have made public code available for thei programs; for example, a large number
11Contributed by: J. Campbell, J. Huston, P. Nadolsky, F.-P. Schilling, P. Uwer and J. Weng.
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of processes have been collected in MCFM [174]. There still remain, however, a number of important
calculations for which no public code is available. In lieu of a public code, the authors can make parton
4-vector results from their calculations available. Information from any decay products (such as from
W and Z bosons) can also be stored. Even for processes for which public code is available, it is still
often useful to store the parton level event information. A convenient approach for this type of storage is
ROOT [175]. ROOT allows for data compression, indexed access to pecified events, immediate plotting
of the variables, in addition to having wide acceptance in the experimental community. ROOT is one of
the output options in MCFM, through the FROOT subroutine provided by Pavel Nadolsky. The format
allows for the storage of all parton 4-vectors, the total event weight, the event weight by the initial
state partons, and the event weights for the parton distribution error PDFs. The latter makes it easier to
calculate the PDF uncertainty for any observables, at the exp nse of additional storage space.
In this short contribution, we would like to generalize the FROOT format, in order to provide a
semi-official standard for NLO output. This is generally compatible with LHEF2.0 [176], but is much
simplified, as less information is required. We also provideC++ classes to read and write the ntuple
to disk, which shields the user from the technical details ofthe ROOT interface. At this workshop a
standardized interface, the Binoth Les Houches Accord, between Monte Carlo and one-loop programs
was developed [24]. However, this interface is not directlyapplicable to the NLO event storage problem
that we are addressing here.
6.2 NTUPLE STRUCTURE
The ntuple structure in ROOT tree format is shown in Table 4. Branches are available for the following
information:
• 4-vector information for the initial and final state partons;
• the momentum fractionsx1 andx2 and PDG identification codesid1 and id2 of the incoming
partons;
• factorization and renormalization scales;
• total event weight;
• there is provision for additional user-specified weights tobe stored, for example for specific initial
states;
• the event weights for a set of error PDFs;
• a unique event number, as well as event pointers are providedthat allow relations between events
to be stored.
Event relations (realized by pointers, see above) can be used, for example, to associate each gener-
ated real emission event with its counter-events resultingfrom Catani-Seymour dipole subtractions [168].
This allows the possibility of treating these events, whichhave potentially large cancellations between
them, together, e.g. for more easily calculating the statistical error for the full sample, or any sub-
set. Such relations could also prevent the inadvertent inclusion of an event without its corresponding
counter-events, for instance due to incomplete reading of aROOT tree.
All floating point variables are presently defined in double pr cision, since in most NLO calcula-
tions double precision is used per default. They could also be stored in single precision, which would
save a factor of roughly two in disk space for the produced trees.
6.3 C++ IMPLEMENTATION
A set of C++ classes has been written for convenient input/output of the above described ROOT trees.
ClassLhaNLOEvent provides a container for the event information to be stored.The data members
correspond to the Ntuple contents per event. Member functios are provided which set or get the event
information. An example for storing the event information is shown below
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Table 4: Variables stored in the proposed common ROOT ntupleoutput.
ROOT Tree Branch Description
Npart/I number of partons (incoming and outgoing)
Px[Npart]/D Px of partons
Py[Npart]/D Py of partons
Pz[Npart]/D Pz of partons
E[Npart]/D E of partons
x1/D Bjorken-x of incoming parton 1
x2/D Bjorken-x of incoming parton 2
id1/I PDG particle ID of incoming parton 1
id2/I PDF particle ID of incoming parton 2
fac_scale/D factorization scale
ren_scale/D renormalization scale
weight/D global event weight
Nuwgt/I number of user weights
user_wgts[Nuwgt]/D user event weights
evt_no/L unique event number (identifier)
Nptr/I number of event pointers
evt_pointers[Nptr]/L event pointers (identifiers of related events)
Npdfs/I number of PDF weights
pdf_wgts[Npdfs]/D PDF weights
LhaNLOEvent * evt = new LhaNLOEvent();
evt->addParticle(px1,py1,pz1,E1);
evt->setProcInfo(x1,id1,x2,id2);
evt->setRenScale(scale);
...
Another classLhaNLOTreeIO is responsible for writing the events into the ROOT tree and
outputting the tree to disk. In addition to the event-wise information global data such as comments, cross
sections etc can be written as well. An example is shown below:
LhaNLOTreeIO * writer = new LhaNLOTreeIO(); // create tree writer
writer->initWrite(’’test.root’’);
...
writer->writeComment(’’W+4 jets at NNLO’’); // write glob al comments
writer->writeComment(’’total cross section: XYZ+/-IJK f b’’);
...
writer->writeEvent( * evt); // write event to tree (in event loop)
...
writer->writeTree(); // write tree to disk
Similarly, a tree can be read back from disk:
LhaNLOTreeIO * reader = new LhaNLOTreeIO(); // init reader
ierr=reader->initRead("test.root");
if (!ierr) {
for (int i=0; i< reader->getNumberofEvents();i++) {
event->reset();
ierr=reader->readEvent(i, * event);
...
}
}
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It is important to note that the details of the technical implementation of the tree and in-
put/output using ROOT are shielded from the user, who interac s only with theLhaNLOEvent and
LhaNLOTreeIO classes. The only requirement is that the ROOT libraries areprovided when the pro-
gram is compiled.
6.4 EXAMPLE
The aforementioned classes were interfaced with the C++ code f r calculating the NLO cross section
for the production of a top-antitop pair in association withone extra jet at the LHC from [177, 178].
Ntuples were produced for the leading-order (LO) contribution of the ttbar+jets process at a centre-of-
mass energy of 10 TeV. The file size is of the order of 0.1 kilobytes/event (no PDF weights or event
relations were used in this test, which would lead to bigger ev nt sizes).
The results were compared in leading-order with MCFM, usingROOT trees produced with the
FROOT package. MCFM was set to calculate the inclusive ttbarcross section at NLO. The comparison
was made for the region of phase space where a third parton is produced in addition to the top-antitop
pair (a cutpT > 20 GeV was applied on this third parton). In this configuration the output of the two
programs (TTJET LO vs MCFM NLO) should be identical, which isconfirmed by Figure 6.
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Fig. 6: Comparison between the LO contribution to the ttbar+jet process, as calculated in [177, 178] (TTJET), and the NLO
calculation of the total ttbar cross section as calculated in MCFM. A cut on the existance of a third parton withpT > 20 GeV
is applied in both cases, such that the predictions are comparable. Shown are thepT (top left), invariant mass (top right) and
rapidity of the ttbar system (bottom left), as well as the dR between the top and the anti-top quark (bottom right).
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
A common Ntuple output format for NLO cross section calculation codes based on ROOT trees has been
proposed. It allows to make parton level 4-vector results ofNLO calculations available even if no public
code exists, and thus constitutes a valuable tool for exchange between theorists and experimentalists.
The information provided in the Ntuples is essentially a sub- et of the Les Houches Event Format LHEF
which is sufficient for applying cuts, plotting distributions etc. The interface can be easily adopted by
many of the existing NLO codes.
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In the future, a conversion tool between an LHE file and the Ntuple format described here could
also be provided. Another possibility for an extension of the present proposal would be the storage of
event weights for different renormalization and factorization scales, if the NLO programs were set up to
provide this information. The source code is available from[179].
7. FIRST STEPS TOWARDS A DUALITY RELATION AT TWO LOOPS 12
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The duality method provides a method to numerically computemulti–leg one–loop cross sections in
perturbative field theories by defining a relation between one–loop integrals and single phase–space in-
tegrals [93,180,181]. This is done by properly regularizing propagators by a complex Lorentz–covariant
prescription, which is different from the customary+i0 prescription of the Feynman propagators. The
duality method is valid for massless as well as for real and virtual massive propagators and can straight-
forwardly be applied not only for the evaluation of basic one–loop integrals but also for complete one–
loop quantities such as Green’s functions and scattering amplitudes [93]. An extension to two–loop order
is more involved and needs the treatment of occurring dependences on one of the two integration mo-
menta in the modified+i0 description, which would lead to branch cuts in the complex energy plane.
This extension is currently under investigation.
One motivation for deriving the duality relation is given bythe fact that the computation of cross
sections at next-to-leading order (NLO) requires the separate evaluation of real and virtual radiative
corrections. Real (virtual) radiative corrections are given by multi–leg tree–level (one–loop) matrix
elements to be integrated over the multi–particle phase space of the physical process. The loop–tree
duality discussed here, as well as other methods that relateone–loop and phase–space integrals, have
the attractive feature that they recast the virtual radiative corrections in a form that closely parallels the
contribution of the real radiative corrections [180, 182–185]. This close correspondence can help to
directly combine real and virtual contributions to NLO cross sections. In particular, using the duality
relation, one can apply mixed analytical and numerical techniques to the evaluation of the one–loop
virtual contributions [180]. The infrared or ultraviolet divergent part of the corresponding dual integrals
can be analytically evaluated in dimensional regularization. The finite part of the dual integrals can be
computed numerically, together with the finite part of the real emission contribution. Partial results along
these lines are presented in Refs. [180,181] and further work is in progress.
7.2 THE DUALITY RELATION AT ONE–LOOP ORDER
Consider a generic one–loop integral over Feynman propagators, whereqi = q +
∑i
k=1 pk are the
momenta of the internal lines,q being the loop momentum, andpi (
∑N
i=1 pi = 0) the external (outgoing
and clockwise ordered) momenta. The Feynman propagators have two poles in the complex plane of
the loop energyq0, the pole with positive (negative) energy being slightly displaced below (above) the
real axis encoded by the additional+i0 term in the propagator. Using the Cauchy residue theorem in the
complexq0–plane, with the integration contour closed at∞ in the lower half–plane, we obtain a sum over
terms given by the integral evaluated at the poles with positive energy only. Hence a one–loop integral
with N internal propagators leads toN contributions, one for each propagator for which the residue is
taken. It can be shown that this residue is equivalent to cutting hat line by including the corresponding
on–shell propagatorδ+(q2i ) = θ(q
0
i )δ(q
2
i ). The remaining propagators of the expression are shifted to
∏
j 6=i
1
q2j + i0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
q2i=−i0
=
∏
j 6=i
1
q2j − i0 η(qj − qi)
, (23)
12Contributed by: I. Bierenbaum and G. Rodrigo.
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whereη is a future-like vector, i.e. ad-dimensional vector that can be either light-like(η2 = 0) or time-
like (η2 > 0) with positive definite energy (η0 ≥ 0). The calculation of the residue at the pole of theith
internal line modifies thei0 prescription of the propagators of the other internal linesof the loop. This
modified regularization is named ‘dual’i0 prescription, and the corresponding propagators are named
‘dual’ propagators. The dual prescription arises, becausethe original Feynman propagator1/(q2j + i0) is
evaluated at thecomplexvalue of the loop momentumq, which is determined by the location of the pole
at q2i + i0 = 0. The presence ofη is a consequence of the fact that the residue at each of the poles is not
a Lorentz–invariant quantity, since a given system of coordinates has to be specified to apply the residue
theorem. Different choices of the future-like vectorη are equivalent to different choices of the coordinate
system. The Lorentz–invariance of the loop integral is, however, recovered after summing over all the
residues. For a one–loop integral, the termη(qj − qi) is always solely proportional to external momenta
and hence defines a fixed pole in theq0–plane.
Note that an extension to real and virtual massive propagators nd full scattering amplitudes is
straightforward and described in detail in Ref. [93].
7.3 FIRST STEPS TOWARDS TWO–LOOP ORDER
The fact that the termη(qj−qi) is proportional to external momenta only, is not valid anymore nce going
to the next loop order and considering a generic two–loop n–leg diagram. Taking the residues loop by
loop for the two integration momenta introduces in some cases dependence on one of the integration
momenta in the difference ofη(qj − qi). Hence we encounter not poles but rather branch cuts in the
complex energy plane. To avoid this and more generally to avoid any dependence on integration momenta
in theη(qj − qi)–terms demands a reformulation of the propagators into another basis, which fulfills the
required properties. First steps towards a two–loop expression obtained by such a transformation have
been undertaken, while the full general two–loop expression i still under investigation.
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Part II
NEW HIGH ORDER CALCULATIONS,
WISHLIST
8. A NLO STUDY OF tt̄H → tt̄bb̄ SIGNAL VERSUS tt̄bb̄ BACKGROUND 13
8.1 Introduction
The associated production of a Higgs boson, with att̄ pair, is going to play an important role for precision
measurements of the Higgs boson Yukawa couplings at the LHC,especially in the range of masses
115 GeV < MH < 140 GeV, where the Higgs decays predominantly inbb̄ pairs. Whether or not it will
also provide a discovery channel, very much depends on the raio between this signal and the main QCD
tt̄bb̄ background. A next-to-leading order (NLO) analysis of the inclusiveHtt̄ production performed by
two independent groups showed an increase of the leading order (LO) cross section by a factor of 1.2 at
the central scaleµ0 = mt+mH/2 up to 1.4 at the threshold valueµ = 2µ0, see [186–189]. On the other
hand, very recent calculations [14,16,190] showed a huge enhancement of thett̄bb̄ background at NLO
with a K factor of the order of 1.77. Of course, much more detailed analyses are needed to establish
the possibility of detecting the Higgs in this channel, based on distributions, rather than on a mere event
counting, see e.g. [191]. To this aim, an accurate description of both signal and background is needed.
A first step toward this, is the inclusion of theH → bb̄ decay directly into the NLO calculation of the
signal. In this contribution, this is achieved by computingthe factorisable QCD corrections to the Higgs
signalpp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄ process. We consider higher order corrections to both production and decay of
the Higgs boson, where the latter is modeled by the propagator wi h a fixed width which we computed
with HDECAY [192].
NLO QCD corrections have been calculated with the help of theHELAC-NLO system. It con-
sists of HELAC-PHEGAS [130,193–195], HELAC-DIPOLES [196], ONELOOP [120] and HELAC-1LOOP
[120], based on the OPP reduction technique [91] and the reduction code CUTTOOLS [103]. The HELAC-
NLO system has also been used to compute thepp → tt̄bb̄ background [16], allowing the comparisons
presented in this work.
8.2 Results
For both signal and background, we consider the processpp → tt̄bb̄ +X at the LHC, i.e. for√s = 14
TeV. For the top-quark mass we takemt = 172.6 GeV, whereas all other QCD partons including b quarks
are treated as massless. Higgs boson mass is set tomH = 130 GeV. Top quark mass renormalization is
performed in the on-shell scheme, which fixes the renormalization of the top quark Yukawa coupling. As
far as the b-quark Yukawa coupling is concerned, we renormalize it in theMS scheme, which makes it
proportional to theMS mass of the b-quark,mb(µ). Finally, we transform this parameter intomb(mH).
While the difference is of higher order, we are motivated by the fact that we work in the narrow width
approximation withΓH calculated atµ = mH .
We consistently use the CTEQ6 set of parton distribution functio s (PDFs) [171, 197] , i.e. we
take CTEQ6L1 PDFs with a 1-loop runningαs in LO and CTEQ6M PDFs with a 2-loop runningαs in
NLO, but the suppressed contribution from b quarks in the initial state has been neglected. The number
of active flavors isNF = 5, and the respective QCD parameters areΛLO5 = 165 MeV andΛ
MS
5 = 226
MeV. In the renormalization of the strong coupling constant, the top-quark loop in the gluon self-energy
is subtracted at zero momentum. In this scheme the running ofαs is generated solely by the contributions
of the light-quark and gluon loops. By default, we set the reno malization and factorization scales,µR
andµF , to the common valueµ0 = mt +mH/2 for the signal andµ0 = mt for the background.
13Contributed by: G. Bevilacqua, M. Czakon, M.V. Garzelli, A.van Hameren, C.G. Papadopoulos, R. Pittau and M. Worek.
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All final-state b quarks and gluons with pseudorapidity|η| < 5 are recombined into jets with
separation
√
∆φ2 +∆y2 > D = 0.8 in the rapidityâ̆AŞ azimuthal-angle plane via the IR-safekT -
algorithm [198–200]. Moreover, we impose the following additional cuts on the transverse momenta
and the rapidity of two recombined b-jets:pT,b > 20 GeV, |yb| < 2.5. The outgoing (anti)top quarks are
neither affected by the jet algorithm nor by phase-space cuts.
We first study the impact of the NLO corrections on thepp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄ signal. With the
parameters and cuts specified above, the lowest order cross section is given by:
σSLO = (150.375 ± 0.077) fb . (24)
At the NLO we obtain
σSNLO = (207.473 ± 0.232) fb for αmax = 0.01 , (25)
σSNLO = (207.268 ± 0.150) fb for αmax = 1 (26)
which leave us with aK factorK = 1.38. We run our code with two different values ofαmax, which is
a common modification of Catani-Seymour subtraction terms [168,201] in the phase space region away
from the singularity, see [16] for details, to check the independence of the final result on this value. This
has to be compared with a LO and NLOtt̄bb̄ background cross sections given by [16]:
σBLO = (1489.2 ± 0.9) fb , (27)
σBNLO = (2636 ± 3) fb for αmax = 0.01 , (28)
σBNLO = (2642 ± 3) fb for αmax = 1 (29)
again for two different values ofαmax parameter. Atµ0 = mt we obtained theK factorK = 1.77.
The transverse momentum and rapidity distributions of the extra jet for thepp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄
process are presented in Fig. 7, from which it is evident, thamost of the extra radiation is at lowpT and
in the central region, as expected. It is therefore temptingto study the effect of a jet veto on theK factor
for the signal process. With a jet veto of 50 GeV we obtain instead
σSNLO−veto = (115.022 ± 0.233) fb for αmax = 0.01 (30)
Fig. 7: Distribution in the transverse momentum (left panel) and inthe rapidity (right panel) of the extra jet forpp → tt̄H →
tt̄bb̄+X at the LHC.
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Fig. 8: Averaged distributions ofpT (b) and pT (b̄) (left panel) and averaged distributions ofy(b) andy(b̄) (right panel) for
pp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄+X at the LHC. The red solid line refers to NLO and the blue dottedline to LO result.
Fig. 9: Averaged distributions ofpT (t) and pT (t̄) (left panel) and averaged distributions ofy(t) and y(t̄) (right panel) for
pp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄+X at the LHC. The red solid line refers to NLO and the blue dottedline to LO result.
σSNLO−veto = (114.880 ± 0.152) fb for αmax = 1 (31)
giving K = 0.76. We therefore conclude that NLO QCD corrections are reducedfrom +38% down to
-24% when a jet veto of 50 GeV is applied on the additional jet.For comparison, we also quote here the
result presented by Bredenstein, Denner, Dittmaier and Pozzorini in [14]. They find that a jet veto of 50
GeV reduces the NLO QCD corrections to thētbb̄ background from +77% down to +20%, with respect
to the tree level result.
The effect of the NLO corrections on thepT and rapidity distributions of bottoms and tops is
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The distributions are similar for pa ticles and anti-particles, therefore the
average is taken in the figures. The blue dotted curve correspond to the LO, whereas the red solid one
to the NLO order result.
As for the comparisons between signal and background, we pres nt, in Fig. 10, a few histograms,
namely the invariant mass, transverse momentum and rapidity of the two-b-jet system, as well as the
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Fig. 10: Distribution of the invariant massmbb̄ of the bottom-anti-bottom pair (a), distribution in the transverse momentum
pTbb̄ of the bottom-anti-bottom pair (b), distribution in the rapidity ybb̄ of the bottom-anti-bottom pair (c) and distribution in
the transverse momentumpTb of the bottom quark (d) forpp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄ + X andpp → tt̄bb̄ +X at the LHC. The red
solid line refers to the NLO QCD background, the blue dotted line to the LO QCD background, while the green dash-dotted
and cyan dashed line to the NLO and LO signal, respectively.
transverse momentum of the singleb-jet. In all figures the red solid line refers to the NLO QCD back-
ground, the blue dotted line to the LO QCD background, while the green dash-dotted and cyan dashed
line to the NLO and LO signal, respectively. Apart from the invariant mass of thebb̄ system and thepT
spectrum of theb quark, the shapes look very similar for signal and background.
Finally the scale dependence of the total cross section forpp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄ +X at the LHC is
presented graphically in Fig. 11. The blue dotted curve corresponds to the LO, whereas the red solid one
to the NLO order result. As expected, we observe a reduction of the scale uncertainty while going from
LO to NLO. Varying the scale by a factor 2 changes the cross section by +33% and -23% in the LO case,
while in the NLO case we have obtained a variation of the order+6% and -10%.
In Fig. 12 the impact of additionalpT cut on the extra jet is shown. While for very small scales
the scale dependence seems to have deteriorated, for the large one within the usual range, the variation
remains more or less the same. Varying the scale up and down bya factor 2 changes the cross section by
-28% and +7% in this case.
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Fig. 11: Scale dependence of the total cross section forpp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄ + X at the LHC withµR = µF = ξ · µ0 where
µ0 = mt +mH/2. The blue dotted curve corresponds to the LO, whereas the redsolid one to the NLO order result.
Fig. 12: Scale dependence of the total cross section forpp → tt̄H → tt̄bb̄ + X at the LHC withµR = µF = ξ · µ0 where
µ0 = mt +mH/2. The blue dotted curve corresponds to the LO, the red solid one t the NLO order result whereas the green
dashed one to the NLO order result with a jet veto.
8.3 Conclusions
A NLO study of thett̄H → tt̄bb̄ signal and the QCDtt̄bb̄ background reveals that the signal over
background ratio R passes from R= 0.101 to R= 0.079, when inclusive NLO corrections are included.
With a jet veto of 50 GeV, one obtains, instead, R= 0.064. A more detailed analysis is needed to study the
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effects of the jet veto procedure. However, our preliminaryresult shows that some tuning is necessary
to maximize R. As for the distributions, thepT spectrum of the b quarks appears to be harder for the
background than for the signal. This fact, together with an accurate reconstruction of the invariantmbb̄
mass, could be used as an extra handle to extract the Higgs signal.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson and the measurement of its interactions with massive quarks and
vector bosons represent a central goal of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In the light-Higgs scenario,
MH <∼ 130GeV, associatedtt̄H production provides the opportunity to observe the Higgs boson in the
H → bb̄ decay channel and to measure the top-quark Yukawa coupling.However, the extraction of the
tt̄H(H → bb̄) signal from its large QCD backgrounds represents a serious challenge.
The selection strategies elaborated by ATLAS and CMS [202–29] are based on the full recon-
struction of thett̄bb̄ signature, starting from a final state with fourb quarks and additional light jets.
After imposing fourb -taggings, a reconstruction of the top quarks is performed,which permits to iden-
tify two b quarks as top-decay products. The remaining twob quarks constitute a Higgs candidate,
and their invariant-mass distribution is the relevant observable to find the Higgs signal. However, the
presence of multipleb quarks and light jets in the final state represents a serious obstacle to the correct
identification of thebb̄ Higgs candidates. Realistic simulations indicate that only about 1/3 of the se-
lectedb -quark pairs have correct combinatorics, while the other Higgs candidates containb jets from top
decays or miss-tagged light jets. This so-called combinatorial background significantly dilutes the Higgs
signal and increases its background contamination. The QCDprocessespp → tt̄bb̄ andtt̄jj are the main
background components. The latest ATLAS and CMS studies [205, 209], for30 fb−1 and60 fb−1, re-
spectively, anticipate a statistical significance around2σ (ignoring systematic uncertainties) and a fairly
low signal-to-background ratio of order 1/10. This calls for better than 10% precision in the background
description, a very demanding requirement both from the experimental and theoretical point of view.
More recently, an alternative strategy based on the selection of highly boosted Higgs bosons, which
decay into “fat jets” containing two b quarks, has opened newand very promising perspectives [191].
This novel approach might enable a better background suppression and increase the signal-to-background
ratio beyond1/3. Moreover, threeb -taggings would be sufficient to strongly suppress thet j̄j contami-
nation. In this case the background would be completely dominated bytt̄bb̄ production.
The recent calculation of the NLO QCD corrections to the irreduciblett̄bb̄ background [14–16,
190] constitutes another important step towards the observability of tt̄H(H → bb̄) at the LHC. These
NLO predictions are mandatory in order to reduce the huge scal uncertainty of the lowest-order (LO)
tt̄bb̄ cross section, which can vary up to a factor four if the QCD scales re identified with different kine-
matic parameters [202, 203]. Previous results for five-particle processes that feature a signature similar
to tt̄bb̄ indicate that setting the renormalization and factorization scales equal to half the threshold en-
ergy,µR,F = Ethr/2, is a reasonable scale choice. At this scale the NLO QCD corretions topp → tt̄H
14Contributed by: A. Bredenstein, A. Denner, S. Dittmaier andS. Pozzorini.
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(K ≃ 1.2) [186–189],pp → tt̄j (K ≃1.1) [177,178], andpp → tt̄Z (K ≃ 1.35) [210], are fairly mod-
erate. This motivated experimental groups to adopt the scaleµR,F = Ethr/2 = mt +mbb̄/2 for the LO
simulation of thett̄bb̄ background [202–205]. However, at this scale the NLO corrections topp → tt̄bb̄
turn out to be close to a factor of two(K ≃ 1.8) [14, 16].15 This sizable NLO correction suggests the
presence of large logarithms that tend to spoil the convergence of the perturbative expansion. This is
mainly due to the fact that the scaleµR,F = Ethr/2 does not provide an adequate description of the QCD
dynamics oftt̄bb̄ production. To cure this problem we advocate the use of a new ad more natural scale
choice [15], which leads to a much smallerK factor and also reduces the residual scale dependence at
NLO. We then present a selection of the results of Ref. [15]. In particular we discuss the impact of a
jet veto, as well as NLO effects on distributions that are relvant for thett̄H analysis, both within the
traditional ATLAS/CMS approach and in the boosted-Higgs framework.
9.2 PREDICTIONS FOR THE LHC
We study the processpp → tt̄bb̄ + X at √s = 14TeV. For the top-quark mass, renormalized in
the on-shell scheme, we take the numerical valuemt = 172.6GeV [211]. All other QCD partons,
including b quarks, are treated as massless particles. Collinear final-state configurations are recombined
into infrared-safe jets using thekT-algorithm of Ref. [170]. We recombine all final-stateb quarks and
gluons with pseudorapidity|η| < 5 into jets with separation
√
∆φ2 +∆y2 > D = 0.4. Requiring
two b jets, this also avoids collinear singularities resulting from masslessg → bb̄ splittings.16 After
recombination, we impose the following cuts on the transverse momenta and rapidities of theb jets:
pT,b > 20GeV, |yb| < 2.5. (32)
Since top decays are not included in our calculation, we treat op quarks fully inclusively. We consistently
use the CTEQ6 [171, 197] set of PDFs, i.e. we take CTEQ6L1 PDFswith a one-loop runningαs in LO
and CTEQ6M PDFs with a two-loop runningαs in NLO, but neglect the suppressed contributions from
b quarks in the initial state. The number of active flavours isNF = 5, and the respective QCD parameters
areΛLO5 = 165MeV andΛ
MS
5 = 226MeV. In the renormalization ofαs the top-quark loop in the gluon
self-energy is subtracted at zero momentum. In this scheme,the running ofαs is generated solely by the
contributions of the light-quark and gluon loops.
In all recent ATLAS studies oftt̄H(H → bb̄) [202–205] the signal and its̄tbb̄ background are
simulated by setting the renormalization and factorization scales equal to half the threshold energy,
Ethr = 2mt + mbb̄. Being proportional toα
4
s , these LO predictions are extremely sensitive to the
scale choice, and in Refs. [14,16] it was found that atµR,F = Ethr/2 the NLO corrections topp → tt̄bb̄
are close to a factor of two. This enhancement is due to the fact th tpp → tt̄bb̄ is a multi-scale process
involving various scales well belowEthr/2. While mt sets a clear scale for the couplings to the top
quarks, the inspection of differential distributions reveals that the cross section is saturated byb quarks
with pT,b ≪ mt (see Fig. 13). In order to avoid large logarithms due to thesediff rent scales we advocate
the use of the dynamical scale
µ2R = µ
2
F = mt
√
pT,bpT,b̄. (33)
As we will see from the reduction of theK factor and the scale uncertainties, the scale choice (33)
significantly improves the convergence of the perturbativeexpansion as compared to Refs. [14, 16]. In
Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2 we present NLO distributions obtained with standard ATLAS/CMS cuts and in
the regime of highly boostedbb̄ pairs, respectively.
15This NLO enhancement of thett̄bb̄ background has already been taken into account in Ref. [191].
16 Note that, as compared to our previous analysis [14,190], wehav reduced the jet-algorithm parameter fromD = 0.8 to
D = 0.4 [15]. This is particularly important for highly boostedb -quark pairs withmbb̄ ∼ MH, sinceD = 0.8 would lead to
their recombination into a single jet and, consequently, totheir rejection.
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9.2.1 The regime of highbb̄ invariant mass
Here, after imposing the standard cuts (32), we select the kin matic regionmbb̄ > 100GeV, which is
relevant for standard ATLAS/CMS studies oftt̄H(H → bb̄). At the scale (33) we obtain the integrated
cross sectionsσLO = 786.3(2) fb andσNLO = 978(3) fb, corresponding to aK factor of1.24. Factor-
two scale variations shift the LO and NLO predictions by 78% and 21%, respectively. This is a significant
improvement with respect to the scale choice of Ref. [14], which yieldsK = 1.77 and 33% NLO scale
uncertainty. The NLO cross section at the scale (33) is a factor 2.18 larger as compared to the LO
prediction obtained with the ATLAS scale choice,σLO|µR,F=Ethr/2 = 448.7(1) fb.
In Fig. 13 we present LO (blue) and NLO (red) results for various distributions. Besides absolute
predictions (left column) we show results normalized to theLO distributions at the central scale (33)
(right column). The bands correspond to factor-two variations ofµR,F. The first two observables are the
transverse momenta of the twob jets ordered inpT. While the softerb jet (pT,b2) tends to saturate the
lower bound of20GeV, the harder (pT,b1) behaves rather differently. Its distribution has a maximum
around100GeV and a tail that extends up to fairly high transverse momenta.These shapes suggest
that one of the two quarks is often emitted from initial-state gluons, while the other one participates in
the hard scattering. In contrast, none of theb quarks resulting fromtt̄H originates from initial-state
radiation. This feature renders the cross section quite sensitive topT,b and might be exploited to improve
the separation of thett̄H signal. The dynamical scale (33) accounts for the differentkinematics of the
two b jets and the extension of their transverse momenta over a wide pT range. The goodness of this
choice is confirmed by the stability of theK factor over the entirepT spectrum. A similarly stable
behaviour is observed for thembb̄ distribution in Fig. 13, where1.21 < K(mbb̄) < 1.27, as well as for
various other distributions [15].
In Fig. 14 we study the potential of a jet veto (pT,jet < pjet,veto) to suppress the largett̄bb̄
background. The integrated cross section is plotted versuspjet,veto, and since jet radiation takes place
only at NLO, the LO result is constant. The NLO curve shows that a sizable reduction of the cross
section requires a jet veto well below200GeV. For pjet,veto = 150, 100, and50GeV, theK factor is
reduced to1.03, 0.89, and0.54, respectively. However, there is a trade-off between suppressing the NLO
cross section and increasing its perturbative uncertainty. The jet veto tends to destroy the cancellation
between infrared logarithms of virtual and real origin and its effect grows as−α5s ln2(Ethr/pjet,veto)
whenpjet,veto becomes small. Since they are accompanied by anα5s coefficient, these logarithms can
give rise to huge scale uncertainties already for moderate vlues ofpjet,veto. This is reflected by the
dramatic amplification of the uncertainty band in Fig. 14. Aroundpjet,veto = 50GeV the NLO band
enters the pathologic regime of negative cross sections, and perturbative predictions become completely
unreliable. Jet-veto values around100GeV provide a good compromise: the reduction of theK factor is
already significant (K ≃ 0.89) and the NLO scale uncertainty (19%) is at the same level as for the total
cross section (21%).
9.2.2 The regime of highly boostedbb̄ pairs
Here, after imposing the standard cuts (32), we select highly boostedbb̄ pairs withpT,bb̄ > 200GeV.
This permits to increase the separation between the Higgs sinal and itstt̄bb̄ background [191]. Al-
though we do not impose any cut on thebb̄ invariant mass, the cuts onpT,bb̄, pT,b andpT,b̄, and the jet
algorithm (∆Rbb̄ > 0.4), result into a lower boundmbb̄ >∼ 25GeV [15]. At the scale (33) we obtain the
integrated cross sectionsσLO = 451.8(2) fb andσNLO = 592(4) fb. As compared to the previous setup
(mbb̄ > 100GeV) the absolute cross section is reduced by about40%, the NLO correction is slightly
increased (K = 1.31), and the shifts induced by factor-two scale variations arealmost identical (79%
in LO and 22% in NLO). In presence of a jet veto of 100 GeV theK factor and the NLO uncertainty
amount to 0.84 and 33%, respectively.
In Fig. 15 we present the distributions of the transverse momenta of the harder (pT,b1) and softer
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Fig. 13: Transverse-momentum of the harder (b1) and softer (b2) b jets andmbb̄ distribution [15]: absolute LO and NLO
predictions (left) and NLOK factors (right) formbb̄ > 100GeV. Uncertainty bands correspond to factor-two scale variations.
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Fig. 14: Dependence of thepp → tt̄bb̄ + X cross section on a jet veto (pT,jet < pjet,veto) [15]: absolute LO and NLO
predictions (left) and NLOK factor (right) formbb̄ > 100GeV. The bands correspond to factor-two scale variations.
(pT,b2) b jets and thebb̄ invariant mass. As a consequence of the cutpT,bb̄ > 200GeV, the harderb jet
is pushed to much higherpT values as compared to Fig. 13: the maximum of its distribution is located
around 200 GeV. In contrast, the softerb jet is much less sensitive to thepT,bb̄ cut and is predominantly
produced in the region20GeV < pT,b2 < 100GeV. This different kinematic behaviour of the twob jets
might be exploited to separate thett̄bb̄ background from thett̄H signal, where bothb jets are produced
by the Higgs boson and should thus have more similarpT-values. As a consequence of the dynamical
scale choice, the NLO corrections feature a mild dependenceo theb-jet pT: theK factor varies by
about 10% within the plotted range.
Thebb̄ invariant-mass distribution is displayed in the third row of Fig. 15. Its behaviour in the
regionmbb̄ <∼ 50GeV reflects the abovementioned effective bound. Near the physically interesting
region ofmbb̄ ∼ 100GeV we observe that the NLO corrections induce an appreciable shape distortion
of about 20%. Such an effect tends to mimic a Higgs signal and should be carefully taken into account
in thett̄H(H → bb̄) analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
The observation of thett̄H(H → bb̄) signal at the LHC requires a very precise description of thet¯bb̄
irreducible background. The NLO QCD corrections reveal that e scale choice adopted in previous
lowest-order simulations ofpp → tt̄bb̄ does not account for the multi-scale character of this process and
underestimates its cross section by a factor of two. We advocate the use of a new dynamical scale, which
significantly reduces both theK factor and the residual NLO scale uncertainty. In presence of standard
ATLAS/CMS cuts NLO effects feature small kinematic dependence. But in the regime of highly boosted
Higgs bosons we observe significant distortions in the shapeof distributions. Studying a jet veto as a
possible strategy to suppress thet̄bb̄ background, we find that jet-veto values well below 100 GeV lead
to severe perturbative instabilities and should thus be avoided. Further results are presented in Ref. [15].
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Fig. 15: Transverse-momentum of the harder (b1) and softer (b2) b jets andmbb̄ distribution [15]: absolute LO and NLO
predictions (left) and NLOK factors (right) forpT,bb̄ > 200GeV. Uncertainty bands correspond to factor-two scale variations.
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10. UNDERSTANDING SOFT AND COLLINEAR DIVERGENCES TO ALL ORD ERS17
10.1 Introduction
The ultimate goal of our efforts as practitioners of quantumfield theory applied to high-energy physics
is the calculation of the finite transition probabilities and cross sections that form the predictions to be
tested at particle colliders. It would be nice if we had methods to compute directly these finite quantities,
without having to deal with divergences in the intermediatestages of our calculations. Our tools are,
however, imperfect: perturbative methods in quantum field theory typically start out by mishandling both
very short and very long wavelength excitations, and one finds divergent results along the way, which
need to be regularized, properly interpreted, and finally cancelled in order to obtain the finite predictions
that we need. At the high-frequency end of the spectrum, thisis achieved by renormalization of the
parameters of the theory, a process that we understand well and th t we can carry out explicitly at high
perturbative orders. At the low-frequency end of the spectrum, the solution is provided in principle by the
construction of properly defined, sufficiently inclusive observables, as characterized by the Kinoshita-
Lee-Nauenberg thorem. The practical implementation of this eoretical insight has however proven
challenging, especially in the context of confining non-abeli n gauge theories like QCD. Indeed, while
we do have all-order perturbative proofs of factorization theorems and of the exponentiation of infrared
and collinear divergences, not much was known until recently concerning the detailed structure of the
anomalous dimensions that govern infrared exponentiation; on the other hand, at finite orders, the task
of building a fully general and efficient subtraction algorithm to compute infrared-safe cross sections
at NNLO in perturbation theory has been pursued by several groups for many years, however complete
results are available so far only for processes with no hadrons in the initial state.
There is thus much that we still need to understand concerning i frared and collinear singularities,
and it is perhaps worth recalling that we have strong motivations, both of theoretical and phenomeno-
logical nature, to study the problem. At the simplest level,the all-order structure of singularities for
scattering amplitudes provides ‘theoretical predictions’ for a subset of terms arising in finite-order cal-
culations, and these can be used to test the results obtainedord r by order. Much more interestingly, in
infrared-safe observables the cancellation of singularities leaves behind logarithms of ratios of kinematic
invariants, and these finite contributions tend to dominatethe cross sections in the vicinity of thresholds
and in other situations where soft radiation is predominant. The way in which logarithms arise as finite
remainders, after summing contributions from real emission and from virtual corrections, is easily vi-
sualized in dimensional regularization. Settingd = 4 − 2ǫ, with ǫ < 0 for infrared regularization, the
structure of the cancellation is typically of the form
1
ǫ︸︷︷︸
virtual
+ (Q2)ǫ
∫ m2
0
dk2
(k2)1+ǫ︸ ︷︷ ︸
real
=⇒ ln(m2/Q2) , (34)
wherem is some scale associated with the chosen observable, say a jet m ss. It is clear that the coeffi-
cients of the logarithms are dictated by the coefficients of the singular contributions, much as renormal-
ization group logarithms are dictated by ultraviolet poles.
This tight relationship between singularities and logarithmic enhancements underlies a host of phe-
nomenological applications: since singularities exponentiate, so do logarithms, and, as a consequence,
finite-order calculations can be used to perform all-order resummations. These resummations actually
take place in two rather different contexts, and with ratherdifferent tools. On the one hand, for suf-
ficiently inclusive observables, one can perform the real-virtual cancellation analytically, and provide
all-order expressions for the observable, to some definite logarithmic accuracy (the current standard be-
ing NNLL). On the other hand, data analysis at present colliders requires predictions for exclusive final
states, in order to match the kinematic cuts dictated by experimental needs: to this end, one must sup-
plement fixed order calculations with parton shower event geerators, and subsequently hadronization.
17Contributed by: E. Gardi and L. Magnea.
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Parton showers effectively resum the same collinear and infrared logarithms, but they do so without im-
plementing real-virtual cancellations: rather, they impose cutoffs on real radiation, and they generate
multiparticle final states by iteration, mimicking the pattern of exponentiation of singularities. It should
be emphasized that the coefficients of the relevant logarithms are the same: parton showers perform
the resummation with suitable approximations (typically leading logarithmic, with the inclusion of some
NLL terms, and typically taking the large-Nc limit, as well as performing some sort of angular averaging)
which are necessary in order to turn the quantum-mechanicaltime evolution into a Markov chain with
an iterative probabilistic interpretation. Improving ourunderstanding of infrared and collinear singular-
ities can be instrumental for both these applications: the analytic treatment of inclusive cross sections
would be performed to a higher logarithmic accuracy, and extended to complex processes where more
partons participate in the hard interaction. In these circumstances an accurate description requires taking
full account of the interference between amplitudes of different colour flow. These colour correlations
are encoded in the singularity structure of multi-leg amplitudes. At the same time, the approximations
employed in the fully-exclusive parton shower approach could be put under better theoretical control.
Present day patron showers assume independent emission from individual partons, and consequently
fail to describe soft radiation at large angles with respectto the jets. Upon considering multi-jet cross
sections, the independent-emission approximation becomes less reliable, since soft gluon radiation gets
increasingly sensitive to the underlying colour flow. In conlusion, in order to achieve the necessary
precision for the complex QCD processes that will be under study at LHC, accurate predictions would
be required for complex multi-jet cross section. These willbe achieved both by extending the analytic
approach to inclusive cross sections, and by improving the treatment of parton showers. Understanding
the singularity structure is the first step towards achieving these goals.
One should remember, finally, that studying soft and collinear radiation means probing the long-
distance behavior of the theory, and thus it is of great interest also from a purely theoretical standpoint.
All massless gauge theories, at the perturbative level, have a remarkably similar singularity structure,
governed by a set of common anomalous dimensions: the most important differences arise from the
different behavior of the running coupling in different theories. In conformal gauge theories, such as
N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM), the pattern of exponentiation of divergences is greatly simplified by
the simplicity of the running coupling, and has been used as aguideline to study the exponentiation
of finite contributions to scattering amplitudes [212]. In aconfining theory like QCD, resummation
displays the divergent behavior of the perturbative series, which can be used to gauge the weight of
non-perturbative effects in the kinematic regions in whichtheir importance is enhanced. Good control
on the size and shape of these power-suppressed effects has been achieved for inclusive distributions in
simple processes which are electroweak at tree level [213, 214]: one may now hope that this level of
understanding can be reached also for general multi-jet cross-sections.
With these motivations, we present below some recent striking theoretical developments, implying
that the structure of infrared and collinear divergences inmassless gauge theories, for amplitudes with
any number of colored partons, and to all orders in the1/Nc expansion, is significantly simpler than pre-
viously expected. In Sect. 10.2 we present an expression organizing all divergences as the exponentiation
of a simple sum over contributions from color dipoles, that ws recently proposed in Refs. [215–218],
and that reproduces all known results of finite order perturbative calculations. In Sect. 10.3 we explain
how possible corrections to the dipole formula are tightly constrained, and in fact forced to have a very
specific functional dependence on kinematics, which correlates to their color structure. Whether these
corrections do indeed arise, starting with three-loop, four-point amplitudes, is the subject of current
studies.
10.2 The dipole formula
Our goal in this section is to illustrate the recent progressin our understanding of soft and collinear
singularities. The main result is the establishment, to allorders in perturbation theory, and for anyNc,
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of a set of differential equations, which strongly constrain the soft anomalous dimensions for general
multi-parton, fixed-angle amplitudes, in any massless gauge theory. These equations were derived from
factorization, and by enforcing the invariance of soft gluon dynamics under the rescaling of hard parton
momenta. The simplest solution to these constraints, whichreproduces all known fixed-order pertur-
bative results, is a compact expression, encoding a simple corr lation of color and kinematic degrees
of freedom, and taking the form of a sum over color dipoles. Below, we illustrate the structure of this
‘dipole formula’: for the arguments suggesting its validity, and for detailed derivations of the constraint
equations, we refer the reader to Refs. [216,217].
Let M
(
pi/µ, αs(µ
2), ǫ
)
be a renormalized scattering amplitude involving a fixed number n of
hard coloured partons carrying momentapi, i = 1 . . . n, all lightlike, plus any number of additional
non-coloured particles. The singularities ofM depend on all the kinematic invariants that can be formed
out of the hard parton momenta,pi · pj , which are all assumed to be of the same parametric size, and
all large compared toΛ2QCD. Momentum conservation is not imposed between the colouredpartons,
allowing for any recoil momentum to be carried by non-coloured particles in both the initial and final
states. As far as color is concerned,M should be thought of as a vector in the vector space spanned by
the color tensors available for the given set of hard partons. Soft and collinear factorization properties
guarantee that all singularities can be absorbed into an overall multiplicative factorZ, acting as a matrix
in color space. One writes formally
M
(
pi/µ, αs(µ
2), ǫ
)
= Z
(
pi/µf , αs(µ
2
f ), ǫ
)
H
(
pi/µ, µ/µf , αs(µ
2), ǫ
)
, (35)
whereH is a vector in color space, which remains finite asǫ → 0, and we have introduced a factorization
scaleµf to isolate the infrared momentum region (below we will setµf = µ for simplicity). Note that
µf is introduced in the context of dimensional regularizationand not as an explicit cutoff.
The matrixZ, accounting for all soft and collinear singularities, can be written in exponential form,
as a consequence of appropriate evolution equations derivef om factorization. The simplest expression
for the logarithm ofZ, satisfying all available constraints, and reproducing all known finite-order results,
is a sum over color dipoles.Z is thus conjectured to take the form
Z
(
pi/µ, αs(µ
2), ǫ
)
= exp
{∫ µ2
0
dλ2
λ2
[
1
8
γ̂K
(
αs(λ
2, ǫ)
) ∑
i 6=j
ln
(
2pi · pj e−iπφij
λ2
)
Ti · Tj
− 1
2
n∑
i=1
γJi
(
αs(λ
2, ǫ)
)
]}
. (36)
Let us briefly explain the notations in Eq. (36), and then pause to illustrate its physical content. The color
structure ofZ is encoded in the color generatorsTi associated with each hard parton, which are linked in
color dipoles by the productsTi ·Tj ≡
∑
aT
a
i ·Taj . The matricesTa depend on the identity of the hard
parton: for a final-state quark or an initial-state antiquark they are just the generators of the fundamental
representation,T aαβ = t
a
αβ; for a final-state antiquark or an initial-state quark,T
a
αβ = −taβα; for a gluon,
T abc = i fcab. This ensures that color conservation is simply expressed by
∑n
i=1T
a
i = 0. The phasesφij
are introduced to display how the analytic properties of theamplitude change when the invariantspi · pj
change from time-like to space-like: we definepi · pj = − |pi · pj| e−iπφij , whereλij = 1 if i andj are
both initial-state partons or are both final–state partons,a dλij = 0 otherwise.
All singularities in Eq. (36) are generated through the integration over the scaleλ2 of the d-
dimensional running couplingαs(λ2, ǫ) [219,220], and are governed by the finite anomalous dimensions
γ̂K(αs) andγJi(αs), which can be characterized as follows.γJi(αs) is simply the anomalous dimension
of the field corresponding to hard partoni, and is responsible for single collinear poles arising from
radiation forming the virtual jet associated with that parton; it depends on parton spin as well as color,
and it is known to three loops for quarks and gluons.γ̂K(αs), on the other hand, is simply related to
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the cusp anomalous dimensionγ(i)K (αs) [221], for Wilson lines in the color representation of parton
i: in deriving Eq. (36), we have assumed that the latter is proportional to all orders to the appropriate
quadratic Casimir operator, according toγ(i)K (αs) = Ci γ̂K(αs), a fact which is established up to three
loops; factoring out the quadratic Casimir operatorCi is important in deriving Eq. (36) since it can be
expressed asCi = Ti ·Ti. The cusp factor in Eq. (36) is responsible for all singularities associated with
soft gluons, including double poles arising from the exchange of gluons that are both soft and collinear
to some hard parton: these double poles arise from the integration over the scaleλ2, thanks to the explicit
factor oflog λ2.
The striking feature of Eq. (36) is that it correlates color and kinematic degrees of freedom, and it
does so in an unexpectedly simple way. Indeed, correlationshrough dipoles only are what one expects,
and finds, at one-loop order, where only one soft gluon can be exchanged, correlating at most two hard
partons. Beyond first order, the rules of eikonal exponentiation, as well as expectations from the analysis
of ordinary Feynman diagrams, suggest that atg loops one should expect contributions from gluon webs
linking up to g + 1 hard partons, and thus correlatingg + 1 momentapi and color generatorsTi (an
example of such a web is shown in Fig. 16, forg = 3). Multiparton correlations in the exponent of
Eq. (36) were shown to vanish at two loops in Ref. [222,223], and t three loops for diagrams involving
matter fields in Ref [224]. Although they cannot as yet be completely ruled out at higher orders, the
derivation of Eq. (36) shows that they are tightly constrained: they can only arise starting at three loops,
from webs correlating at least four partons, such as the one shown in Fig. 16, and they must have a very
restricted dependence on color and kinematics, as briely discussed in Sect. 10.3
There at least three further features of Eq. (36) that shouldbe emphasized. The first point is to
note that Eq. (36) represents a very smooth generalization of the situation arising in the largeNc limit:
at largeNc, only planar diagrams contribute, which forces soft gluonsto be exchanged only between
adjacent hard partons in the specific color ordering being considered. This forces the color structure
to be in the form of a sum overadjacentcolor dipoles, to all orders in perturbation theory; this color
structure is in fact trivial and reduces to a product of colorsinglet form factors [212, 225, 226]. Eq. (36)
generalizes this in a natural way, by simply extending the range of the sum to cover all possible dipoles,
including non-adjacent ones: an extension which is sufficient to make the color exchange non-trivial,
but simple enough to be determined at one loop. The second observation stems from the fact that the
correlated color and momentum structures appearing in the expon nt of Eq. (36) are fixed at one loop:
the only effect of radiative corrections is to build up the anomalous dimensionŝγK(αs) andγJi(αs).
The consequence of this is that there is no need to introduce apath ordering in Eq. (36), even though
it is an expression arising from the solution of a matrix evoluti n equation. When working in a definite
color basis in order to apply Eq. (36) to some specific problem, the diagonalization of the anomalous
dimension matrix can be performed once and for all at the one lop evel, after which further radiative
corrections affect just the anomalous dimensions. This leads to the third and final observation: Eq. (36)
appears to give greater weight and a more solid theoretical foundation to the idea of employing the cusp
anomalous dimension (or rather its representation-independent counterpart̂γK(αs), which is conjectured
to be universal) as an effective charge for soft and collinear gluon emission. This idea, brought forward
in [227] as a tool to improve the logarithmic accuracy of parton showers, and subsequently developed
in [228, 229], is generalized by Eq. (36) beyond planar configurations, and appears to apply to the full
complexity of QCD color exchange.
10.3 Possible corrections to the dipole formula
Having described in detail the structure and implications of the dipole formula, we must also clearly in-
dicate its limitations and describe the corrections that may still arise at high perturbative orders, escaping
the various constraints that have established it as a credible all-order ansatz.
First of all, let’s emphasize again that the dipole formula arises as the simplest solution to a set
of constraint equations. These equations are derived by requiring the cancellation of an anomaly due to
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Fig. 16: A three-loop gluon web connecting four hard partons. Such webs are the possible sources of the lowest order
admissible violations of the dipole formula, since they mayyield functions of the conformal cross ratiosρijkl.
cusp singularities in the invariance of light-like Wilson li es under rescalings of their velocity vectors.
Since this rescaling invariance is not anomalous for Wilsonlines off the light cone, the constraints do
not apply to lines corresponding to massive partons. Indeed, an analysis of amplitudes involving massive
partons has shown [230] that the dipole formula breaks down for amplitudes involving at least two
massive partons, already at the two-loop level. At two-loops, in that case, three-parton correlations arise,
parametrized by two functions which have now been computed analytically at two loops [231,232], and
which vanish parametrically as the fourth power of the parton mass.
In the case of massless partons, the constraints arising from factorization and rescaling invariance
are much more powerful. While Eq. (36) is established as the simplest solution to the constraint equa-
tions, the same constraints also indicate that only two classes of corrections can arise at higher orders,
going beyond dipole correlations. The first possible class of corrections arises if the cusp anomalous di-
mensionγ(i)K (αs) turns out not be proportional to the quadratic CasimirCi to all orders. This can happen
if γ(i)K (αs) receives contributions from higher-rank Casimir operators of the gauge group, as is the case,
for example, for the four-loop QCDβ function. Contributions of this kind can, in principle, arise starting
at four loops. Arguments were given in Ref. [217], based on symmetry and collinear consistency, sug-
gesting that the contribution of the quartic Casimir operator is absent at four loops. On the other hand,
studies of the cusp anomalous dimension at strong coupling,in the large-Nc limit, in a special class of
representations of the gauge group [233], suggest that higher-rank Casimir operators should contribute
at sufficiently high orders. Whether these rather special color correlations ultimately play a role in the
infrared structure of nonabelian gauge theories remains aninteresting open problem.
The second class of potential corrections to the dipole formula arises from the fact that it is possible
to respect the invariance under rescalings of hard parton momenta, simply by considering functions of
‘conformally invariant cross ratios’ of the form
ρijkl ≡
pi · pj pk · pl
pi · pk pj · pl
. (37)
Since these cross-ratios are by themselves rescaling invaria t, they are not constrained by factorization.
The rules of nonabelian exponentiation, however, imply that contributions of this kind must arise from
gluon webs connecting directly at least four hard partons, which can only happen starting at three loops.
It should be emphasized, as noted in Ref. [217], that functios f conformal cross ratios are still
strongly constrained by requiring consistency with known collinear limits, and by imposing Bose sym-
metry: these further constraints, for example, rule out functio s linear in the logarithms of the cross ratios
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at three loops. A more systematic analysis of the constraints o he available functional forms was carried
out in Ref. [234], where the limits on the possible degree of transcendentality of the functions involved
were also taken into account. It turns out that functions satisfying all available constraints, and which
might plausibly arise in the calculation of high-order Feynman diagrams, do exist, though they appear to
form a very limited set. For example, considering polynomials n the logarithms of the conformal cross
ratios, precisely one function survives the constraints athree loops. If however one allows for polylog-
arithmic dependence, further examples can be found. Whether ind ed these ‘quadrupole’ corrections to
the dipole formula do arise at three loops or beyond remains at the moment an open question.
Summarizing, a simple exponential all-order ansatz existsfor the singularities of multi-parton
amplitudes in massless gauge theories. It has a solid theoretical foundation, arising from soft-collinear
factorization, and it is exact at two loops in the exponent. Furthermore, possible corrections at higher
perturbative orders can arise from only two sources, and must have very restricted structures in both
color and kinematics. The resulting picture is much simplerthan might have been expected from previous
analyses, and the remaining potential corrections are actively studied. We are on track to gain full control
of the soft and collinear dynamics of massless gauge theories.
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11. LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE NNLO CALCULATION OF e+e− → 3 jets 18
11.1 INTRODUCTION
The processe+e− → 3 jets is of particular interest for the measurement of the strong couplingαs.
Three-jet events are well suited for this task because the leading term in a perturbative calculation of
three-jet observables is already proportional to the strong coupling. For a precise extraction of the strong
coupling one needs in addition to a precise measurement of three-jet observables in the experiment a
precise prediction for this process from theory. This implies the calculation of higher order corrections.
The processe+e− → 3 jets has been been calculated recently at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in
QCD [235–241]. This was a very challenging calculation and Iwill report on some of the complications
which occurred during this computation. The lessons we learned from this process have implications to
other processes which will be calculated at NNLO. The two processes closest related toe+e− → 3 jets
aree−p → e− + 2 jets andpp → Z/W + jet. These are obtained from crossing final and initial state
particles. But also for processes likepp → 2 jets andpp → tt̄ many techniques can be transferred.
11.2 THE CALCULATION
The master formula for the calculation of a three-jet observable at an electron-positron collider is
〈O〉 = 1
8s
∑
n≥3
∫
dφnOn (p1, ..., pn, q1, q2)
∑
helicity
|An|2 , (38)
whereq1 andq2 are the momenta of the initial-state particles and1/(8s) corresponds to the flux factor
and the average over the spins of the initial state particles. The observable has to be infrared safe, in
18Contributed by: S. Weinzierl.
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particular this implies that in single and double unresolved limits we must have
O4(p1, ..., p4, q1, q2) → O3(p′1, ..., p′3, q1, q2) for single unresolved limits,
O5(p1, ..., p5, q1, q2) → O3(p′1, ..., p′3, q1, q2) for double unresolved limits. (39)
An is the amplitude withn final-state partons. At NNLO we need the following perturbative expansions
of the amplitudes:
|A3|2 = A(0)3
∗
A(0)3 +
(
A(0)3
∗
A(1)3 + A
(1)
3
∗
A(0)3
)
+
(
A(0)3
∗
A(2)3 + A
(2)
3
∗
A(0)3 + A
(1)
3
∗
A(1)3
)
,
|A4|2 = A(0)4
∗
A(0)4 +
(
A(0)4
∗
A(1)4 + A
(1)
4
∗
A(0)4
)
,
|A5|2 = A(0)5
∗
A(0)5 . (40)
HereA(l)n denotes an amplitude withn final-state partons andl loops. We can rewrite symbolically the
LO, NLO and NNLO contribution as
〈O〉LO =
∫
O3 dσ(0)3 ,
〈O〉NLO =
∫
O4 dσ(0)4 +
∫
O3 dσ(1)3 ,
〈O〉NNLO =
∫
O5 dσ(0)5 +
∫
O4 dσ(1)4 +
∫
O3 dσ(2)3 . (41)
The computation of the NNLO correction for the process+e− → 3 jets requires the knowledge of
the amplitudes for the three-parton final statee+e− → q̄qg up to two-loops [242, 243], the amplitudes
of the four-parton final statese+e− → q̄qgg and e+e− → q̄qq̄′q′ up to one-loop [77, 244–246] and
the five-parton final statese+e− → q̄qggg and e+e− → q̄qq̄′q′g at tree level [247–249]. The most
complicated amplitude is of course the two-loop amplitude.For the calculation of the two-loop amplitude
special integration techniques have been invented [250–255]. The analytic result can be expressed in
terms of multiple polylogarithms, which in turn requires routines for the numerical evaluation of these
functions [256–258].
11.3 SUBTRACTION AND SLICING
Is is well known that the individual pieces in the NLO and in the NNLO contribution of eq. (41) are
infrared divergent. To render them finite, a mixture of subtraction and slicing is employed. The NNLO
contribution is written as
〈O〉NNLO =
∫ (
O5 dσ(0)5 −O4 ◦ dαsingle4 −O3 ◦ dα
(0,2)
3
)
+
∫ (
O4 dσ(1)4 +O4 ◦ dαsingle4 −O3 ◦ dα
(1,1)
3
)
+
∫ (
O3 dσ(2)3 +O3 ◦ dα
(0,2)
3 +O3 ◦ dα
(1,1)
3
)
. (42)
dαsingle4 is the NLO subtraction term for4-parton configurations,dα
(0,2)
3 anddα
(1,1)
3 are generic NNLO
subtraction terms, which can be further decomposed into
dα
(0,2)
3 = dα
double
3 + dα
almost
3 + dα
soft
3 − dαiterated3 ,
dα
(1,1)
3 = dα
loop
3 + dα
product
3 − dαalmost3 − dαsoft3 + dαiterated3 . (43)
In a hybrid scheme of subtraction and slicing the subtraction terms have to satisfy weaker conditions as
compared to a strict subtraction scheme. It is just requiredthat
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(a) the explicit poles in the dimensional regularisation parameterε in the second line of eq. (42) cancel
after integration over unresolved phase spaces for each point of the resolved phase space.
(b) the phase space singularities in the first and in the second line of eq. (42) cancel after azimuthal
averaging has been performed.
Point (b) allows the determination of the subtraction termsfrom spin-averaged matrix elements. The
subtraction terms can be found in [259–261]. The subtraction termdα(0,2)3 without dα
soft
3 would ap-
proximate all singularities except a soft single unresolved singularity. The subtraction termdαsoft3 takes
care of this last piece [239, 262]. The azimuthal average is not performed in the Monte Carlo inte-
gration. Instead a slicing parameterη is introduced to regulate the phase space singularities related to
spin-dependent terms. It is important to note that there areno numerically large contributions propor-
tional to a power ofln η which cancel between the 5-, 4- or 3-parton contributions. Each contribution
itself is independent ofη in the limit η → 0.
11.4 MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION
The integration over the phase space is performed numerically with Monte Carlo techniques. Efficiency
of the Monte Carlo integration is an important issue, especially for the first moments of the event shape
observables. Some of these moments receive sizable contributions from the close-to-two-jet region.
In the 5-parton configuration this corresponds to (almost) three unresolved partons. The generation of
the phase space is done sequentially, starting from a 2-parton configuration. In each step an additional
particle is inserted. In going fromn partons ton+1 partons, then+1-parton phase space is partitioned
into different channels. Within one channel, the phase space is generated iteratively according to
dφn+1 = dφndφunresolved i,j,k (44)
The indicesi, j andk indicate that the new particlej is inserted between the hard radiatorsi andk.
For each channel we require that the product of invariantssijsjk is the smallest among all considered
channels. For the unresolved phase space measure we have
dφunresolved i,j,k =
sijk
32π3
1∫
0
dx1
1∫
0
dx2
2π∫
0
dϕ Θ(1− x1 − x2) (45)
We are not interested in generating invariants smaller than(ηs), these configurations will be rejected by
the slicing procedure. Instead we are interested in generati g invariants with values larger than(ηs) with
a distribution which mimics the one of a typical matrix element. We therefore generate the(n+1)-parton
configuration from then-parton configuration by using three random numbersu1, u2, u3 uniformly
distributed in[0, 1] and by setting
x1 = η
u1
PS , x2 = η
u2
PS ϕ = 2πu3. (46)
The phase space parameterηPS is an adjustable parameter of the order of the slicing parameter η. The
invariants are defined as
sij = x1sijk, sjk = x2sijk, sik = (1− x1 − x2)sijk. (47)
From these invariants and the value ofϕ we can reconstruct the four-momenta of the(n + 1)-parton
configuration [263]. The additional phase space weight due to the insertion of the(n+ 1)-th particle is
w =
1
16π2
sijsjk
sijk
ln2 ηPS. (48)
Note that the phase space weight compensates the typical eikonal factorsijk/(sijsjk) of a single emis-
sion. As mentioned above, the full phase space is constructed iteratively from these single emissions.
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OBSERVABLES
12. COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS FOR INCLUSIVE W + 3 JET PRODUCTION AT
THE LHC BETWEEN B LACK HAT , ROCKET AND SHERPA 19
12.1 Introduction
Next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations are the first order at which the normalization, and sometimes
the shape, of perturbative calculations can be considered rliable. On the other hand, experimenters deal
primarily with leading order (LO) calculations, especially in the context of parton-shower Monte Carlo
programs. Given the better accuracy at fixed order in the coupling, the predictions at NLO should be used
(in appropriate regions of phase space) as a benchmark for the various types of LO calculations. This
way the LO Monte Carlo programs can be validated, tuned and/or improved before the actual comparison
with data will be pursued.
Many of the interesting final states at the Tevatron and LHC involve the production of aW boson
and multiple jets. Recently the NLO calculation for the hadro-p oduction of final states consisting of aW
boson and 3 jets has been completed by two groups, one retaining the full colour information [17, 122],
the other using a leading-colour approximation [18, 26, 126]. This calculation provides, for the first
time, a reliable prediction forW + 3 jet production both at the Tevatron and at the LHC. Searches for
new physics will of course benefit from these new achievements, since they allow for a more detailed
understanding of one of the major backgrounds to beyond Standard Model signals.
At NLO, the dependence on the renormalization and factorization scales is greatly reduced from
that at LO. It has been noted that the use of some scales in LO calculations forW + 3 jets can result
in significant shape differences with NLO calculations. Conversely, the use of other scales at LO can
mimic the results obtained at NLO. In Ref. [17] it has been shown that the use of a scale (HT ) equal to
the scalar sum of the missing transverse energy and the transverse energies of the lepton and all jets in
the event reproduces the shape of the NLO calculation at LO for many relevant kinematic distributions
of a typicalW + 3 jet analysis, i.e. search cuts are applied in favour ofW production in association with
jets.20 Dynamically generated scales, such as obtained with eitherthe MLM or CKKW procedures [129],
are typically much smaller thanHT . They usually are identified by backward clustering procedur s that
locally analyze the relative transverse momenta (or similar quantities) of pairs of hard matrix-element
partons. As well known in QCD, the scale of the coupling should be determined by the relativepT of a
branching that occurred in the perturbative evolution. As for the case of optimal scale choices at LO, a
similar improved agreement with NLO predictions can be achieved by combining these dynamical scale
schemes with the necessary Sudakov rejection or reweighting of events that are described by tree-level
matrix elements of higher order. Advantageously, these matching approaches are largely independent of
the kinematical cuts applied. Nevertheless, it is interesting to try to understand why the two different
procedures for setting the scales lead to similar results. Of course, an NLO prediction forW + 3 jets
provides a better description of the cross section and kinematics, but experimenters are mostly confined
to the use of LO predictions, where the full event can be simulated.
In Figure 17, we show the scale dependence for inclusiveW+ + 3 jet production at the LHC
(10 TeV) at LO and NLO. The cross section at NLO has a smaller scale dependence than at LO as ex-
pected. The maximum cross section occurs near a scale ofmW , but is stable for a fairly wide range above
that value. The LO cross section, of course, decreases monotonically with increasing scale, but the slope
19Contributed by: S. Höche, J. Huston, D. Maître, J. Winter andG. Zanderighi.
20An optimized scale setting in the context of resumming logarithms inPP → V + jets has been also discussed in Ref. [264]
where the authors arrived at similar conclusions, but suggested as a scale
√
m2W +m
2
hadr/4 wheremhadr is the hadronic mass
of the final state.
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Fig. 17: Scale dependence of theW+ + 3 jet inclusive production at the LHC (10 TeV) at LO and NLO. The lower panel
displays theK-factor. The cuts used are given in Section 12.2 At NLO the leading-colour adjustment procedure has been
applied.
is less steep for larger scales. As can be seen in Figure 17 thechoice of a renormalization/factorization
scale such as2mW places theW + 3 jet cross section in a region where the variation of the cross section
with scale is reduced. (An examination of the scale dependence above and below the limits of this plot
shows the usual parabolic scale dependence.) For typical values ofHT , of the order of2 . . . 4mW , and
cuts as given below, the LO and NLO inclusive cross sections will have a similar magnitude, i.e. the total
K-factor (NLO/LO) tends to be close to unity (1.0 . . . 1.25) [17,28].
12.2 Event generation parameters and description of the calculations
In this study we are comparing predictions for the production ofW+ bosons in association with 3 or more
jets at LHC energies of 10 TeV, i.e.PP → e+νe + 3 jets at orderα2QEDαks wherek ≥ 3. We consider
the vector boson to decay leptonically into a pair ofe+νe, hence all cross sections are given with the
corresponding branching ratio taken into account. For our cmparison, we apply cuts typical for signal
studies. We require jets to have transverse momentapT,j > 30 GeV and pseudo-rapidities|ηj | < 3. Jets
are defined according to the SISCone jet algorithm [265] with∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 = 0.5 and merging
parameterf = 0.5. For the leptonic sector, we cut on the lepton transverse momentum,pT,e > 20 GeV,
the lepton pseudo-rapidity,|ηe| < 2.4, the missing transverse energy,/ET > 15 GeV, and the vector-
boson transverse mass,mT,W =
√
(|~pT,e|+ |~pT,ν |)2 − (~pT,e + ~pT,ν)2 > 30 GeV; we however do not
impose lepton isolation cuts.
For all programs, we use the following parameters for the event g neration: the processesPP →
e+νe + n partons are calculated taking the quarks to be massless except for the top quark, which is
not considered. For the value ofαs(mZ), we employ the fit result as given by the respective PDF. At
NLO (LO) theαs(µ) values are evaluated from two-loop (one-loop) running. TheW boson mass is
set tomW = 80.419 GeV, its couplings to fermions are calculated fromαQED(mZ) = 1/128.802 and
sin2 θW = 0.230; the CKM matrix is taken to be the identity matrix.
The different calculations used to obtain theW+ + 3 jets predictions of this study have been
accomplished in the following way:
• BLACK HAT+SHERPA [17,105,122]:
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We have used two programs for this comparison: the virtual matrix elements are evaluated
by BLACK HAT [105]. The real part is computed within the SHERPA framework [132] us-
ing an automated Catani–Seymour dipole subtraction [168, 26, 67]. The phase-space inte-
grations are entirely handled by SHERPA. All subleading colour contributions have been in-
cluded in the calculation. The renormalization and factorization scales are commonly set to
ĤT =
∑
partons ET,p + ET,e + ET,ν , which is determined dynamically on an event by event
basis. The sum runs over all partons in the event, regardlessof whether they will pass the jet cuts.
This prevents a jet-algorithm and cut dependency on the scalchoice. At LO, summing over the
transverse energies of the jets is equivalent to summing those of the partons.
• ROCKET [18,26,109]:
We closely follow Ref. [26] and perform calculations in the leading-colour approximation. The
calculation relies heavily on the framework provided by MCFM [174] and uses one-loop ampli-
tudes as calculated in Ref. [112]. We employ the Catani–Seymour dipole subtraction [168,266] to
compute the real emission corrections. The details of the imple entation are given in [18, 126].
We use the leading-colour adjustment (aLC) procedure describ d in the latter paper to correct for
deficiencies of the leading-colour approximation, to the extent possible.21 The renormalization
and factorization scales are chosen to be equal and given by the transverse energy of theW boson,
which has been defined asET,W =
√
m2W + p
2
T,W . The top quark is assumed to be infinitely
heavy; the running of the strong coupling therefore evaluated in the five-flavour scheme.
• SHERPA [132]:
For the SHERPA event generation, we have used version 1.2.0 [268].22 It incorporates a new strat-
egy for merging tree-level higher-order matrix elements and parton showers, which we denote
here as ME&TS (matrix-element & truncated-shower) merging[269–271]. This approach im-
proves over the CKKW method owing to the incorporation of a consistent treatment of local scales
that occur, on the one hand, in the matrix-element calculations and, on the other, in the parton
showering. To ensure the strict ordering of the shower evolution, truncated shower algorithms are
necessary for the ME&TS approach to work properly. As a result the systematic uncertainties of
the ME&TS merging are greatly reduced with respect to CKKW. We have generated predictions
from samples that merge matrix elements with up toNmaxME = 2 + 3, 2 + 4, 2 + 5 particles, i.e.
PP → e+νe + n partons wheren = 0, . . . , NmaxME − 2. Notice thatNmaxME denotes the maximum
number of final-state particles of the matrix elements. For the evaluation of the PDF scales, the
default scheme of ME&TS has been employed. It is based on the identification of the most likely
2 → 2 interaction that may lead to the actual2 → 2+nmatrix-element final state; the factorization
scale is then chosen according to the kinematics of that2 → 2 core process [269].23 Scales of the
strong couplings are entirely determined by the ME&TS algorithm. The merging scale has been
set toQcut = 28 GeV (to have it somewhat lower than the jetpT threshold). As for the compari-
son to the NLO results, the most relevant SHERPA prediction relies on theNmaxME = 2 + 4 merged
sample, since it contains the real-emission matrix elements for 3 and 4 extra partons. For this case,
we therefore have varied the default scales identified by theME&TS algorithm by factors of1/2
and2.24 This leaves us with an estimate of the theoretical uncertainty of the ME&TS results.
We would like to stress the major differences between the diff rent approaches: for the NLO case, the
calculations only differ in their treatment of colour (fullcolour for BLACK HAT+SHERPA vs. leading
colour for ROCKET) and choice of scales (̂HT for BLACK HAT+SHERPA vs. ET,W for ROCKET). In
21Briefly described, one multiplies the NLO results (both the virtual and the real part) by an overall adjustment parameter
that is determined as the ratio of the full-colour over the leading-colour cross sections at LO.
22Effects induced by hadronization and the underlying event have not been taken into account. Their impact is tiny, further-
more we are not going to compare distributions at the particle level.
23In most cases, the scale is set by theŝ1/2 of the identified2 → 2 core process.
24More exactly, in the case of reduced scales, we setµR = 0.5µME&TSR , but usedµF = 0.8µ
ME&TS
F for reasons of avoiding
too low PDF scales in the shower evolution.
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the SHERPA case, it is evident that the virtual corrections toW+ + 3 jets are not completely taken into
account, they only enter in an approximate way through Sudakov form factor terms at leading-logarithmic
accuracy. The scales cannot be set globally as in the NLO calculations, they have to be determined and
set locally.
In addition to the predictions outlined above, we show LOW+ + 3 jet parton-level results for
two different choices of a common factorization and renormalization scale,µ = µF = µR, defined by
µ2 = Ĥ2T andµ
2 = E2T,W = m
2
W + p
2
T,W .
25 These results have been produced with the tree-level
matrix-element generator COMIX [272] by making use of the SHERPA event-generation framework.
In order to carry out a useful comparison, we tried to keep thegeneration parameters as common
as possible among the different calculations. For example,in our main set of comparisons we use the
same PDF, CTEQ6M withαs(mZ) = 0.118, for both the NLO and LO predictions in order to separate
any differences induced by PDFs from those resulting from the matrix elements. In all other cases the LO
computations employ the CTEQ6L and CTEQ6L1 PDF sets withαs(mZ) = 0.118 andαs(mZ) = 0.13,
respectively [27,171].
12.3 Results of the comparison
Before we discuss differential distributions, we list in Table 5 the inclusivee+νe + 3 jet cross sections
for LHC energies of 10 TeV that we have obtained from all calcul tions outlined above. This gives us
the possibility of rescaling the different results to the ROCKET (aLC) NLO cross section, such that we
can comment on shape differences in the differential distributions separately. The LO cross sections
generated with COMIX and given in Table 5 vary by more than a factor of 2 for different scale and PDF
choices. At NLO this reduces to a 20% effect. This is still quite significant, but can be understood as a
consequence of the different scale choices used in the NLO calculations: theET,W choice of ROCKET is
found to yield average scales〈µF,R〉 ≈ 120 GeV, whereas thêHT choice used by BLACK HAT+SHERPA
generates considerably larger average values〈µF,R〉 ≈ 390 GeV. This is more than a factor 3 higher.
A change of 20% over such a largeµ range seems reasonable, taking into account that the NLO cross
section shown in Figure 17 already drops by about 10% between120 GeV and 240 GeV. The variation
among SHERPA’s ME&TS cross sections (about 75% at most) turns out to be smaller compared to what
we find at LO. One should bear in mind that the two estimates aredet rmined differently, for ME&TS,
through varying the scales by constant factors and, for the LO case, by choosing different dynamic though
global scales. The ME&TS cross sections decrease by an overall factor of 35% when including matrix
elements with larger numbers of partons. The correction becom s weaker when adding in the 5-parton
contributions (15% compared to 23% in the first step) indicating, as expected, a stabilization of theW+
+ ≥ 3 jet cross sections of the ME&TS approach. The scales chosen by the ME&TS procedure reflect
the localpT at each vertex of the hard interaction and will almost alwaysbe maller thanHT . Nominally
this results in a larger LO cross section and thus a smallerK-factor, but the Sudakov rejection applied
with ME&TS reduces the resultant cross section to somethingsmaller than that obtained at NLO (similar
to that found at LO, cf. Table 5,18.6 pb vs.17.3 pb).
For the LO and ME&TS calculations, we also give results obtained from Run IIkT jet finding
usingD = 0.5 [170]. They are, in all cases, larger than their respective SISCone counterparts. Interest-
ingly, the parton-shower corrections included by the ME&TSmerging make the results from the two jet
algorithms look very much alike, including the shapes of thediff rential distributions presented below.26
The main set of differential distributions of our comparative study is presented in Figures 18–21.
For the comparisons with ROCKET, we restrict ourselves to the distributions available in [126]. We also
include new distributions only comparing BLACK HAT+SHERPA with the ME&TS approach. For the
25Note that theW boson mass is taken as a parameter and not reconstructed fromthe momenta of the decay products.
26It turns out that already at the ME&TS parton level, before showering, the differences between the two jet algorithms start
to wash out.
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Order and Specifics of calculation
LO COMIX COMIX COMIX
µ = ET,W , CTEQ6L1 µ = ET,W , CTEQ6L µ = HT , CTEQ6L
37.1 pb 28.7 pb 17.3 pb
43.8 pb (kT jets) 33.8 pb (kT jets) 20.6 pb (kT jets)
NLO ROCKET (aLC) BLACK HAT +SHERPA
µ = ET,W , CTEQ6M µ = ĤT , CTEQ6M
34.2 pb 28.6 pb
ME&TS SHERPA SHERPA SHERPA
NmaxME = 2 + 3, CTEQ6L N
max
ME = 2 + 4, CTEQ6L N
max
ME = 2 + 5, CTEQ6L
20.1 pb (CTEQ6M)
14.3 pb (µ = µME&TS · 2)
24.3 pb 18.6 pb 15.8 pb
24.7 pb (µ = µME&TS/2)
24.4 pb (kT jets) 18.8 pb (kT jets) 16.0 pb (kT jets)
Table 5: Inclusivee+νe + 3 jet cross sections as obtained from the different calculations used in this study. For cuts, parameter
settings and details of the calculations, cf. Section 12.2 If not stated otherwise, the SISCone jet algorithm [265] has been used
to identify the jets. ThekT Run II jet finder [170] has been applied for evaluating the cross sections labelled “kT jets”. The
“aLC” label expresses the fact that we have used ROCKET’s adjusted leading-colour result [126].
latter, we always show, as the default, the predictions obtained from theNmaxME = 2 + 4 merged sample
using the CTEQ6M PDF. Although the cross sections differ by aout 10%, see Table 5, we did not
discover any significant shape alterations induced by switching to the CTEQ6L PDF set.
In Figure 18, we show the transverse momentum (left panels) and pseudo-rapidity (right panels)
distributions for the three leading jets inW+ + ≥ 3 jet production. The two NLO predictions agree well
with each other for all threepT and the leading-jetη distributions, in spite of the different scales used
for each calculation; this is another manifestation of the reduced scale dependence at NLO. SHERPA’s
ME&TS η curves are in good agreement with the NLO prediction(s). This level of agreement is also
found for the first two hardest jets, for the third jet it depends more on the details of the SHERPA ME&TS
generation. To this end we have added the predictions (dotted green lines) from theNmaxME = 2+3 merged
sample in the second- and third-jetpT plots. As can be seen when omitting the contributions of the real-
emission matrix elements with four extra partons, the corresponding transverse-momentum distributions
fall below that of the NLO calculations, most noticeably forthe third-jetpT spectrum. Once the matching
is extended toNmaxME = 2 + 4, the SHERPA prediction for the second jet improves with respect to the
NLO results, while the one for the third jet lies above those giv n at NLO.
To get an idea of the impact of parton showering, we can analyze the matrix-element final states of
the SHERPA ME&TS events (before they undergo showering) and plot distributions at the hard-process
level, i.e. parton level, which we have labelled by “ME-level” in the plots. In the top left panel of
Figure 18, we added the ME-level prediction (dotted turquoise l ne) to the first-jetpT spectra. It is in
remarkable agreement with the NLO prediction of BLACK HAT+SHERPA over the entire range of the
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Fig. 18: The transverse momentum distributions (left) and pseudo-rapidity distributions (right) of the three hardestj ts inW+
+ ≥ 3 jet production at the LHC. Predictions at NLO obtained from the BLACK HAT+SHERPA(black line) and ROCKET (red
line) codes are compared to LO results from SHERPAusing the ME&TS merging. All curves have been rescaled to theROCKET
NLO cross section of Table 5; BLACK HAT+SHERPAis used as the reference; cuts and parameters are detailed inS ct on 12.2
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Fig. 19:HT andHT,jets distributions in inclusiveW+ + 3 jet production at the LHC. NLO predictions obtained from BLACK -
HAT+SHERPA (black line) and ROCKET (red line) are compared to LO results from SHERPAusing the ME&TS merging. All
curves have been rescaled to the ROCKET NLO cross section of Table 5; the BLACK HAT+SHERPAprediction is used as the
reference; cuts and parameters are detailed in Section 12.2
spectrum. As expected, the soft and collinear emissions added to the hard processes slightly soften the
distribution such that the lowerpT bins lie somewhat above the ME-level curve. There is almost neffect
for bins of largepT as expected from IR-safe observables describing hard jets.Similar differences are
found between SHERPA’s parton-shower- and ME-level curves for theHT observable presented in the left
panel of Figure 19 where we use the definitionHT =
∑
jets pT,j + pT,e + /pT .
27 With or without shower
effects included, all three predictions disagree for lowHT values. Compared to the single-jetpT s, the
HT observable takes the leptons as well as multi-jet multi-particle correlations into account; it therefore
contains more detailed information about the structure of the events. Apparently, these correlations and
the generation of (≥) 4-jet events are described differently by the three calcultions. To gain more insight,
one may investigate how the transverse momenta of the various jets are correlated. For largeHT , the
BLACK HAT+SHERPA and ME&TS results agree quite well whereas the ROCKET curve lies lower. A
similar behaviour has been observed in [17] where distributions for both scale choiceŝHT andET,W
have been compared. The right panel of Figure 19 displays theHT,jets distribution, which does not
include the lepton and missing transverse momentum. As observed in thepT spectrum of the third jet,
here as well, the prediction from theNmaxME = 2 + 3 (N
max
ME = 2 + 4) merged sample lies below (above)
the BLACK HAT+SHERPA curve.
Figure 20 shows in the top row the positron transverse-momentum and rapidity distributions. The
agreement between the different curves is rather satisfactory. This is also true for the missing transverse-
momentum distribution shown in the lower left part of Figure20. Here we do not anticipate larger differ-
ences between the two NLO scale choices and the ME&TS approach, as the plotted variables are directly
related to theW boson decay. In the lower right of Figure 20, the transverse energies of the recon-
structedW boson are compared.28 The clear difference at lowET,W between the BLACK HAT+SHERPA
and SHERPA ME&TS curves is explained by the fact that the showers in the latter approach broaden
the reconstructed mass peak of theW boson. This is nicely confirmed by the ME-level result (dotted
turquoise line) extracted as before from the ME&TS matrix-element final states.
27Note the difference with the scalêHT =
∑
partons ET,p +ET,e +ET,ν chosen for the BLACK HAT+SHERPAresults.
28Note that unlike in the scale choice, we here constructET,W by using the invariant mass of the neutrino and positron pair
instead of the fixedmW value. This is the reason for the non-vanishing distributions below 80 GeV.
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Fig. 20: ThepT and rapidity spectra of the lepton (upper left and right), the neutrino’spT spectrum and the reconstructedW+
transverse-energy distribution (lower left and right) in inclusivee+νe + 3 jet production at the LHC. NLO predictions as given
by BLACK HAT+SHERPA (black line) and ROCKET (red line) are compared to LO results from SHERPA using the ME&TS
merging. All curves have been rescaled to the ROCKET NLO cross section, cf. Table 5; the BLACK HAT+SHERPAprediction is
used as the reference; for cuts and parameters, see Section 12.2
We complete our main comparison by presenting∆R shapes as given by the NLO computation of
BLACK HAT+SHERPA and the ME&TS approach implemented in SHERPA. The results for the geometric
separations between the lepton and leading jet as well as between pairs of the three hardest jets are shown
in Figure 21. The predictions of both calculations are in remarkable agreement.29
As we have seen in Figure 18, larger deviations between the NLO and ME&TS predictions ap-
pear in the third-jet transverse-momentum andHT,jets distributions. For these observables, we present
in Figure 22 scale variations of the ME&TS default scheme as described in the SHERPA paragraph of
Section 12.2 The SHERPA shapes turn out to be rather stable varying not more than 20%.The refer-
ence curves given by BLACK HAT+SHERPA remain outside the uncertainty band. For a more conclusive
statement, one should however also investigate the robustness of the NLO shapes under standard scale
variations.
29In contrast to using SISCone jets, it turned out that thekT jet algorithm tends to identify more events of low∆R separation.
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Fig. 21: Pairwise geometric separations between the leptonand hardest jet (upper left panel) and the three hardest jetsin W+ +
≥ 3 jet production at the LHC. BLACK HAT+SHERPAresults at NLO (black lines) are compared to those of SHERPA’s ME&TS
merging. The normalization is still given by ROCKET’s NLO cross section of Table 5; the BLACK HAT+SHERPAprediction is
used as the reference; for cuts and parameters, see Section 12.2
Finally, we turn to compare LO vs. NLO results for a subset of observables of our main compari-
son. We select those exhibiting the largest shape differencs: thepT spectra of the hardest three jets, the
HT,jets distribution and the∆R separation between the leading and next-to-leading jets. All of which are
shown in Figure 23. The LO predictions using the scale choiceµ = ET,W lead in all cases to significant
differences from the corresponding NLO predictions; jet pairs being narrow inR-space are predicted too
low while thepT andHT spectra are too hard. Conversely, the LO predictions usingµ = HT as a scale
are observed to produce relatively good agreement with NLO for the third-jetpT andHT,jets shapes.
The spectra for the leading and next-to-leading jets however o rshoot the ones given at NLO although
they are softer with respect to those arising from theµ = ET,W scales. The∆R12 curve has improved
for low separations, still remains below the NLO result. In addition to the pure LO predictions, we have
added to thepT spectra the coupling-reweighted LO results (LO, local scales) as presented in Ref. [126].
They have been obtained at LO by purely reweighting the initial strong couplings by those identified
throughkT backward clustering. The implementation used in [126] is inclose spirit to the CKKW pro-
cedure [273,274]. The results look very similar to the results at LO usingHT as a scale, somewhat worse
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Fig. 22: Impact of the variation of PDF and strong-coupling scales on SHERPA’s ME&TS merging for up to 4 jets shown
by means of the third-jetpT (left) andHT,jets distributions. The dotted dark and dashed green lines display the results for
smaller and larger scales, respectively, also cf. Section 12.2 BLACK HAT+SHERPA is used as the reference, with the absolute
normalization of all curves again given by ROCKET’s NLO cross section even that no ROCKET curve is shown.
for the pT spectrum of the third jet. Compared to Figure 18 where we showt e ME&TS results, one
can conclude that the Sudakov rejections are the other important ingredient of the merging approach to
improve the shapes of distributions and make them look similarly to those at NLO. The parton showers
of ME&TS only correct in the soft/collinear phase-space regions.
12.4 Conclusions and outlook
We have presented a comparison of predictions forW+ + ≥ 3 jet production at the LHC with√s =
10 TeV between the NLO programs BLACK HAT+SHERPA and ROCKET and the ME&TS method of
tree-level matrix-element plus parton-shower merging as implemented in SHERPA. This is the first time
that results for this final state have been compared to each other. Despite the different inputs to these
calculations, we have found an overall satisfactory agreement among the various predictions for the
pT and η shapes of jet and lepton distributions, and the jet–jet and jet-lepton∆R correlations. The
largest shape differences, of the order of 20% and 40%, are seen in the third-jetpT andHT distributions,
respectively. These uncertainties might still be worrisome in the context of supersymmetry searches
whereHT is utilized as a major discriminating variable. As a matter of fact, the scale dependence on
inclusive cross sections is considerably reduced at NLO; one still has to be careful to what extent the
higher-order correction improves the predictions for moreexclusive observables. The question for the
“right” choice of scale(s) remains a tricky one to answer requiring more detailed studies.
As shown in Ref. [17], choosing the factorization and renormalization scales equal to the trans-
verse energy of theW boson can lead to unphysical (negative) results in the tailsof some distributions.
The effects at Tevatron energies are far less dramatic, as the range of the dynamical scales is much
smaller there. It would be suggestive to extend our comparison to include higher transverse-energy bins
in the plots to assess the potential danger of theET,W scale choice.
The inclusiveW+ + ≥ 3 jet cross sections given by the three computations vary between 34.2 pb
for ROCKET, 28.6 pb for BLACK HAT+SHERPA and 20.1 pb for SHERPA’s ME&TS implementation
(with merging up to 4 jets). The neglect of subleading colourcontributions in the ROCKET calculation
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Fig. 23: Comparison between NLO predictions as given by BLACK HAT+SHERPA (black lines) and ROCKET (red lines) and
LO results generated by COMIX for the transverse momenta of the three hardest jets,HT,jets, the scalar sum of all jetpT s, and
the geometric separation∆R12 of the two leading jets. The dashed magenta and green lines display LO results usingET,W and
HT as a scale, respectively. The jetpT spectra also have coupling-reweighted LO curves taken fromRef. [126]. The absolute
normalization of all curves is again given by ROCKET’s NLO cross section; the reference is BLACK HAT+SHERPA’s prediction.
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has been estimated to be less than 3%.30 Therefore, at NLO the main reason for the deviations certainly
lies in the unequal scale choices,ET,W as used in ROCKET andĤT as used in BLACK HAT+SHERPA,
generating rather different average values for theµF andµR scales. The cross section given by the
ME&TS merging in SHERPA is of leading-order nature, however, compared to the pure LObehaviour, it
is more stable under the variation of scales and inclusion oftree-level matrix elements of higher order.
The LO kinematic shape distributions resulting fromHT scales, rather thanET,W scales, resemble
more closely those at NLO. In particular, we have observed relativ ly uniform differentialK-factors for
the third-jetpT and theHT variable. Hence,HT seems to serve as a scale that more correctly describes
the overall hardness of the hard-scattering process. In summary: there is satisfactory agreement among
the NLO predictions, even with the use of different scales, while there can be significant disagreement
between LO and NLO predictions unless care is taken with the choice of the scales. Also, as a whole, the
performance of the LO predictions is worse than that of SHERPA’s ME&TS merging. With sufficient tree-
level matrix-element information, the ME&TS merging predictions given by SHERPA agree (in shape)
with the NLO ones, indicating that the use of the correct local s le at each vertex mimics, to some
extent, the full NLO behaviour. That similar results are obtained with the two very different scales is
very interesting, and deserves further investigation thanpossible in this short write-up. It would be also
very interesting to investigate the agreement between the NLO and ME&TS computations in a more
detailed study that could include scale variations, different PDF choices and jet algorithms as well as a
larger set of multi-particle correlations.
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13. COMPARISON OF T-CHANNEL 2 → 3 PRODUCTION AT NLO WITH COMPHEP SAM-
PLES 31
Single top quark production was recently observed for the first time by the D0 [275] and CDF [276]
collaborations at the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider at Fermilab. Two Feynman diagrams for single
top quark production at a hadron collider are shown in Fig. 24: (a) the leading order (2 → 2) exchange
of aW boson between a light quark line and a heavy quark line, and (b) the (2 → 3) process where this
b quark explicitly comes from gluon splitting. Diagram (a) isal o referred to as single top production
in the 5-flavor scheme because it utilizes theb quark parton distribution function (PDF) in the proton.
Diagram (b) is also referred to asW -gluon-fusion or single top production in the 4-flavor scheme because
the PDF of the gluon is required rather than the PDF of theb quark. While the2 → 3 process (b) is one of
the NLO corrections to the LO process (a), it is an important co tribution and the dominant contribution
when explicitly requiring three reconstructed jets.
A calculation of t-channel single top quark production at NLO in the 2 → 3 scheme is now
available, based on the MCFM NLO calculation [277]. This is the first calculation providingO(αs)
corrections to the spectatorb quark from gluon splitting in the t-channel process. Here wecompare the
distributions of this spectatorb quark with t-channel single top samples generated with the CompHEP
SingleTop generator [278, 279]. These samples are used by the D0 experiment, for example in the
observation of single top quark production [275].
In the CompHEP generation, both2 → 2 processes (egqb → q′t, Fig. 24(a)) and2 → 3 processes
30The estimate has been taken from a comparison of full- and leading-colour NLO cross sections forW + 1, 2, 3 jet produc-
tion at Tevatron energies.
31Contributed by: R. Schwienhorst, R. Frederix and F. Maltoni.
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Fig. 24: Feynman diagram fort-channel single top quark production, in the2 → 2 scheme (a) and the2 → 3 scheme (b).
(eg qg → q′tb, Fig. 24(b)) are included. The2 → 3 process is relevant when the spectatorb quark
is central and at highpT and can be observed in the detector. The2 → 2 processes start from ab-
quark parton distribution function (PDF) and are relevant when the spectatorb quark is soft and cannot
be observed in the detector. These two contributions need tobe combined to provide one inclusive
simulation sample. In the CompHEP matching approach [278, 29], both samples are processed by
PYTHIA [280], and thepT distributions of the spectatorb quark produced by PYTHIA are matched at a
given spectatorb quarkpT threshold. Below this threshold, the2 → 2 sample is used, whereas above
the threshold, the2 → 3 sample is used. The threshold is chosen to produce a smoothpT distribution,
typically between 10GeV and 20GeV. In this particular example it is at 17 GeV. The CompHEP sample
was generated at a top quark mass of 172.5GeV, using the CTEQ 6.1 PDF set [171].
The MCFM samples were generated at a top quark mass of 170GeV and the CTEQ6M PDF set.
There is a small difference in top quark mass between the two samples, but this has a negligible impact
on the spectatorb quark kinematics.
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Fig. 25: Comparison of thepT of the spectator quark int-channel single top quark production between the MCFM2 → 3 NLO
calculation and CompHEP interfaced to PYTHIA , in linear scale (left) and in log scale (right). Each distribut on is normalized
to the NLO cross section.
Figure 25 shows a comparison of the transverse momentum (pT ) of the spectator quark. No cuts
have been applied. The CompHEP parton level spectatorb quarkpT distribution has a large spike at zero
from 2 → 2 events that have no spectatorb quark at parton level. The CompHEP2 → 3 contribution
at parton level is significantly below the MCFM calculation.However, once initial and final state gluon
radiation is added by PYTHIA , the spectatorb quark distribution agrees well with the MCFM calculation.
The main effect of PYTHIA is to shift the2 → 3 contribution to the right and to fill in the lowpT region
with the2 → 2 calculation.
Figure 26 shows a comparison of the pseudorapidity of the spectatorb quark. As explained above,
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Fig. 26: Comparison of the pseudorapidity distribution of the spectator quark int-channel single top quark production between
the MCFM2 → 3 NLO calculation and CompHEP interfaced to PYTHIA .
the CompHEP parton level distribution consists only of2 → 3 events, but even here the agreement with
the NLO calculation is reasonable. The PYTHIA output again agrees well with the NLO calculation.
We have also calculated the acceptance for a spectatorb quark cut ofpT > 20 GeV and a pseudo-
rapidity cut of|η| < 2.8, following the approach of Ref. [281]. We obtain an acceptance of 31.6% for
the PYTHIA output samples, in good agreement with the MCFM NLO calculation [281].
In summary, we have presented a comparison of spectatorb quark int-channel single top quark
production between the CompHEP parton-level event generator interfaced to PYTHIA and the MCFM
NLO calculation of thet-channel2 → 3 process. We find good agreement between the PYTHIA output
and MCFM for the spectatorb quark kinematics.
14. TUNED COMPARISON OF NLO QCD CORRECTIONS TO pp → ZZ+jet+X PRO-
DUCTION AT HADRON COLLIDERS 32
14.1 Introduction
The complicated hadron collider environment of the LHC requires not only sufficiently precise predic-
tions for the expected signals, but also reliable rates for complicated background reactions, especially for
those that cannot be entirely measured from data. Among suchba kground processes, several involve
three, four, or even more particles in the final state, renderi g the necessary next-to-leading-order (NLO)
calculations in QCD technically challenging. At the previous Les Houches workshops this problem
led to the creation of a list of calculations that are a priority for LHC analyses, the so called ”experi-
menters’ wishlist for NLO calculations” [1–3]. The processclass of ’electroweak gauge-boson pair with
a hadronic jet’ made it to the top of this list. Among other processes of that class, which have been
addressed in earlier works [4–6, 282], the processpp → ZZ+jet+X is of interest, for example as a
background process toH+jet with the Higgs boson decaying into a pair ofZ bosons.
First results on the calculation of NLO QCD corrections toZZ+jet production have been presented
in Ref. [7]. A second calculation is in progress [283] with some results already presented in Ref. [284].
In the following the key features of these two independent calcul tions are described and results of an
ongoing tuned comparison are presented.
14.2 Descriptions of the various calculations
At leading order (LO), hadronicZZ+jet production receives contributions from the partonic processes
qq̄ → ZZg, qg → ZZq, andq̄g → ZZq̄, whereq stands for up- or down-type quarks. All three channels
32Contributed by: T. Binoth, T. Gleisberg, S. Karg, N. Kauer, G. Sanguinetti and S. Dittmaier, S. Kallweit, P. Uwer.
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are related by crossing symmetry.
The virtual corrections modify the partonic processes thatare already present at LO. At NLO these
corrections are induced by self-energy, vertex, box (4-point), and pentagon (5-point) corrections, the lat-
ter being the most complicated loop diagrams. Apart from an efficient handling of the huge amount of
algebra, the most subtle point certainly is the numericallystable evaluation of the numerous tensor loop
integrals, in particular in the vicinity of exceptional phase-space points. The two calculations described
below employ completely different loop methods. Some of them are already briefly reviewed in Ref. [2],
where more details on problems in multi-leg loop calculations and brief descriptions of proposed solu-
tions can be found.
The real corrections are induced by the large variety of processes that result from crossing any pair
of QCD partons in0 → ZZqq̄gg and0 → ZZqq̄q′q̄′ into the initial state. Here the main complication
in the evaluation is connected to an efficient phase-space integration with a proper separation of soft and
collinear singularities. For the separation of singularities he two calculations both employ the subtraction
method [285] using the dipole subtraction formalism of Catani and Seymour [168].
The calculation of DKU [283,284]
This calculation is actually based on two completely independent evaluations of the virtual and real
corrections, referred to as DKU1 and DKU2 below. TheZ bosons are taken to be on shell since the
discussed results do not depend on the details of theZ d cays. Both evaluations of loop diagrams are
performed analogously to the calculations for the related process ofWW+jet production, which are
discussed in Refs. [4,5].
The first calculation essentially follows the same strategyalready applied to the processes oftt̄H
[187] andtt̄+jet [177] production: The amplitudes are generated byFe nArts1.0 [286] and further
processed with in-houseMathematicaroutines, which automatically create an output inFortran. The
IR (soft and collinear) singularities are treated in dimensio al regularization and analytically separated
from the finite remainder as described in Refs. [187, 287]. The pentagon tensor integrals are directly
reduced to box integrals following Refs. [100, 101]. Box andlower-point integrals are reduced à la
Passarino–Veltman [133] to scalar integrals, which are either calculated analytically or using the results
of Refs. [95,288,289].
The second loop calculation is based onFeynArts3.4 [149] to generate the diagrams andForm-
Calc 6.0 [148] which automatically producesFortrancode. The reduction of tensor to scalar integrals
is done with the help of theLoopToolslibrary [148], which also employs the method of Ref. [101] for
the 5-point tensor integrals, Passarino–Veltman [133] reduction for the lower-point tensors, and theFF
package [150, 290] for the evaluation of regular scalar integrals. The dimensionally regularized soft or
collinear singular 3- and 4-point integrals had to be added to this library.
The first calculation of the real corrections employs analytical results for helicity amplitudes ob-
tained in a spinor formalism. The phase-space integration is performed by the multi-channel Monte Carlo
integrator [291] with weight optimization [292] that has been written inC++and tested in the calculation
of WW+jet. More details on this calculation and some numerical results can be found in Ref. [284].
The second evaluation of the real corrections is based on scattering amplitudes calculated with
Madgraph[164] generated code. The code has been modified to allow for the extraction of the required
colour and spin structure. The latter enter the evaluation of the dipoles in the Catani–Seymour subtraction
method. The evaluation of the individual dipoles was performed using aC++ library developed during the
calculation of the NLO corrections fortt̄+jet [177]. For the phase-space integration a simple mapping
has been used where the phase space is generated from a sequential splitting.
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The calculation of BGKKS [7]
This calculation is based on two independent sets of amplitude expressions: one generated manually
starting from the Feynman graph representation, the other using QGRAF [151]. Both representations
employ the spinor helicity formalism of Ref. [293]. Polarisation vectors have been represented via
spinor traces, i.e. kinematic invariants up to global phases. By obtaining an analytical representation
for the full amplitude, we aim at promoting simplification via analytical cancellations. Especially we
employ that, apart from the rank one case, all pentagon tensor i tegrals are reducible, i.e. can directly
be written as simple combinations of box tensor integrals. For the remaining tensor integrals we employ
the GOLEM-approach [137,146,147]. In this approach, the use of 6-dimensional IR finite box functions
allows to isolate IR divergences in 3-point functions. We usFORM [138] and Maple to obtain tractable
analytical expressions for the coefficients to the employeds t of basis functions for each independent
helicity amplitude, and to further simplify them. The basisfunctions are evaluated using the GOLEM95
implementation [102]. We note that for the reduction of box tpologies one obtains the same result as
with the Passarino-Veltman tensor reduction [133, 288]. Ifone fully reduces all tensor integrals to a
scalar integral representation, the difference between thtwo approaches results from the treatment of
the pentagon integrals and the use of finite 6-dimensional box functions.
To treatγ5 we employ the ’t Hooft-Veltman scheme [294, 295], where theγµ are split into a 4-
dimensional part that anti-commutes withγ5 and a commuting remainder. As is well known, to take into
account differences between the QCD corrections to axial vector and vector currents, a finite renormal-
ization has to be performed. To enforce the correct chiral stucture of the amplitudes, a finite counterterm
for the axial part is included in the used gauge boson vertex (s e e.g. Refs. [296–298]):
V µV qq̄ ∼ gv γµ + Z5 ga γµγ5 with Z5 = 1− CF
αs
π
.
We calculate withNf = 5 and neglect quark mass effects. Our virtual amplitudes havebeen
verified by comparing two independent internal implementations, both generated using the GOLEM
reduction. We have verified that the relative contribution of graphs with quark loops to integrated results
is typically well below 1%. We therefore neglect this contribution. To calculate numerical results for
the virtual contributions we employed the OmniComp-Dvegasp ckage, which facilitates parallelised
adaptive Monte Carlo integration and was developed in the context of Ref. [299]. We use the SHERPA
implementation [132, 267, 300] to calculate numerical results for the finite real corrections contribution.
All amplitude and dipole contributions have been verified through comparison with results calculated
with MadDipole/MadGraph [164,166] and HELAC [193,196].
14.3 Tuned comparison of results
The following results essentially employ the setup of Ref. [7] The CTEQ6 [171, 197] set of parton
distribution functions (PDFs) is used throughout, i.e. CTEQ6L1 PDFs with a 1-loop runningαs are taken
in LO and CTEQ6M PDFs with a 2-loop runningαs in NLO. In the strong coupling constant the number
of active flavours isNf = 5, and we use the default LHAPDF values leading toαLOs (91.188 GeV) =
0.129783 andαNLOs (91.70 GeV) = 0.1179. The top-quark loop in the gluon self-energy is subtracted
at zero momentum. The running ofαs is, thus, generated solely by the contributions of the lightquark
and gluon loops. In all results shown in the following, the renormalization and factorization scales are
set toMZ . The top-quark mass ismt = 174.3 GeV, the masses of all other quarks are neglected.
The weak boson masses areMZ = 91.188 GeV andMH = 150 GeV. The weak mixing angle is set
to its on-shell value, i.e. fixed bys2w = 0.222247, and the electromagnetic coupling constant is set to
α = 0.00755391226.
We apply thek⊥ jet algorithm of Ref. [199] with covariantE-recombination scheme andR =
0.7 for the definition of the tagged hard jet and restrict the transverse momentum of the hardest jet by
pT,jet > 50 GeV.
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|MLO|2/e4/g2s [GeV−2]
uū → ZZg
BGKKS 9.081603376311467 · 10−4
DKU1 9.081603376315696 · 10−4
DKU2 9.081603376315669 · 10−4
dd̄ → ZZg
BGKKS 1.892589730735170 · 10−3
DKU1 1.892589730736050 · 10−3
DKU2 1.892589730736046 · 10−3
ug → ZZg
BGKKS 1.687614989680196 · 10−4
DKU1 1.687614989680182 · 10−4
DKU2 1.687614989680173 · 10−4
dg → ZZg
BGKKS 3.516959138773490 · 10−4
DKU1 3.516959138773458 · 10−4
DKU2 3.516959138773441 · 10−4
gū → ZZg
BGKKS 1.319241114194492 · 10−5
DKU1 1.319241114194495 · 10−5
DKU2 1.319241114194489 · 10−5
gd̄ → ZZg
BGKKS 2.749274639763224 · 10−5
DKU1 2.749274639763229 · 10−5
DKU2 2.749274639763217 · 10−5
Table 6: Results for squared LO matrix elements at the phase-space point (49).
14.3.1 Results for a single phase-space point
For the comparison the following set of four-momenta(E, px, py, pz) [GeV] is chosen,
pµ1 = (250, 0, 0, 250), p
µ
2 = (250, 0, 0,−250),
pµ3 = (125.9335600344245,−81.91900733932759,−15.22986911133704,−24.52218428963296),
pµ4 = (201.2131630027446, 37.57875773939030,−105.1640094872687, 140.3561672919824),
pµ5 = (172.8532769628309, 44.34024959993729, 120.3938785986057,−115.8339830023494),
(49)
where incoming and outgoing particles are labelled as follows: 1, 2 → 3, 4, 5.
Table 6 shows some results for the spin- and colour-summed squared LO matrix elements, where
no factor1/2 is included for the two identicalZ bosons in the final state. The results of the two groups
agree within about 13 digits.
In order to be independent of the subtraction scheme to cancel IR divergences, we found it useful
to compare virtual results prior to any subtraction. TheO(αs) contribution to the virtual, renormalized
squared amplitude is given by the interference between tree-level and one-loop virtual amplitude, which
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cbos0 [GeV
−2] cferm1+20 [GeV
−2] cferm30 [GeV
−2]
uū → ZZg
BGKKS 2.571718370986939 · 10−4 2.771274006707126 · 10−6
DKU1 2.571718370988091 · 10−4 2.771273991103833 · 10−6 3.301195986341516 · 10−6
DKU2 2.571718370988072 · 10−4 2.771273991102529 · 10−6 3.301195986341134 · 10−6
dd̄ → ZZg
BGKKS 5.335637852921577 · 10−3 3.553804947755081 · 10−6
DKU1 5.335637852923933 · 10−3 3.553804924505993 · 10−6 −7.625169350877288 · 10−6
DKU2 5.335637852923915 · 10−3 3.553804924504350 · 10−6 −7.625169350877653 · 10−6
ug → ZZg
BGKKS 3.455303690923093 · 10−4 −1.575277709579237 · 10−6
DKU1 3.455303690940059 · 10−4 −1.575277712403393 · 10−6 −1.899597362881991 · 10−6
DKU2 3.455303690940080 · 10−4 −1.575277712403507 · 10−6 −1.899597362882020 · 10−6
dg → ZZg
BGKKS 7.182218731401221 · 10−4 −2.134836868278616 · 10−6
DKU1 7.182218731436469 · 10−4 −2.134836871947412 · 10−6 3.857433911012773 · 10−6
DKU2 7.182218731436517 · 10−4 −2.134836871947570 · 10−6 3.857433911012694 · 10−6
gū → ZZg
BGKKS 7.284079447744509 · 10−5 −3.877856878313408 · 10−6
DKU1 7.284079439746620 · 10−5 −3.877856878314387 · 10−6 −5.478348291183621 · 10−7
DKU2 7.284079439746720 · 10−5 −3.877856878314465 · 10−6 −5.478348291184200 · 10−7
gd̄ → ZZg
BGKKS 1.505448756089957 · 10−5 −4.839140375435081 · 10−6
DKU1 1.505448754415003 · 10−5 −4.839140375436319 · 10−6 3.379222628266236 · 10−7
DKU2 1.505448754415026 · 10−5 −4.839140375436448 · 10−6 3.379222628265571 · 10−7
Table 7: Virtual corrections of the bosonic contributions,the fermionic contributions of the two light generations (mq = 0),
and the fermionic contributions of the3rd generation (mb = 0, mt = 174.3 GeV) at the phase-space point (49).
we denote schematically as
2Re{M∗V ·MLO} = e4g2sf(µren)
(
c−2
1
ǫ2
+ c−1
1
ǫ
+ c0
)
, (50)
with f(µren) = Γ(1 + ǫ)(4πµ2ren/M
2
Z)
ǫ and the number of space–time dimensionsD = 4 − 2ǫ. In the
following we split the coefficients of the double and single pole and for the constant part,c−2, c−1, and
c0, into bosonic contributions (“bos”) without closed fermion loops and the remaining fermionic parts.
The fermionic corrections are further split into contributons from the first two generations (“ferm1+2”)
and from the third generation (“ferm3”).
The results onc0 obtained by the different groups typically agree within8−12 digits; the agree-
ment between DKU1 and DKU2 results turns out to be within12−14 digits.33 The values ofc0 for
the different channels are collected in Table 7 according tothe splitting stated above. The coefficients
of the poles have not been compared numerically since the cancell tion of divergences can be checked
analytically.
33BGKKS show only one result in Table 7, but our internal comparison of two independent implementations of the virtual
amplitudes yielded agreement of 9-16 significant digits forall contributions at two test phase space points.
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pp → ZZ+jet+X @ LHC σLO[fb] σNLO[fb] σNLO,excl[fb]
BGKKS 2697.82 [42] 3644.5 [3.0] 2627.5 [3.0]
DKU 2697.81 [18] 3644.6 [1.0] 2626.3 [1.1]
pp̄ → ZZ+jet+X @ Tevatron σLO[fb] σNLO[fb] σNLO,excl[fb]
BGKKS 74.5589 [90] 83.665 [62] 78.824 [62]
DKU 74.5664 [76] 83.751 [47] 78.915 [47]
Table 8: Results for contributions to the integratedZZ+jet cross sections at the LHC and Tevatron in LO and NLO. Only
bosonic loop corrections are included here in the virtual part, i.e. all fermion loops are neglected.
pp → ZZ+jet+X @ LHC pp̄ → ZZ+jet+X @ Tevatron
BGKKS DKU BGKKS DKU
σborn[fb] 2580.60 [39] 2579.91 [55] 70.0581 [83] 70.056 [23]
σcoll[fb] 918.62 [54] 917.59 [39] 16.578 [24] 16.592 [17]
σreal[fb] −82.9 [2.4] −82.79 [72] −11.143 [26] −11.092 [36]
σreal,excl[fb] −1099.9 [2.4] −1101.09 [76] −15.983 [26] −15.928 [36]
σvirt, bose+I[fb] 228.1 [1.7] 229.92 [34] 8.171 [50] 8.1950 [88]
σvirt, ferm1+2[fb] −17.864 [28] −0.07527 [11]
σvirt, ferm3[fb] 6.750 [16] 0.18600 [14]
Table 9: Results for the born, sum of theK andP insertion operators, dipole subtracted real emissions, IR-finite sum of bosonic
loops and theI insertion operator and fermion loops contributions to the int gratedZZ+jet cross sections in NLO at the LHC
and Tevatron.
14.3.2 Results for integrated cross sections
Table 8 illustrates the agreement of the LO and NLO cross sections for the LHC (pp,
√
s = 14 TeV) and
Tevatron (pp̄,
√
s = 1.96 TeV) calculated by both groups with the setup defined above. For the NLO
observable labelled by ’excl’, a veto on a2nd hard jet (pT,2nd jet < 50GeV) has been applied in the
real-correction contribution.
Table 9 provides individual contributions to the NLO cross section in Table 8, as well as the contri-
bution of the fermionic loops to the integrated NLO cross section—again subdivided into contributions
of the two light generations and the third one—, which have not been taken into account in the cross
sections of Table 8. However, their size turns out to be well below the percent level, so that they may be
neglected on the experimentally required level of accuracy.
We note that we also compared cross sections for different scale choices and distributions and
found agreement.
14.4 Conclusions
We have reported on a tuned comparison of calculations of theNLO QCD corrections toZZ+jet pro-
duction at the LHC and Tevatron. For a fixed phase-space point, the virtual corrections obtained by both
groups using different calculational techniques agree at the level of10−8 or better. The comparison of
full NLO cross sections, which involve the non-trivial integration of virtual and real corrections over the
phase space, shows agreement at the permille level.
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15. W PAIR PRODUCTION: NNLO VIRTUAL CORRECTIONS WITH FULL MA SS DEPEN-
DENCE 34
15.1 Introduction
One of the primary goals for the LHC is undoubtedly the discovery of the Higgs boson which is respon-
sible for the fermions and gauge bosons mass and also part of the mechanism of dynamical breaking
of the Electroweak (EW) symmetry. Another important aim forthe LHC is the precise measurement
of the hadronic production of gauge boson pairs,WW , WZ, ZZ, Wγ, Zγ, this in connection to the
investigation of the non-Abelian gauge structure of the SM.W pair production,
qq̄ → W+W− , (51)
plays an essential role as it serves as a signal process in thesearch for New Physics and also is the
dominant irreducible background to the promising Higgs discovery channel
pp → H → W ∗W ∗ → lν̄l̄′ν ′ (52)
in the mass rangeMHiggs between 140 and 180 GeV [301].
The process is currently known at next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy [302–308]. The NLO
corrections were proven to be large enhancing the tree-level by almost 70% which falls to a (still) large
30% after imposing a jet veto. Therefore, if a theoretical estimate for the W pair production is to be
compared against experimental measurements at the LHC, oneis bound to go one order higher in the
perturbative expansion, namely, to the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). This would allow, in prin-
ciple, an accuracy of around 10%.
High accuracy for the W pair production is also needed when thprocess is studied as background
to Higgs production in order to match accuracies between signal and background. The signal process for
the Higgs discovery via gluon fusion,gg → H, as well as the processH → WW → lν̄l̄′ν ′ are known
at NNLO [309–318], whereas the EW corrections are known beyond NLO [319]. Another process that
needs to be included in the background is the W pair production in the loop induced gluon fusion channel,
gg → W+W− . (53)
The latter contributes atO(α2s) relative to the quark-anti-quark-annihilation channel but is nevertheless
enhanced due to the large gluon flux at the LHC [320,321].
The first main difficulty in studying the NNLO QCD correctionsfor W pair production is the
calculation of the two-loop virtual amplitude since it is a2 → 2 process with massive external particles.
We have already computed the virtual corrections at the highenergy limit [322–324]. However, this is
not enough as it cannot cover the kinematical region close tothreshold. Therefore, in order to cover
all kinematical regions we proceed as follows. We perform a deep expansion in the W mass around
the high energy limit which in combination with the method ofnumerical integration of differential
equations [325–327] allows us the numerical computation ofthe two-loop amplitude with full mass
dependence over the whole phase space.
34Contributed by: G. Chachamis.
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15.2 The high energy limit
The methodology for obtaining the massive amplitude in the high energy limit, namely the limit where
all the invariants are much larger than the W mass, is similarto the one followed in Refs. [328,329]. The
amplitude is reduced to an expression that only contains a small number of integrals (master integrals)
with the help of the Laporta algorithm [330]. In the calculation for the two-loop amplitude there are 71
master integrals. Next step is the construction, in a fully automatised way, of the Mellin-Barnes (MB)
representations [331,332] of all the master integrals by using theMBrepresentation package [333]. The
representations are then analytically continued in the number of space-time dimensions by means of the
MB package [334], thus revealing the full singularity structure. An asymptotic expansion in the mass
parameter (W mass) is performed by closing contours and the in egrals are finally resummed, either with
the help ofXSummer [255] or thePSLQ algorithm [335]. The result is expressed in terms of harmonic
polylogarithms.
15.3 Power corrections and numerical evaluation
The high energy limit by itself is not enough, as was mentioned b fore. The next step, following the
methods applied in Ref. [336], is to compute power corrections in the W mass. Power corrections are
good enough to cover most of the phase space, apart from the region near threshold as well as the regions
corresponding to small angle scattering.
We recapitulate here some of the notation of Ref. [324] for completeness. The charged vector-
boson production in the leading partonic scattering process orresponds to
q(p1) + q(p2) → W−(p3,m) +W+(p4,m) , (54)
wherepi denote the quark and W momenta andm is the mass of the W boson.
We have chosen to express the amplitude in terms of the kinematic variablesx andms which are
defined to be
x = − t
s
, ms =
m2
s
, (55)
where
s = (p1 + p2)
2 and t = (p1 − p3)2 −m2 . (56)
The variation then ofx within the range[1/2(1 − β), 1/2(1 + β)], whereβ =
√
1− 4m2/s is the
velocity, corresponds to angular variation between the forward and backward scattering.
It should be evident that any master integralMi can be written then as
Mi = Mi (ms, x, ǫ) =
l∑
j=k
ǫjIij(ms, x), (57)
where the lowest power ofǫ in the sum can be−4.
The crucial point now is that the derivative of any Feynman integral with respect to any kinematical
variable is again a Feynman integral with possibly higher powers of denominators or numerators which
can also be reduced to masters from the initial set of master int grals. This means that one can construct
a partially triangular system of differential equations inthe mass, which can subsequently be solved in
the form of a power series expansion, with the expansion parameter in our case beingms following the
conventions above.
Let us differentiate with respect toms andx, we will then have respectively
ms
d
dms
Mi(ms, x, ǫ) =
∑
j
Cij(ms, x, ǫ) Mj(ms, x, ǫ) (58)
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and
x
d
dx
Mi(ms, x, ǫ) =
∑
j
C ′ij(ms, x, ǫ) Mj(ms, x, ǫ) . (59)
We use Eq. (58) to obtain the mass corrections for the masterscalculating the power series expansion up
to orderm11s (see also Ref. [336] for more details). This deep expansion in ms should be sufficient for
most of the phase space but still not enough to cover the wholeall wed kinematical region. The way to
proceed from this point is to numerically integrate the system of differential equations.
In particular, we choose to work with the masters in the form of Eq. (57), where theǫ dependence
is explicit. We can then work with the coefficients of theǫ terms and accordingly have
ms
d
dms
Ii(ms, x) =
∑
j
JMij (ms, x) Ij(ms, x) (60)
and
x
d
dx
Ii(ms, x) =
∑
j
JXij (ms, x) Ij(ms, x), (61)
where the Jacobian matricesJM andJX have rational function elements.
By using this last system of differential equations, one canobtain a full numerical solution to the
problem. What we are essentially dealing now with is an initial value problem and the main require-
ment is to have the initial conditions to proper accuracy. The initial conditions, namely the values of
the masters at a proper kinematical point which we call initial point, are provided by the power series
expansion. The initial point has to be chosen somewhere in the high energy limit region, wherems is
small and therefore, the values obtained by the power seriesa e very accurate. Starting from there, one
can evolve to any other point of the phase space by numerically integrating the system of differential
equations Eqs. (60) and (61).
We parametrise with a suitable grid of points the region close t threshold and then we calculate
the masters for all points of the grid by evolving as described previously. Given that the master integrals
have to be very smooth (we remain above all thresholds) one cause, after having the values for the grid
points, interpolation to get the values at any point of the region. We use 1600 points for the grid and take
as initial conditions the values of the master integrals at the pointms = 5× 10−3, x = 1/4. The relative
errors at that point were estimated not to exceed10−18.
The numerical integration is performed by using one of the most advanced software packages
implementing the variable coefficient multistep method (ODEPACK) [337]. We use quadruple precision
to maximise accuracy. The values at any single grid point canbe obtained in about 15 minutes in average
(with a typical 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo system) after compilation with the Intel Fortran compiler. The
accuracy is around 10 digits for most of the points of the grid. It is also worth noting that in order to
perform the numerical integration one needs to deform the contour in the complex plane away from the
real axis. This is due to the fact that along the real axis there are spurious singularities. We use an elliptic
contour and we achieve a better estimate of the final global error by calculating more than once for each
point of the grid, using each time different eccentricities. Grids of solutions can actually be constructed,
which will be subsequently interpolated when implemented as part of a Monte Carlo program.
We will not present here any results as this is only a report onw rk in progress. The aim here
was to describe the numerical method, the results of the study will be presented in detail in a future
publication [338].
15.4 Conclusions
W pair production via quark-anti-quark-annihilation is animportant signal process in the search for New
Physics as well as the dominant irreducible background for one of the main Higgs discovery channels:
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H → WW → 4 leptons. Therefore, the accurate knowledge of this processis essential for the LHC. Af-
ter having calculated the two-loop and the one-loop-squared virtual QCD corrections to the W boson pair
production in the limit where all kinematical invariants are large compared to the mass of the W boson
we proceed to the next step. Namely, we use a combination of a deep expansion in the W mass around
the high energy limit and of numerical integration of differential equations that allows the computation
of the two-loop amplitude with full mass dependence over thew ole phase space.
16. A SIMPLE RADIATION PATTERN IN HARD MULTI-JET EVENTS IN AS SOCIATION
WITH A WEAK BOSON 35
16.1 INTRODUCTION
The all-order QCD radiative corrections to processes involving QCD scattering of two partons are known
in the very exclusive limit of large invariant mass between each hard (in transverse momentum), produced
parton [339–341]. The simplification of kinematic invariants in this limit restricts the dependence of par-
tonic cross sections to transverse components of the produced particles only. This simplification permits
the all-order inclusive corrections to be calculated to logarithmic accuracy through the BFKL evolution
equation [342]. The evolution variable can be taken as the rapidity length between the two scattered par-
tons, and the evolution is driven by additional emission, which as a flat density in rapidity. This picture
immediately leads to the expectation of a correlation betwen the length of evolution (i.e. rapidity differ-
ence between the most forward and most backward jet) and the average number of hard partons. Such
a correlation was quantified for both the production of dijets andW+dijets in Ref. [343, 344] using an
exclusive, recursive solution to the BFKL equation. Withinthe simple BFKL picture, this correlation is
process-independent (up to effects from the parton densityfunctions) and applies to all processes which
at lowest order allow a colour octet exchange between two scattered partons.
The correlation between the rapidity span of the event and the average number of hard jets was
observed also in the framework for all-order perturbative corrections developed in Ref. [345–348]. This
framework is based on approximating the all-order perturbative corrections in a simple formalism which
reproduces the all-order, exact result in the limit of largeinvariant mass between all produced particles,
but crucially without succumbing to the many kinematic approximations necessary within BFKL in order
to arrive at a formalism depending on transverse scales only.
The increase in the jet count with increasing rapidity span between the forward and the backward
jet has two simple origins: 1) the opening of phase space for radiation in-between the jets, and 2) the
ability of the process to radiate in the rapidity interval. The first point will be identical for all dijet
processes, and indeed for all Monte Carlo descriptions thereof. However, processes differ on the second
point, giving rise to different radiation patterns for e.g.colour singlet and colour octet exchanges [349].
However, in the current contribution we will concentrate ona single process, namelyW -production
in association with at least two jets, and compare the description of several observables as obtained
in different approaches. The observables will be describedn the next section, followed by a brief
discussion of the calculational models in Section 16.3, before we present the results of the comparisons
in Section 20.4
16.2 OBSERVABLES
The relevant rapidity observable for exploring the correlation is the rapidity difference between the most
forward and most backward perturbative jet, which we will denot by∆y. Note that this is not necessarily
the rapidity difference between the two hardest (in transverse momentum) jets in the event.
In this contribution we studied the following observables,which all test the description of the
expected increase in hard radiation with increasing∆y:
1. The average number of hard jets versus∆y.
35Contributed by: J. R. Andersen, M. Campanelli, J. Campbell,V. Ciulli, J. Huston, P. Lenzi and R. Mackeprang.
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2. 1σW+njets
dσW+njets
d∆y for the inclusive production of W plus two, three or four jets.
3. The exclusive rates in bins of increasing rapidity span.
16.3 Calculational Models
In this work we compared the modelling ofW+dijets obtained in a variety of generators, each based
on different underlying perturbative models. Four main models were used: pure parton shower (PS)
calculations, matched PS calculations, NLO W+dijet (as imple ented in MCFM [350]), and the scheme
for resumming hard, perturbative corrections discussed inRef. [345–348], which we will refer to as
High Energy Jets(HEJ). While we refer the reader to the literature for the description of the two lat-
ter approaches, we will here briefly describe the generationof events used in the PS and PS+matched
calculation.
• Shower Monte Carlos. This category is represented in this work by Pythia 6.421 [280], Herwig
6.510 [351] and Pythia 8.130 [352]. All these programs can produce W + 1 jet events at LO. They
don’t have a matrix element for W+dijet production, so the second jet is produced by the parton
shower. Even though these programs are not meant at describing multi jet final state we believe it
is useful to check them as well in order to assess the differenc s with respect to more sophisticated
multi jet calculations. Also, we found some not negligible differences among them. The shower
formalism used in the three programs is different. Pythia 6.421 has a virtuality ordered shower,
Herwig has an angular ordered shower, Pythia 8.130 has a transverse momentum shower.
• Matched calculations. This category is represented by Alpgen [353]. Parton level events produced
by Alpgen were showered and matched using Herwig 6.510. We produced Alpgen samples for
W plus 2, 3, 4, 5 partons, with a minimumpT for partons of 20 GeV. Each sample was processed
through Herwig shower, filtering events according to the MLMmatching prescription. All samples
except for the highest multiplicity one were matched exclusively, while the highest multiplicity one
was matched inclusively. Plots resulting from the analysisof each sample were normalized to the
cross section after the matching and then summed up.
16.4 Results
Events were produced for a 10 TeVpp-colllider and selected according to the following cuts on W+/−
decay products in the(e, νe)-channel: charged leptonpT higher than 20 GeV, charged lepton rapidity
between -2.5 and 2.5, missing transverse energy higher than20 GeV. In the present study, jets were
reconstructed with thek⊥ algorithm using a pseudo-radius parameter of 0.7, minimumpT of 40 GeV
and rapidity between -4.5 and 4.5.
The average number of jets as a function of∆y is shown in Fig. 27 for the 6 models considered. All
the models show a strong correlation between the average number of hard jets and∆y. We observe that
the prediction for the level of hard radiation with increasing∆y is smallest for Pythia 6 and Herwig, and
highest with HEJ and the PS-matched calculation with Alpgen+HERWIG. The predictions obtained us-
ing MCFM or Pythia 8 fall in-between, with MCFM agreeing wellwith either HEJ or Alpgen+HERWIG
out to around 3-4 units of rapidity. Obviously, the maximum number of jets produced in the NLO cal-
culation of W+dijets implemented in MCFM is 3, and as we will see later, the 4-jet rate peaks at around
3-4 units of rapidity. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that the NLO calculation “runs out of steam”
in increasing the average jet count at 3-4 units of rapidity.This number coincides well with the general
observation of e.g. Ref. [346] that the High Energy resummation produces one hard (40 GeV) jet every
(roughly) two units of rapidity span. Therefore one could exp ct the jet rate predictions obtained in the
resummation and the NLO calculation to agree up to 3-4 units of rapidity, where-after the resummation
will start producing more than the maximum number of jets allowed in the NLO calculation.
The prediction for the average number of jets vs. the rapidity span is clearly sensitive to scale
choices. For MCFM, we usedµf =µr=MW , in HEJ we usedµf =µr=40GeV, while the parton shower
predictions used their inherent choices. A systematic study of the uncertainties is clearly desirable.
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Fig. 27: Average number of jets versus the rapidity difference between the forward and the backward jets.
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Fig. 28: Spectrum of the rapidity difference between the forward and the backward jets for (a) at least two, (b) at least three,
(c) at least four jets. Results for three generators are report d.
The average number of jets obtained using MCFM is just two plus the ratio of the (inclusive) 3-jet
rate over the inclusive 2-jet rate. This ratio was studied inRef. [354], but with both the 3-jet rate and the
2-jet rate calculated at both LO and NLO. Both show the same strong correlation.
The normalized differential cross-section 1σW+njets
dσW+njets
d∆y , for inclusive production of two, three
and four jets is shown in Fig. 28 for Pythia 8, Alpgen+HERWIG and HEJ. We observe that for increasing
jet count, the cross-section peaks at an increasingly larger value of∆y (about 1 unit of rapidity for each
extra jet count). This is because of the opening of phase space, and is observed also in the pure tree-level
calculations. It is rather surprising how for two and three jts all models shows a similar dependence on
∆y. However, for four or more jets clear differences appear. Infact, the spectrum for 4 jets produced
with Pythia 8 peaks at the same value of∆y as for 3 jets produced with Pythia 8.
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To further investigate the radiation pattern as a funcion of∆y we concentrated on three bins of
∆y and compared the distribution of the number of jets predicteby the different models, as shown in
Fig. 29. It appears that the matched parton shower calculation predicts a larger number of three jets
events compared to both the parton shower and the high energyresummation for all rapidity spans, and
(unsurprisingly) the pure shower (represented by Pythia 8)has the largest relative weight on exclusive
two-jet events. For rapidity spans of more than three, the high energy resummation predicts a signif-
icantly larger relative weight on events with four or more jets than does Alpgen+HERWIG or Pythia
8.
16.5 Conclusions
In this contribution we have initiated a comparison of the description of the multi-jet configurations in
W+jets as obtained using various approximations. Specifically, we have explained why there is a strong
correlation between the average number of jets and the rapidity difference between the most forward
and most backward jet, and why one can expect differences in the description of this quantity within the
generators frequently used for studying LHC physics. We notthat the observed differences obtained
in the predictions are stable against variations in both thejet nergy scale and the parameters used in
defining the jets. Specifically, we tried all four combinations with a transverse momentum cut of 30 GeV
or 40 GeV, and a parameter of D=0.4 or D=0.7 for thek⊥-jet algorithm. We estimate that the differences
observed in the predictions are sufficient that 1fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV data from the first year of LHC
running can discriminate between the models.
The universal behaviour observed in all the models of a strong correlation between the rapidity
span and the jet activity is (within the framework of Ref. [339– 42]) universal for all dijet processes.
This means that information about jet vetos in e.g. Higgs boson production in association with dijets can
be extracted using e.g. W+dijets as studied in this contribution.
17. NNLO QCD EFFECTS ONH → WW → ℓνℓν AT HADRON COLLIDERS 36
17.1 INTRODUCTION
Discovering the Higgs boson is one of the major goals of the hadron colliders Tevatron and LHC. It has
been shown that if the Higgs mass lies in the regionmH ∼ 2×mW the Higgs decay processH → WW
serves as the most promising discovery channel. At both the colliders under consideration the main
Higgs production process is gluon-fusion. There exists extensive literature about this process and its
sensitivity to higher order QCD corrections [311–313]. In the following we investigate the impact of
these higher order corrections in the specific case when the Higgs bosons decays into a pair of W bosons,
which further decay into leptons.
17.2 CROSS-SECTIONS AT THE LHC
In this section we present the numbers for the Standard Model(SM) H → WW → ℓνℓν cross-section
via gluon-fusion in proton-proton collisions at a center ofmass energy of 14 TeV. As an example we
choose a Higgs mass ofmH = 165GeV, where the decay into a pair of W-bosons is dominating. It has
been shown that for a Higgs mass around that value this is the most promising discovery channel for the
SM Higgs boson at the LHC experiments.
17.2.1 INCLUSIVE CROSS-SECTION
We compute the cross-sections for a center of mass energy ofECM = 14TeV and a Higgs mass of
mH = 165GeV using the programFEHiP [355]. The renormalization and factorization scales are vaied
36Contributed by: G. Dissertori and F. Stöckli.
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Fig. 30: Cross-section (left) andK−factor (right) as a function of the jet-veto cut-off valuepvetoT for a Higgs mass ofmH =
165GeV.
within µR = µF ∈ [mH/2, 2mH] to estimate the level of convergence of the perturbative calcul tion.
The numbers, together with theK-factors37 are shown in Tab. 10.
σinc [fb] LO NLO NNLO KNLO KNNLO
µ = mH/2 152.63 ± 0.06 270.61 ± 0.25 301.23 ± 1.19 1.773 ± 0.001 1.974 ± 0.008
µ = 2mH 103.89 ± 0.04 199.76 ± 0.17 255.06 ± 0.81 1.923 ± 0.002 2.455 ± 0.008
Table 10: Inclusive cross sections formH = 165GeV andECM = 14TeV, at various orders in perturbation theory and for
different scale choices.
As expected, the impact of the higher order corrections is rathe large. Depending on the scale
choice the effects are between77% and92% at NLO and between97% and145% at NNLO. On the
other hand the uncertainty on the cross-sections under variation of the scales are reduced, from47% at
LO to 35% at NLO and18% at NNLO. This indicates that the perturbative series has notsufficiently
converged at NLO and the NNLO corrections have to be taken into account in order to get a reliable
cross-section prediction.
17.2.2 IMPACT OF A JET-VETO
Here we demonstrate that applying experimental cuts can have a strong impact on theK−factors in
Tab. 10. As an example we apply a jet-veto. Such a jet-veto serve to reduce the background arising
from top-pair production. Jets are constructed by clustering partons into a jet when they lie within a cone
of radiusR = 0.4 and in the pseudo-rapidity range|η| < 2.5. The jet-veto procedure consists of vetoing
any event that contains at least one jet with transverse momentu pjetT larger than some cut-off value
pvetoT . We show the cross-section, as well as theK-factors as a function of this cut-off value in Fig. 30.
It can be seen how that the (N)NLO cross-sections, and thus the correspondingK-factors decrease
when lowering the cut-off valuepvetoT , while the LO cross-section stays constant. Obviously thiscan be
understood from the fact that at LO there are no partons present in the final state, thus the jet-veto
has no impact on the cross-section. As a consequence,K-factors close to unity are found, if the jet-
veto restricts the phase space strongly enough. In addition, the scale uncertainty of the NNLO results
decreases with lower cut-offpvetoT . This can be understood from the fact that the jet-veto eliminates
37 TheK-factors are defined asK(N)NLO(µ) = σ(N)NLO(µ)/σLO(µ).
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phase space regions were the one(two)-real-radiation diagrams are dominant. These diagrams however
are especially sensitive to the variation of the scales. A more detailed study can be found in the dedicated
papers [317,356].
17.3 CROSS-SECTIONS AT THE TEVATRON
In this section we present numbers computed for proton-antiproton collisions at a center of mass energy
of 1.96TeV, as currently produced at the Tevatron collider at Fermilab. Since the performance of simple
cut-based analyses is not sufficient to observe or exclude a SM Higgs signal in those experiments, more
involved, multi-variate techniques have to be applied. Typical examples for such techniques are Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN).
Such techniques have been used in the recent past in order to exclud a SM Higgs boson in the
mass rangemH ∈ [160GeV, 170GeV] at 95% confidence level in a combined analysis of the two
experiments CDF and D0 [357, 358]. A substantial part of the exclusion power of these analyses comes
from the decay mode discussed here (H → WW → ℓνℓν). Both experiments present numbers for this
mode, which allow the exclusion of a Higgs cross-section of ab ut1.5− 1.7 times the SM cross-section
at95% CL [359–361].
In what follows we present the numbers for the inclusive cross-section withmH = 160GeV, the
cross-section after a typical set of selection cuts, and investigate the impact of the effects of the higher
order corrections on the efficiencies of such cuts and on typical input variables to ANN analyses, as
used by the Tevatron experiments. Further we discuss uncertainties on signal yields when braking up the
sample into jet multiplicity bins and finally provide the outp of an example ANN. For a more detailed
discussion we refer to the dedicated paper [356].
17.3.1 INCLUSIVE CROSS-SECTIONS AND PRE-SELECTION
First we present the numbers for the inclusive cross-section38, together with the correspondingK-factors.
The numbers are again computed using the MRST2004 PDF sets at(N)NLO and MRST2001 PDF set at
LO. The uncertainty due to the choice of the renormalizationand factorization scales (µ := µR = µF)
are estimated by varying them simultaneously in the rangeµ ∈ [mH/2, 2mH] around the central value
µ = mH. The quoted errors are the residual numerical uncertainty from the MC integration.
σinc [fb] LO NLO NNLO KNLO KNNLO
µ = mH/2 1.998 ± 0.003 4.288 ± 0.004 5.252 ± 0.016 2.149 ± 0.008 2.629 ± 0.009
µ = mH 1.398 ± 0.001 3.366 ± 0.003 4.630 ± 0.010 2.412 ± 0.002 3.312 ± 0.008
µ = 2mH 1.004 ± 0.001 2.661 ± 0.002 4.012 ± 0.007 2.651 ± 0.008 3.996 ± 0.008
Table 11: Inclusive cross sections formH = 160GeV in pp̄ collisions atECM = 1.96 TeV, at various orders in perturbation
theory and for different scale choices.
While the uncertainty from the scale variation is reduced when going from LO
(
+43%
−28%
)
to NNLO
(
+13%
−13%
)
, the effect of the higher order corrections is rather large (σNNLO ∼ 1.4 × σNLO ∼ 3.3 × σLO).
We now apply a typical set of pre-selection cuts. Such cuts are needed due to the detector geome-
try, like the limited coverage inη, and in order to remove the first substantial part of background events.
The cuts we apply here are inspired by the ones applied in the CDF analysis [359], but are not identical
to them.
1. Lepton selection: in the CDF experiment, the experimental acceptances for electrons and muons
are different. For this study we concentrate on the muon caseonly. First, one of the final-state
38 All numbers correspond to the cross-sections for one final state lepton combination, e.g.µ+νµ−ν̄.
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leptons has to trigger the event read-out. This ‘trigger lepton’ must have a transverse momentum
pT > 20GeV. The pseudo-rapidity coverage of the detector for measuring this trigger muon
is |η| < 0.8. In order to pass a further lepton selection, a second muon must be found with
pT > 10GeV and|η| < 1.1.
It is worth noting that the differences in the muon and electron cuts are rather geometric, and
should not alter the convergence pattern of the perturbative corrections.
(a) Two opposite-sign leptons have to be found, fulfilling the requirements discussed above.
(b) Both leptons have to be isolated, i.e. the additional transverse energy in a cone with radius
R = 0.4 around the lepton has to be smaller than 10 % of the lepton transverse momentum.
(c) In order to reduce the background from b resonances, the invariant mass of the lepton pair
has to bemℓℓ > 16GeV.
2. The missing transverse energy (MET) is defined as the vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of
the two neutrinos. Then we can define the variableMET∗ as
MET∗ =
{
MET , φ ≥ π/2
MET × sinφ , φ < π/2 , (62)
whereφ is the angle in the transverse plane between MET and the nearest charged lepton or jet.
We requireMET∗ > 25 GeV, which suppresses the background from Drell-Yan leptonairs and
removes contributions from mismeasured leptons or jets.
3. In order to suppress thett̄ background, we apply a veto on the number of jets in the event.Jets
are found using thekT-algorithm with parameterR = 0.4. A jet must havepT > 15GeV and
|η| < 3.0. Events are only accepted if there is no more than one such jet.
σacc [fb] LO NLO NNLO KNLO KNNLO
µ = mH/2 0.750 ± 0.001 1.410 ± 0.003 1.459 ± 0.003 1.880 ± 0.005 1.915 ± 0.025
µ = mH 0.525 ± 0.001 1.129 ± 0.003 1.383 ± 0.004 2.150 ± 0.007 2.594 ± 0.052
µ = 2mH 0.379 ± 0.001 0.903 ± 0.002 1.242 ± 0.001 2.383 ± 0.008 3.261 ± 0.048
Table 12: Accepted cross sections andK-factors after the application of all the selection cuts formH = 160GeV in pp̄
collisions atECM = 1.96TeV.
The numbers and theK-factors after applying these cuts are shown in Tab. 12. The impact of QCD
radiative corrections is significantly reduced when selection cuts are applied. Forµ = mH the NLO and
NNLO K-factors are reduced by11% and22%, respectively. As a consequence, also the acceptance is
reduced, since it is defined as the ratio of the cross-sectionafter cuts over the inclusive cross section. At
LO about∼ 37.5% of the events are accepted. At NLO, the efficiency drops to33%−34% and at NNLO
to 28% − 31%, depending on the scale choice.
In Fig. 31 we show kinematic distributions at different orders in perturbation theory after applying
the cuts described above. Distributions like this are typical input variables for multi-variate analyses such
as artificial neural networks (ANN). On the left the invariant mass of the charged lepton pair is shown
(mℓℓ), on the right the azimuthal angle between these leptons (φℓℓ). The uncertainty bands show again
the variation of the distributions under the variation of the ren. and fac. scalesµ. The plots show a stable
behavior with respect to both, the scale variation and the addition of higher order corrections. This is no
surprise, since the leptonic final state variables are not expected to be very sensitive to the higher order
QCD corrections. This picture changes when more involved, ha ronic variables are under consideration.
When such variables (like the number of jets) are used, e.g. as input to a ANN, care must be taken that
these variables, and especially the uncertainties on them ar well understood and under control. This is
discussed in some detail in the next section.
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Fig. 31: Kinematic distributions obtained at LO, NLO and NNLO in perturbative QCD. Shown are the invariant mass of the
two charged leptons (mℓℓ) and the azimuthal separation of the two charged leptons in the transverse plane (φℓℓ).
17.3.2 JET-MULTIPLICITY
In an experimental analysis it might seem beneficial to divide the experimental candidate data into dif-
ferent sub-samples, distinguishable by the number of jets in he events. A possible division is the one
into the mutually exclusive ’0-jet’, ’1-jet’ and ’≥ 2-jets’ sub-samples. Further, for each sub-sample, a
dedicated analysis can be performed, benefiting from the diff rent kinematic behavior, not only of the
signal, but especially for the background events (as an example, the ’0-jet’ sub-sample suffers much less
from contamination bytt̄ events). Such a strategy is e.g. pursued by the CDF analysis [360]. It has
to be pointed out, that, if a jet is required in all events, theO(α4s) calculation includes matrix elements
through NLO only. If two jets are required, only LO matrix-elements are taken into account. More im-
portantly, we find it inconsistent to use the theoretical uncertainty from the inclusive NNLO gluon fusion
cross-section as the uncertainty of the samples with definedjet multiplicities other than zero.
This is illustrated in the example below. We divide the signal cross-section into the three jet-
multiplicity bins described above, where jets are defined using akT-algorithm, and a jet is identified as
such when it has a minimalpT of 15 GeV and lies in the detector region|η| < 2. We now compute
the cross-sections varying the ren. and fac. scales in the usual interval, using either NNLO, NLO or LO
parton density functions andαs evolution from the MSTW2008 fit. The resulting numbers are shown in
Tab. 13.
σ [fb] LO (pdfs,αs) NLO (pdfs,αs) NNLO (pdfs,αs)
0-jet 3.452+7%
−10%
2.883+4%
−9%
2.707+5%
−9%
1-jet 1.752+30%
−26%
1.280+24%
−23%
1.165+24%
−22%
≥ 2-jets 0.336+91%
−44%
0.221+81%
−42%
0.196+78%
−41%
Table 13: Inclusive cross-sections in the different jet-multiplicity bins.
From the numbers in Tab. 13 it can be seen that about 66.5% of the events contain no jets, 28.6%
contain 1 jet and only 4.9% contain at least 2 jets. From the scale uncertainties listed in the table, the
total scale uncertainty on the expected signal yield can be reconstructed as
∆Ninc
Ninc
= 66.5% ·
(
+5%
−9%
)
+ 28.6% ·
(
+24%
−22%
)
+ 4.9% ·
(
+78%
−41%
)
=
(
+14.0%
−14.3%
)
, (63)
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Fig. 32: ANN output obtained at LO, NLO and NNLO in perturbative QCD. The bands correspond to the variation of the ren.
and fac. scales simultaneously in the rangeµ ∈ [mH/2, 2mH].
which agrees well with the∼ ±13% uncertainty retrieved in the previous section39. The application of
different selection cuts in the three jet-multiplicity bins leads to a theoretical error estimate for the total
signal yield which is different from the value for the inclusive NNLO cross-section. To illustrate this, we
assume that after applying further selection cuts, 60% of the events belong to the ’0-jet’ bin, 29% to the
’1-jet’ bin and 11% to the ’≥ 2-jet’ bin40. Recomputing the uncertainty on the total signal yield along
the lines of eq. 63 results in
∆Ninc
Ninc
= 66% ·
(
+5%
−9%
)
+ 29% ·
(
+24%
−22%
)
+ 11% ·
(
+78%
−41%
)
=
(
+18.5%
−16.3%
)
, (64)
which is substantially larger then the errors on the inclusive cross-sections. Moreover, a more consistent
approach would be to estimate the number of ’1-jet’ (’≥ 2-jets’) events using NLO (LO) PDFs andαs
evolution correspondingly. This would lead to
∆Ninc
Ninc
= 66% ·
(
+5%
−9%
)
+ 29% ·
(
+24%
−23%
)
+ 11% ·
(
+91%
−44%
)
=
(
+20.0%
−16.9%
)
. (65)
This demonstrates, that the theoretical uncertainty on thenumber of signal events for different
jet-multiplicities should not be estimated collectively from the scale variation of the total cross-section.
17.3.3 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
As a final result we present the fixed order prediction for an example ANN. To train the ANN we have
used events generated with PYTHIA8 [352], for the signal process and the background processespp →
WW andpp → tt̄. After this training, we compute the neural-net output variable at different orders of
perturbation theory and under the variation of the scales. Obviously this ANN should not be understood
as a full fletched analysis. In a real analysis, there a many more background processes that need to be
considered, in addition we neglect any detector effects.
The resulting plots can be seen in Fig. 32. As expected, the bulk of the Higgs cross-section falls
into the high-score bins of the ANN output. In addition, the higher order corrections show a stable
behavior within the full range of the output variable. This is not surprising, since only ’well-behaved’,
i.e. leptonic final state variables were used as input to the ANN. However, this does not guarantee that
39 The residual difference can be explained by the different PDFs.
40 These numbers are taken from Tables 1-3 in [360].
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any ANN follows this stable behavior. Especially when variables are used, that are very sensitive to the
inclusion of higher order corrections (e.g. hadronic variables) care must be taken. The uncertainty under
variation of the scales can be increased in specific regions of the ANN output, depending on the region
of phase-space that is selected by the ANN variable.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented cross-sections for the processH → WW → ℓνℓν for proton-(anti)-proton collisions
at the LHC (ECM = 14TeV) and the Tevatron (ECM = 1.96TeV) colliders. We have obtained predic-
tions at different orders in perturbation theroy, from LO upto NNLO, and discussed the impact of these
higher order corrections.
As expected the corrections are large, reaching∼ 300% in certain cases. However, it turns out
that theK-factors depend on the selection cuts that are applied. In the special case of applying a jet-veto
the LO to NNLOK-factor can decrease to a value as low as1. Further we discussed the uncertainties
on the cross-section arising from varying the ren. and fac. scale . It was found that in general these
decrease when including higher order diagrams in the calculations. We also point out that care has to be
taken when dividing the sample into different jet-multiplicity bins. In that case, the uncertainty from the
inclusive cross-section does not describe correctly the uncertainty on the cross-sections in the various
jet-multiplicity bins.
Finally, for the first time we have computed a ANN output variable at NNLO. It turned out that the
higher order corrections show a smooth behavior in our toy ANN, however, when creating a ANN care
should be taken in the choice of the input variables to the ANN. We anticipate, without proof, that the
ANN behavior will be smooth as long as all the input variablesshow a smooth behavior. This is typically
the case for leptonic final state variables, but not guaranteed for hadronic variables.
18. DETERMINATION OF THE STRONG COUPLING CONSTANT BASED ON N NLO+NLLA
RESULTS FOR HADRONIC EVENT SHAPES AND A STUDY OF HADRONISATI ON
CORRECTIONS 41
18.1 INTRODUCTION
Event-shape observables describe topological propertiesof hadronic final states without the need to de-
fine jets, quantifying the structure of an event by a single measure. This class of observables is also
interesting because it shows a rather strong sensitivity tohadronisation effects, at least in phase-space
regions characterised by soft and collinear gluon radiation, which correspond to certain limits for each
event-shape variable.
Event-shape distributions ine+e− annihilation have been measured with high accuracy by a num-
ber of experiments, most of them at LEP at centre-of-mass energies between 91 and 206 GeV [362–376].
Mean values and higher moments also have been measured by several experiments, most extensively by
JADE [377,378] andOPAL [368].
For a long time, the theoretical state-of-the-art description of event-shape distributions over the full
kinematic range was based on the matching of the next-to-leading-logarithmic approximation (NLLA)
[379] onto the fixed next-to-leading order (NLO) calculation [285, 380, 381]. Recently, NNLO results
for event-shape distributions became available [235, 236,40] and lead to the first determination of the
strong coupling constant using NNLO predictions for hadronic event shapes ine+e− annihilations [382].
Soon after, the matching of the resummed result in the next-to-leading-logarithmic approximation onto
the NNLO calculation has been performed [383] in the so-calledln R-matching scheme [379]. Based on
these results, a determination of the strong coupling constant using matched NNLO+NLLA predictions
41Contributed by: G. Dissertori, A. Gehrmann–De Ridder, T. Gehrmann, E.W.N. Glover, G. Heinrich, M. Jaquier, G. Luisoni
and H. Stenzel.
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for hadronic event shapes has been carried out [384], together with a detailed investigation of hadroni-
sation corrections. Next-to-leading order electroweak corrections to event-shape distributions ine+e−
annihilation were also computed very recently [385].
A similar NNLO+NLLA study based onJADE data was done in [386], while other NNLO deter-
minations ofαs(MZ) based on only the thrust distribution were presented in [387, 8].
Apart from distributions of event-shape observables, one can also study mean values and higher
moments, which are now available at NNLO accuracy [238,241]. Moments are particularly attractive in
view of studying non-perturbative hadronisation corrections to event shapes. In ref. [389], NNLO per-
turbative QCD predictions have been combined with non-perturbative power corrections in a dispersive
model [390–393]. The resulting theoretical expressions have been compared to experimental data from
JADE andOPAL, and new values for bothαs(MZ) andα0, the effective coupling in the non-perturbative
regime, have been determined.
The two approaches – estimating the hadronisation corrections by general purpose Monte Carlo
programs or modelling power corrections analytically – shed light on the subject of hadronisation cor-
rections from two different sides and lead to some interesting insights which will be summarised in the
following.
18.2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
We have studied the six event-shape observables thrustT [394] (respectivelyτ = 1−T ), heavy jet mass
MH [395], wide and total jet broadeningBW andBT [396], C-parameter [397, 398] and the two-to-
three-jet transition parameter in the Durham algorithm,Y3 [399,400]. The definitions of these variables,
which we will denote collectively asy in the following, are summarised e.g. in [235].
18.2.1 event-shape distributions
The fixed-order QCD description of event-shape distributions starts from the perturbative expansion
1
σ0
dσ
dy
(y,Q, µ) = ᾱs(µ)
dA
dy
(y) + ᾱ2s(µ)
dB
dy
(y, xµ) + ᾱ
3
s(µ)
dC
dy
(y, xµ) +O(ᾱ4s) , (66)
where
ᾱs =
αs
2π
, xµ =
µ
Q
,
and whereA, B andC are the perturbatively calculated coefficients [235] at LO,NLO and NNLO.
All coefficients are normalised to the tree-level cross section σ0 for e+e− → qq̄. For massless
quarks, this normalisation cancels all electroweak coupling factors, and the dependence of (66) on the
collision energy is only throughαs andxµ. Predictions for the experimentally measured event-shape
distributions are then obtained by normalising toσhad as
1
σhad
dσ
dy
(y,Q, µ) =
σ0
σhad(Q,µ)
1
σ0
dσ
dy
(y,Q, µ) . (67)
In all expressions, the scale dependence ofαs is determined according to the three-loop running:
αs(µ
2) =
2π
β0L
(
1− β1
β20
lnL
L
+
1
β20L
2
(
β21
β20
(
ln2 L− lnL− 1
)
+
β2
β0
))
, (68)
whereL = 2 ln(µ/Λ(NF )
MS
) andβi are theMS-scheme coefficients listed e.g. in [235].
We take into account bottom mass effects by retaining the masslessNF = 5 expressions and
adding the difference between the massless and massive LO and NLO coefficientsA andB [401–404],
where a pole b-quark mass ofmb = 4.5 GeV was used.
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In the limit y → 0 one observes that the perturbative contribution of orderαns to the cross section
diverges likeαnsL
2n, with L = − ln y (L = − ln (y/6) for y = C). This leading logarithmic (LL)
behaviour is due to multiple soft gluon emission at higher orders, and the LL coefficients exponentiate,
such that they can be resummed to all orders. For the event-shape observables considered here, and
assuming massless quarks, the next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) corrections can also be resummed to
all orders in the coupling constant.
In order to obtain a reliable description of the event-shapedistributions over a wide range iny, it
is mandatory to combine fixed order and resummed predictions. However, in order to avoid the double
counting of terms common to both, the two predictions have tobe matched onto each other. A number of
different matching procedures have been proposed in the literature, see e.g. Ref. [405] for a review. The
most commonly used procedure is the so-calledn R-matching [379], which we used in two different
variants for our study onαs [384]. For more details about the NLLA+NNLO matching we refethe
reader to Ref. [383].
18.2.2 Moments of event-shape observables
Thenth moment of an event-shape observabley is defined by
〈yn〉 = 1
σhad
∫ ymax
0
yn
dσ
dy
dy , (69)
whereymax is the kinematically allowed upper limit of the observable.For moments of event shapes,
one expects the hadronisation corrections to be additive, such that they can be divided into a perturbative
and a non-perturbative contribution,
〈yn〉 = 〈yn〉pt + 〈yn〉np , (70)
where the non-perturbative contribution accounts for hadronisation effects.
In ref. [389], the dispersive model derived in Refs. [390–393] has been used to estimate hadroni-
sation corrections to event-shape moments by calculating analytical predictions for power corrections. It
introduces only a single new parameterα0, which can be interpreted as the average strong coupling in
the non-perturbative region:
1
µI
∫ µI
0
dQαeff(Q
2) = α0(µI) , (71)
where below the IR cutoffµI the strong coupling is replaced by an effective coupling. This dispersive
model for the strong coupling leads to a shift in the distributions
dσ
dy
(y) =
dσpt
dy
(y − ay P ) , (72)
where the numerical factoray depends on the event shape, whileP is believed to be universal and scales
with the centre-of-mass energy likeµI/Q. Insertion of eq. (72) into the definition of the moments leads
to
〈yn〉 =
∫ ymax−ayP
−ayP
dy (y + ayP )
n 1
σtot
dσpt
dy
(y)
≈
∫ ymax
0
dy (y + ayP )
n 1
σtot
dσpt
dy
(y) . (73)
From this expression one can extract the non-perturbative predictions for the moments ofy. To combine
the dispersive model with the perturbative prediction at NNLO QCD, the analytical expressions have
been extended [389] to compensate for all scale-dependent terms at this order.
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18.3 DETERMINATION OF αs AND α0
18.3.1 αs from distributions of hadronic event shapes
We have used the six event-shape observables listed in section 18.2 for our fits. The measurements we
use have been carried out by theALEPH collaboration [362] at eight different centre-of-mass energies
between 91.2 and 206 GeV. The event-shape distributions were obtained from the reconstructed momenta
and energies of charged and neutral particles. The measurements have been corrected for detector effects,
i.e. the final distributions correspond to the so-called particle (or hadron) level. In addition, at LEP2
energies above the Z peak they were corrected for initial-state radiation effects. At energies above 133
GeV, backgrounds from 4-fermion processes, mainly from W-pair roduction and also ZZ and Zγ∗,
were subtracted following the procedure given in [362]. Theexperimental uncertainties were estimated
by varying event and particle selection cuts. They are below1% at LEP1 and slightly larger at LEP2.
The perturbative QCD prediction is corrected for hadronisation and resonance decays by means of
a transition matrix, which is computed with the Monte Carlo generatorsPYTHIA [406], HERWIG [407]
andARIADNE [408], all tuned to global hadronic observables atMZ [409]. The parton level is defined
by the quarks and gluons present at the end of the parton shower in PYTHIA and HERWIG and the
partons resulting from the colour dipole radiation inARIADNE. Corrected measurements of event-shape
distributions are compared to the theoretical calculationat particle level. For a detailed description of the
determination and treatment of experimental systematic uncertainties we refer to Refs. [362,382].
We also made studies using the NLO+LL event generatorHERWIG++ [410], which will be de-
scribed in more detail below.
The value ofαs is determined at each energy using a binned least-squares fit. The fit programs of
Ref. [382] have been extended to incorporate the NNLO+NLLA calculations. Combining the results for
six event-shape variables and eight LEP1/LEP2 centre-of-mass energies, we obtain
αs(MZ) = 0.1224 ± 0.0009 (stat) ± 0.0009 (exp) ± 0.0012 (had) ± 0.0035 (theo) .
The fitted values of the coupling constant as found from event-shape variables calculated at various
orders are shown in Fig. 33. Comparing our results to both thefi using purely fixed-order NNLO
predictions [382] and the fits based on earlier NLLA+NLO calculations [362], we make the following
observations:
• The central value is slightly lower than the central value of0.1228 obtained from fixed-order
NNLO only, and slightly larger than the NLO+NLLA results. The fact that the central value is
almost identical to the purely fixed-order NNLO result couldbe anticipated from the findings in
Ref. [383]. There it is shown that in the three-jet region, which provides the bulk of the fit range,
the matched NLLA+NNLO prediction is very close to the fixed-or er NNLO calculation.
• The dominant theoretical uncertainty onαs(MZ), as estimated from scale variations, is reduced by
20% compared to NLO+NLLA. However, compared to the fit based on purely fixed-order NNLO
predictions, the perturbative uncertainty isincreasedin the NNLO+NLLA fit. The reason is that in
the two-jet region the NLLA+NLO and NLLA+NNLO predictions agree by construction, because
the matching suppresses any fixed order terms. Therefore, the renormalisation scale uncertainty
is dominated by the next-to-leading-logarithmic approximation in this region, which results in a
larger overall scale uncertainty in theαs fit.
• As already observed for the fixed-order NNLO results, the scatter mong the values ofαs(MZ)
extracted from the six different event-shape variables is substantially reduced compared to the
NLO+NLLA case.
• The matching of NLLA+NNLO introduces a mismatch in the cancellation of renormalisation scale
logarithms, since the NNLO expansion fully compensates therenormalisation scale dependence
up to two loops, while NLLA only compensates it up to one loop.In order to assess the impact
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Fig. 33: The measurements of the strong coupling constantαs for the six event shapes, at
√
s = MZ , when using
QCD predictions at different approximations in perturbation theory. The shaded area corresponds to the total
uncertainty.
of this mismatch, we have introduced thelnR(µ) matching scheme [384], which retains the two-
loop renormalisation terms in the resummed expressions andthe matching coefficients. In this
scheme, a substantial reduction of the perturbative uncertainty from ±0.0035 (obtained in the
default lnR-scheme) to±0.0022 is observed, which might indicate the size of the ultimately
reachable precision for a complete NNLO+NNLLA calculation. Although both schemes are in
principle on the same theoretical footing, it is the more conservative error estimate obtained in the
lnR-scheme which should be taken as the nominal value, since it masures the potential impact of
the yet uncalculated finite NNLLA-terms.
• Bottom quark mass effects, which are numerically significant mainly at the LEP1 energy, were
included through to NLO. Compared to a purely massless evaluation of the distributions, the in-
clusion of these mass effects enhancesαs(MZ) by 0.8%.
Hadronisation corrections from LL+NLO event generators
In recent years large efforts went into the development of modern Monte Carlo event generators which
include in part NLO corrections matched to parton showers atleading logarithmic accuracy (LL) for var-
ious processes. Here we useHERWIG++ [410, 411] version 2.3 for our investigations. Several schemes
for the implementation of NLO corrections are available [412–414]. We studied theMCNLO [412] and
POWHEG[413] schemes42.
We compared the prediction for the event-shape distributions ofHERWIG++ to both the high pre-
cision data at LEP1 fromALEPH and the predictions from the legacy generatorsPYTHIA, HERWIG and
ARIADNE. We recall that the latter have all been tuned to the same global QCD observables measured
by ALEPH [409] at LEP1, which included event-shape variables similar to the ones analysed here. To
investigate the origin of the observed differences betweenth generators, we decided to consider the
parton-level predictions and the hadronisation corrections separately. Discussing the full details of our
study is beyond the scope of this note; here we only mention some f our observations.HERWIG++
with POWHEGyields a similar shape as the legacy programs, but differs inthe normalisation. The other
HERWIG++predictions differ most notably in shape from the former. The fit quality ofHERWIG++with
42We use the notationMCNLO for themethod, while MC@NLO denotes theprogram.
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POWHEGis similar to the outcome of the legacy generators. Given thesimilar shape but different nor-
malisation ofHERWIG++ with POWHEG, the resulting values ofαs are significantly lower, overall by
3%. For further details we refer to Ref. [384].
From the study of hadronisation corrections we make the following important observation. It
appears that there are two “classes” of variables. The first cla s contains thrust, C-parameter and total
jet broadening, while the second class consists of the heavyj t mass, wide jet broadening and the two-
to-three-jet transition parameterY3. For the first class, using the standard hadronisation corretions from
PYTHIA, we obtainαs(MZ) values around0.125 − 0.127, some5% higher than those found from the
second class of variables. In a study of higher moments of event shapes [238], indications were found
that variables from the first class still suffer from sizablemissing higher order corrections, whereas the
second class of observables have a better perturbative stability. In Ref. [384], we observed that this
first class of variables gives a parton level prediction withPYTHIA, which is about10% higher than
the NNLO+NLLA prediction. ThePYTHIA result is obtained with tuned parameters, where the tuning
to data had been performed at the hadron level. This tuning results in a rather large effective coupling
in the parton shower, which might partly explain the larger pa ton level prediction ofPYTHIA. As the
tuning has been performed at hadron level, this implies thatthe hadronisation corrections come out to
be smaller than what would have been found by tuning a hypothetical Monte Carlo prediction with a
parton level corresponding to the NNLO+NLLA prediction. This means that thePYTHIA hadronisation
corrections, applied in theαs fit, might be too small, resulting in a largerαs(MZ) value. Since up to now
the hadronisation uncertainties have been estimated from the differences of parton shower based models,
tuned to the data, it is likely that for these event shapes theunc rtainties were underestimated, missing a
possible systematic shift. Such problems do not appear to exist for the second class of variables.
We would like to mention that a determination ofαs based on 3-jet rates calculated at NNLO
accuracy also has been performed recently [415], with the result αs(MZ) = 0.1175 ± 0.0020 (exp) ±
0.0015 (theo), which is also lower than the one obtained from fits to distribu ions of event shapes.
18.3.2 αs andα0 from moments of hadronic event shapes
Now we turn to analytical models to estimate hadronisation corrections. The expressions derived in [389]
match the dispersive model with the perturbative prediction at NNLO QCD. Comparing these expressions
with experimental data on event-shape moments, a combined determination of the perturbative strong
coupling constantαs and the non-perturbative parameterα0 has been performed [389], based on data
from theJADE andOPAL experiments [378]. The data consist of 18 points at centre-of-mass energies
between 14.0 and 206.6 GeV for the first five moments ofT , C, Y3, MH , BW andBT , and have been
taken from [416]. For each moment the NLO as well as the NNLO prediction was fitted withαs(MZ)
andα0 as fit parameters, except for the moments ofY3, which have no power correction and thus are
independent ofα0.
Compared to previous results at NLO, inclusion of NNLO effects results in a considerably im-
proved consistency in the parameters determined from different shape variables, and in a substantial
reduction of the error onαs.
We further observe that the theoretical error on the extraction of αS(MZ) from ρ, Y3 andBW is
considerably smaller than fromτ , C andBT . As mentioned above and discussed in detail in [238], the
moments of the former three shape variables receive moderate NNLO corrections for alln, while the
NNLO corrections for the latter three are large already forn = 1 and increase withn. Consequently, the
theoretical description of the moments ofρ, Y3 andBW displays a higher perturbative stability, which is
reflected in the smaller theoretical uncertainty onαS(MZ) derived from those variables.
In a second step, we combine theαs(MZ) andα0 measurements obtained from different event-
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Fig. 34: Error bands at NLO and NNLO for combinations of values forαs andα0 obtained from fits to moments of different
event shapes. The error onαs is dominated by scale uncertainties, while the largest contribution to the error onα0 comes from
the uncertainty on the Milan factor.
shape variables. Taking the weighted mean over all values exceptBW andBT , we obtain at NNLO:
αs(MZ) = 0.1153 ± 0.0017(exp)± 0.0023(th),
α0 = 0.5132 ± 0.0115(exp)± 0.0381(th) , (74)
The moments ofBW andBT have been excluded here since their theoretical description requires an addi-
tional contribution to the non-perturbative coefficientP (see eq. (72)) which is not available consistently
to NNLO.
To illustrate the improvement due to the inclusion of the NNLO corrections, we also quote the
corresponding NLO results. Based onτ , C, ρ andY3, we obtain:
αNLOs (MZ) = 0.1200 ± 0.0021(exp)± 0.0062(th),
αNLO0 = 0.4957 ± 0.0118(exp)± 0.0393(th) ,
We compare the NLO and NNLO combinations in Figure 34. It can be seen very clearly that the mea-
surements obtained from the different variables are consistent with each other within errors. The average
of αs(MZ) is dominated by the measurements based onρ a dY3, which have the smallest theoretical
uncertainties. From NLO to NNLO, the error onαs(MZ) is reduced by a factor of two. Analysing the
different sources of the systematical errors, we observe that the error onαs(MZ) is clearly dominated by
thexµ variation, while the largest contribution to the error onα0 comes from the uncertainty on the Milan
factorM [392]. Since this uncertainty has not been improved in the current study, it is understandable
that the systematic error onα0 remains unchanged.
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To quantify the difference of the dispersive model to hadronisation corrections from the legacy
generators, we analysed the moments of (1-T) with hadronisation corrections fromPYTHIA. As a result,
we obtained fit results forαs(MZ) which are typically 4% higher than by using the dispersive model,
with a slightly worse quality of the fit. Comparing perturbative and non-perturbative contributions at√
s = MZ, we observed thatPYTHIA hadronisation corrections amount to less than half the power
corrections obtained in the dispersive model, thereby explaining the tendency towards a larger value of
αs(MZ), since the missing numerical magnitude of the power corrections must be compensated by a
larger perturbative contribution.
CONCLUSIONS
We have compared determinations of the strong coupling constant based on hadronic event shapes mea-
sured at LEP using two different approaches:
1. a fit of perturbative QCD results at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO), matched to resummation
in the next-to-leading-logarithmic approximation (NLLA), toALEPH data where the hadronisation
corrections have been estimated using Monte Carlo event generators
2. a fit of perturbative QCD results at NNLO matched to non-perturbative power corrections in the
dispersive model, providing analytical parametrisationsf hadronisation corrections, toJADE and
OPAL data.
We find that the second approach results in a considerably lower value ofαs(MZ) than the first one.
We conclude that apparently there are two “classes” of event-shape variables, the first class con-
taining thrust, C-parameter and total jet broadening, the second class containing heavy jet mass, wide jet
broadening and the two-to-three-jet transition parameterY3. Comparing parton level and hadron level
predictions fromPYTHIA, this first class of variables gives a parton level prediction which is about10%
higher than the NNLO+NLLA prediction, where thePYTHIA curve has been obtained with tuned pa-
rameters, the tuning to data being performed at the hadron level. This tuning results in a rather large
effective coupling in the parton shower, such that the parton level prediction ofPYTHIA turns out large.
This may imply that the hadronisation corrections come out tbe too small for these variables, resulting
in a largerαs(MZ) value. This hypothesis is corroborated by the fact that the theoretical description of
the moments of the variables thrust, C-parameter and total jet broadening displays a lower perturbative
stability.
For the moments of (1-T), we found that the legacy generatorspredict power corrections which
are less than half of what is obtained in the dispersive model. The large numerical discrepancy between
analytical power corrections and the estimate of hadronisation effects from the legacy generators suggests
to revisit the impact of hadronisation corrections on precision QCD observables.
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19. COMPARISONS OF FIXED ORDER CALCULATIONS AND PARTON SHOW ER
MONTE CARLO FOR HIGGS BOSON PRODUCTION IN VECTOR BOSON FUSIO N43
19.1 INTRODUCTION
An important search channel for the Higgs boson at the LHC is Vector boson fusion (VBF), which is
included in the processqq → qqH, where the Higgs boson is produced via the coupling to the gauge
43Contributed by: A. Denner, S. Dittmaier, M. Schumacher and M. Warsinsky.
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Fig. 35: Feynman diagrams for the processqq → qqH at leading order. Left: t-channel, middle: u-channel, right: s-channel.
bosons. Feynman diagrams for this process at leading order are depicted in Fig. 35.
The experimental signature of the VBF process consists of twso-called tag-jets, which because
the t- and u-channel diagrams are dominant, tend to be in the forward direction and in opposite detector
hemispheres, the decay products of the Higgs boson in the central region and due to the absence of color
flow only small additional hadronic activity in the central detector region. To accurately estimate cut
efficiencies and acceptances higher order corrections are needed.
Higher order corrections for this process have been first evaluated in NLO QCD neglecting var-
ious interference terms and s-channel contributions [417–21], and subsequently including NLO QCD
and NLO electroweak corrections in [9, 10], where all contributing diagrams, including s-channel dia-
grams have been taken into account. The electroweak correcti ns are about the same size as the strong
corrections. The prediction of the total cross section has ascale uncertainty of only a few per cent.
However, for the simulation of the VBF process to evaluate experimental acceptances and cut
efficiencies, a fixed order calculation is not sufficient, because it does not include a parton shower,
hadronization, or an underlying event description. In experim ntal analyses rather parton-shower Monte
Carlo generators (PS-MC) are used, which in general use a leading order matrix element44. It is thus
difficult to make predictions of accepted cross sections after nalysis cuts when one wants to make use of
the precise higher order calculations. The accepted cross sections are necessary to evaluate the discovery
potential at the LHC for the Higgs boson, and also, in case that no signal is observed, to place limits on
the Higgs boson mass.
In addition to acceptance differences, the higher order calcul tions can also induce differences in
the shapes of differential distributions that are used in experimental analyses. As long as no NLO PS-MC
Monte Carlo generator is available, it is only possible to incorporate these by weighting the events of a
PS-MC in a way that the kinematic distributions become as similar as possible to the NLO result.
In this note the acceptances of the PS-MC Herwig [351] and of the fixed order calculation in [9,10]
are compared. In addition, comparisons of differential distributions of kinematic variables are made and
a possible reweighting method to improve the modeling of thePS-MC is proposed.
19.2 SETUP
In the following comparisons are made for an assumed Higgs boson mass of120GeV and a LHC centre-
of-mass energy of14TeV.
The fixed order results shown in the following employ the program used in [9,10] with the imput
parametersMW = 80.425GeV, ΓW = 2.124GeV, MZ = 91.1876GeV, ΓZ = 2.4952GeV, Gµ =
1.16637 × 10−5GeV−2, mt = 174.3GeV. All other input parameters are as in [9, 10]. The strong
coupling constant is chosen as the same as in the used parton density function, where for the leading
order result the CTEQ6L1 set [171] and for the NLO result the MRST2004qed set [423] set is used.
Processes with external b-quark contributions are excluded. A renormalization and factorization scale of
44Until very recently there was no PS-MC available combining aNLO matrix element with a parton-shower for VBF.
Within NLO QCD such a matching has been presented recently inhe POWHEG scheme in [422].
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µR = µF = MW is used.
As PS-MC generator Herwig 6.510 [351] is used, using the sametop quark mass as for the fixed
order result. The Higgs boson is forced to decay intoZZ and bothZ bosons are required to decay
into neutrinos, in order not to introduce a sensitivity to the properties of the Higgs boson decay. The
corresponding branching fractions are already removed from the cross sections quoted in the following
for the Herwig PS-MC. The soft underlying event probabilityin Herwig was switched off.
Jets are reconstructed using akT -algorithm [198], as described in [170], with a resolution param-
eter ofD = 0.8. For the fixed order result, all partons within|y| < 5, wherey is the rapidity, are used as
input for the jet algorithm. In the case of the PS-MC all stable particles after hadronization with|y| < 5
are taken into account.
Typical experimental VBF cuts as in [420] are used, requiring at least two jets with a transverse
momentum of at least20GeV and |y| < 4.5. The two jets with the highest transverse momentum
passing these requirements are taken as tag-jets. These twotag-jets are required to be in opposite detector
hemispheres (y1 · y2 < 0) and to have a separation in rapidity of at least 4 (|y1 − y2| > 4).
19.3 COMPARISONS
19.3.1 Accepted Cross Sections
Table 14 shows a comparison of the cross section with and without VBF cuts along with the cut efficiency
for the fixed order calculation from [9,10] and the Herwig parton shower generator. Compared to the full
result from [9, 10], Herwig shows a too small cross section without cuts. When applying the VBF cuts,
the cross section difference is much smaller. This is due to the fact that Herwig does not take s-channel
contributions to theqq → qqH process into account. When comparing to the results from [9,10] with
the s-channel contributions excluded, the difference becom s much smaller.
It should be expected that when the s-channel contributionsare not taken into account, the cross
section by Herwig should agree with the LO prediction from [9,10] using the CTEQ6L1 PDF set. How-
ever, this is not completely the case: Without cuts, Herwig predicts an about 4% smaller cross section
than the program of [9, 10], and this difference increases toabout 9% when VBF cuts are applied. The
overall normalization difference can for example arise from different scale choices in the Herwig parton
shower compared to the fixed order calculation. The selection efficiency of the VBF cuts is also slightly
smaller in Herwig than in the LO prediction of the fixed order calculation. However, the selection effi-
ciency is in good agreement to the NLO result of the fixed ordercalculation. This is due to the fact that
by the use of a parton shower already parts of the higher ordercorrections are taken into account.
Since the selection efficiency in Herwig is the same as the onein the fixed order calculation, the
Herwig cross section can be scaled to the one from the fixed order calculation to obtain a prediction of
the accepted cross section.
program order PDF σno cuts[fb] σVBF cuts[fb] ǫcuts[%]
fixed order LO CTEQ6L1 5406 1685 31.1
fixed order NLO MRST2004qed 5872 1665 28.3
fixed order, no s-channel LO CTEQ6L1 4216 1685 40.0
fixed order, no s-channel NLO MRST2004qed 4290 1656 38.5
Herwig LO+PS CTEQ6L1 4054 1547 38.2
Table 14: Cross sections with and without VBF cuts and cut effici ncies.
19.3.2 Differential Distributions
In addition to the total cross section also the shape of differential distributions is in general changed by
higher order corrections. In addition to the observables used in the VBF cuts, this is also important for
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experimental analysis for two reasons:
• The VBF cuts are rather soft, especially the cut of20GeV on the transverse momentum of the
tagging jet. In general, additional kinematic variables like the invariant mass of the two tag-jets or
the difference of their azimuthal angles is used in experimental analyses to extract the signal from
the background. A good modeling of these variables is thus desirable.
• Recently there has been some interest in analyses that use highly boosted Higgs bosons with a very
high transverse momentum to discover the Higgs boson also inits decay into bottom quarks [191,
424]. While currently no such analysis exists for the VBF production channel, it might be of
interest in the future. For such an analysis the accurate prediction of the transverse momentum of
the produced Higgs boson is very important.
To assess the influence of higher order corrections on the shape of differential distributions and
to compare the prediction of the Herwig PS-MC generator to the fixed order calculation, the following
procedure has been applied: First, the VBF cuts as describedin the previous section were applied. To
compare Herwig to the LO prediction, it was decided to normalize the event sample to the LO cross
section after cuts, thus removing the 9% discrepancy that was observed.
The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 36, where the transverse momenta and rapidi-
ties of the Higgs bosons and the tag-jets, the invariant massof the tag-jets and the difference of their
azimuthal angle is plotted. In the lower part of the sub-figures, the ratio of the fixed order calculation to
Herwig is shown.
The shapes of the Herwig PS-MC prediction are very close to the LO prediction, as should be
expected, as Herwig uses a LO matrix element. The parton shower does not seem to influence the shapes
of the distributions significantly. The biggest differencecan be seen in the invariant dijet mass of the
tag-jets, but overall the agreement is within 10%.
Compared to the NLO prediction, Herwig predicts a significantly harder transverse momentum
spectrum both for the Higgs boson and for the tag-jets45. Also the invariant dijet mass is preferred to be
slightly larger in Herwig.
19.3.3 Reweighting of PS-MC
To partially account for the differences in the transverse momentum spectra, a simple reweighting method
has been applied, where the Herwig events are weighted usingthe ratio to the NLO prediction in only one
variable. This observable has been chosen to be the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson, since the
differences are largest in this variable. The weights assigned to the Herwig events are chosen according
to:
w =
dσ
dpHT
(NLO, MRST2004qed)
dσ
dpHT
(Herwig, CTEQ6L1)
(75)
The dashed Histogram in the lower part Figure 36 (a), which ist e ratio between the NLO prediction
from [9, 10] and the Herwig prediction after VBF cuts, was fitted with a 3rd order polynomial inpHT to
be used as a reweighting function for the Herwig events. In pri ciple also the LO prediction could be
taken from [9,10], but the shape of the transverse momentum distribution of the Higgs boson is identical
to the one from Herwig in this case.
Figure 37 shows the comparison of the differential distribuions after the reweighting procedure.
By construction, the Herwig prediction for the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson now fits exactly
the one of the NLO prediction. But due to the kinematic correlations, also an improved description of
the tag-jet transverse momenta and to a lesser extent the invaria t dijet mass is obtained. The reweighted
Herwig prediction is almost everywhere within 10% of the NLOprediction.
45Of course the transverse momenta of the Higgs boson and the tag-j ts are correlated.
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Fig. 36: Differential distributions after VBF cuts, beforethe reweighting procedure described in the text.
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Fig. 37: Differential distributions in after VBF cuts, including the reweighting procedure described in the text.
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CONCLUSIONS
Acceptances and differential cross sections in the VBF process have been shown to agree between Her-
wig and the fixed order result from [9, 10] in LO. The differencs between the NLO predictions and the
LO result in differential cross sections can be partially taken into account by a reweighting of Herwig
events using a weight that depends on the transverse momentuof the generated Higgs boson. In this
way an improved description can be obtained, though it wouldbe better to have a fully merged NLO
PS-MC available. It should be noted that in the VBF process, the electroweak NLO corrections have
comparable influence to the QCD corrections on the cross section and on the shape of differential distri-
butions [9, 10], thus a NLO PS-MC would have to take the electroweak corrections also into account to
give the best available description of the VBF process.
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20. A STUDY OF SMOOTH PHOTON ISOLATION: A NOVEL IMPLEMENTATI ON 46
20.1 Introduction
Many interesting physics signatures at the LHC involve the presence of single or multiple photons in
the final state. These photons may either be produced directly, through the fragmentation of a quark or
gluon, or else through the decay of a resonance - such as e.g. th Higgs boson. There are backgrounds
to the measurement of photons, primarily through the fragmentation of jets to a leadingπo or η, which
carries most of the energy of the parent parton. Photon identification cuts, which examine the lateral
and longitudinal development of the candidate photon shower, reject much of this background, with a
typical efficiency for retaining real photons of the order of80% for photon transverse energy larger than
40 GeV/c.
A large additional rejection factor can be obtained for thisjet background by the imposition of an iso-
lation cut on the candidate photon [425, 426]; in this isolati n cut, a restriction is placed on the amount
of additional energy that can be present in a cone about the photon direction. The tighter the isolation
cut, the more background is removed from the photon candidate s mple. The isolation cut also has the
effect of removing most of the photon contribution arising from the fragmentation subprocesses, but
should be structured so as to have a high efficiency for the retention of real, isolated photons. However,
a tight isolation cut also has the undesireable effect of making the theoretical prediction unstable, due to
the restriction of the available phase space for soft gluon emission. Typically, the isolation cut may be
formulated as requiring either the transverse energy in theisolation cone to be less than a fixed fraction
ǫs of the candidate photon transverse energy,E
γ
T or requiring there to be less than a fixed amount of
additional energy present. The latter requirement is typically used at the Tevatron and is motivated by
the fact that most of the energy in the isolation cone resultsfrom the underlying event (and pileup), and
so is independent of the photon energy47.
Another way to define direct photons is the so-called “democratic approach" [427, 428], where photons
and QCD partons are treated on the same footing when being clustered into jets, and direct photons are
then defined by jets containing a photon which carries a largefraction (typically more than 70%) of the
46Contributed by: L. Carminati, S. Frixione, S. Gascon-Shotkin, J-P. Guillet, G. Heinrich, J. Huston, K. Mazumdar,D.
Majumder and E. Pilon.
47We note here that the description of underlying events at LHC, available in the event generators are yet to be tuned with
LHC data. Further the LHC is foreseen to be run at several energies and thus the underlying event will vary accordingly.
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jet energy. A detailed study of this approach in the context of matrix element to parton shower merging
has been performed recently in [270].
Another way of framing the isolation cut is due to Frixione [429]: a cone of fixed radiusRo (which
typically has been of the order of 0.4) is drawn around the photon axis. Then for all radiiR inside this
cone, the amount of additional transverse energy, assumed to be due only to hadrons, inside the cone of
radius R is required to satisfy the following condition
EhadT < f(R) , (76)
where the energy profilef(R) is some continuous function ofR, growing withR, and which falls to
zero asR → 0, typically like R2n, for somen > 0. The following form48 for f(R) has been used in
this study:
f(R) = ǫsE
γ
T
[
1− cosR
1− cosRo
]n
(77)
In the formula above,ǫs andn are positive numbers of order one. This isolation criterionallows soft
gluons to be arbitrarily close to the photon direction, but requires the energy of partons emitted ex-
actly collinear to the photon direction, to vanish. This ideally prevents the appearance of any final state
collinear divergence in the partonic calculation; as a result, it prevents the involvement of any frag-
mentation contribution, insofar as the latter is treated asa collinear process. This greatly simplifies the
theoretical calculation as the fragmentation part is quitecumbersome to calculate at NLO; this is consid-
ered as one of the major advantages of the Frixione isolationcriterion 49. It is thus an important goal to
be able to adapt both the theoretical and experimental analysis machinery coherently at the LHC to be
able to utilize this type of isolation. This is the major motiva on for this contribution.
20.2 Experimental Considerations
In order to adapt this criterion to the experimental situation, several considerations need to be taken into
account. First, because of the finite size of the calorimetercells used to measure the electromagnetic
shower, the Frixione isolation cut must be applied only beyond a minimum distance of approximately
0.1 (in{∆η,∆φ} space). This allows a contribution from fragmentation in the innermost cone, and one
has to check to which extent the fragmentation component is still uppressed. In addition, the transverse
energy in the experimental isolation cone is deposited in discrete cells of finite size and this granularity
must be taken into account in the theoretical calculation. The continuity criterion, initially proposed by
Frixione, has thus been replaced by a discretized version consisting of a finite number of nested cones,
together with the collection of corresponding maximal values for the transverse energy allowed inside
each of these cones.
As mentioned previously, the dominant contribution to the en rgy deposited in the photon isolation cone
is from the non-perturbative/semi-perturbative underlying event (UE), and, at higher luminosities, from
additional minimum bias events occurring in the same beam crossing (pile-up) as foreseen in future
LHC running. These sources result in energy deposits of a fairly uniform density over the area of the
detector, which are uncorrelated with the collinear fragmentation processes that the Frixione isolation cut
is designed to remove. Thus, it seems sensible to separate the analysis of the two sources of energy in the
isolation cone. Hence, a determination of the transverse energy density may suffice for an estimation of
the amount of underlying event/pileup transverse energy inside the isolation cone. One convenient way
of determining this density was suggested by Cacciari, Salam nd Soyez [431], in which the transverse
48It was namely the form used in [430] in an earlier study, with(n = 0.2, ǫs = 0.05).
49The fragmentation contribution also requires knowledge ofthe fragmentation functions at highz, a region where they are
currently poorly known.
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energy density is calculated, on an event-by-event basis, by measuring the transverse energy in soft
jets (ET < 20 GeV) using thekT algorithm with a D-parameter of 0.5. As the harder jets are not
included in this density determination, the result is a measure of the amount of energy to be expected in
the isolation cone from sources independent of the production of the photon. This energy can then be
subtracted, as a flat background, from the amount of energy found in the isolation cone of the photon
candidate, and the Frixione isolation criterion, modified for the experimental granularity, can then be
run on the remaining energy distribution50. Otherwise, to avoid the occasional possibility of arriving
at a negative energy in the isolation cone, the UE/pileup energy determined by this technique can be
added, again as a flat background, to the amount determined inthe experimental analysis (along with the
density allowed by the Frixione profile). Again, it should beemphasized that the UE/pileup transverse
energy density determined in this manner is on an event-by-event basis, and thus independent of the
luminosity conditions or any fluctuations that may have occurred in that particular crossing. Thus, to
define an isolated photon for any theoretical calculation, only the Frixione isolation criterion needs to
be applied, as the experimental/non-perturbative sourcesof transverse energy accumulation have already
been accounted for.
20.3 Implementation
It is not clear a priori what the best parameters for the Frixione isolation criterion are. For this contribu-
tion to the Les Houches proceedings, we have examined the impact of varyingǫs andn in the isolation cut
applied to single photon production in the program Jetphox [432–434]. The parameter pairs examined
for (n, ǫs) are:
• (0.2,0.05)
• (0.2,1.0)
• (1.0,1.0)
• (1.0,0.5)
• (1.0,0.05).
We have calculated the direct and fragmentation componentsfor ingle photon production, after the
imposition of the discretized version of the Frixione isolation criterion for the above parameter pairs. We
consideredpp collisions at 10 TeV LHC operation51 and the photon transverse energy range of 60 GeV/c
to 240 GeV/c, using CTEQ66 PDFs and a common factorization/renormalization/fragmentation scale of
pγT /2
52. The radius of the outermost isolation cone around the photon direction was set toRo = 0.4.
To simulate the detector granularity, we considered an isolation criterion made up of 6 nested cones of
respective radii:
• R1 = 0.1
• R2 = 0.16
• R3 = 0.22
• R4 = 0.28
• R5 = 0.34
andR6 = Ro = 0.40, with the corresponding maximal values ofEhadT allowed in each of these cones
given by
EjT = ǫs pT γ
[
1− cosRj
1− cosRo
]n
(78)
50It should be emphasized that this subtraction needs to take pl c independent of the type of isolation criterion that is
applied.
51From the point-of-view of the photon background subtraction echniques, the comparisons presented here should be rela-
tively independent of the center-of-mass energy.
52Up to small differences at NLO.
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To carry out this study in practice, Jetphox has been modifiedin the following way. The discrete Frixione
criterion has been parametrized in the form of a 2-dimensional array whose entries are the radii of each
of the nested cones and the corresponding maximal transverse energy allowed inside each cone. The size
of the array can be varied up to a maximum of 10 and is automatically handled by a Perl script. These
maximal energies are calculated as the values taken at the radii Rj by a profile function which can be
specified at will by the user, and which was taken to be the functio presented above. The criterion has
been implemented at the level of the computation of the grid which is used for the partonic Monte Carlo
event generation.
Fig. 38: The Jetphox prediction for the photonET distri-
bution, for the parameter choicen = 0.2, ǫs = 0.05 in
the discrete form of the Frixione criterion. The triangles
denote the direct component, the circles the fragmentation
component.
Fig. 39: The Jetphox prediction for the photonET dis-
tribution, for the parameter choicen = 0.2, ǫs = 1.0 in
the discrete form of the Frixione criterion. The triangles
denote the direct component, the circles the fragmentation
component.
Jetphox acounts for the LO and NLO contributions for both thedir ct and fragmentation contri-
butions. For the direct contribution, isolation is not relevant at LO, since, due to transverse momentum
conservation, the recoiling parton lies opposite the photon in φ. At NLO, at most one of the two final
state partons can contribute to the energy in the isolation region (the other parton recoils in the away-
side region). For the fragmentation contribution, the collinear remnants of fragmentation lie completely
inside the innermost cone of radiusR1 = 0.1, and are accounted for in the calculation by the quantity
1− z, wherez is defined as the fraction of the transverse energy of the fragmenting parton carried away
collinearly by the photon. At NLO, the extra parton, labelled “5" in the figure below (the spectator w.r.t.
the fragmentation process), can be emitted at any angle withrespect to the parent parton. Hence, this 5th
parton can fall either into the cone defined byR < R1 53, or into any of the annuli,{R1 < R < R2}
to {R5 < R < R6}, or outside the cone defined by the maximal radiusR6. The implementation of the
criterion on the fragmentation contribution amounts to thefollowing possibilities:
53In this case, the parton will fall inside the electromagnetic shower created by the photon and will not be visible; depending
on the energy of the parton, the manner in which it hadronizesand the specific identification cuts applied to the photon, the
presence of this parton may cause the photon to be rejected.
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• if the extra parton “5" falls insideR1, the criterion imposes
1− z
z
EγT + p
5
T < E
1
T
• if the extra parton “5" falls in the annulus{Rj < R < Rj+1}, j = 1, . . . , 5, the criterion imposes
1− z
z
EγT < E
1
T
1− z
z
EγT + p
5
T < E
j+1
T
• if the extra parton “5" falls outside coneR6, the criterion imposes
1− z
z
EγT < E
1
T
 
γ
Dγ/q p5
Fig. 40: The Jetphox prediction for the photonET distri-
bution, for the parameter choicen = 1, ǫs = 0.05. Only
the direct component is shown. The criterion was too strin-
gent for the fragmentation component to be evaluated in
this case.
Fig. 41: The Jetphox prediction for the photonET distri-
bution, for the parameter choicen = 1, ǫs = 0.5. The
triangles denote the direct component, the circles the frag-
mentation component.
20.4 Results
The direct and fragmentation contributions are shown for the 5 parameter combinations in Figs. 38-42.
As expected, changes in the isolation parameters have little impact on the direct contributions (which are
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affected only at NLO, by gluon radiation into the isolation cone), while most of the fragmentation con-
tribution can be eliminated by isolation - except with the choi e(n = 0.2, ǫs = 1) for which the photon
isolation turns out to be very loose. In particular, in the innermost coneR1 = 0.1, the photon can be
accompanied by as much as 58% of the photon’s transverse energy, i. . the accompanying hadronicET
in coneR1 ranges from∼ 35 GeV forEγT = 60 GeV to∼ 138 GeV forE
γ
T = 240 GeV. The parameter
choice(n = 1, ǫs = 0.5) has a similar isolation effect in the innermost cone, i.e. onfragmentation, as the
choice(n = 0.2, ǫs = 0.05) considered earler by [430], while the isolation energy profile of the former
choice is much less stringent away from the photon’s direction than the latter.
Fig. 42: The Jetphox prediction for the photonET distribution, for the parameter choicen = 1, ǫs = 1. The triangles denote
the direct component, the circles the fragmentation component.
The comparison of the{Direct+Fragmentation} Jetphox predictions with predictions using the contin-
uous criterion as implemented in Frixione’s code for the above five parameters choices(n, ǫs) are pre-
sented in Figs. 43-47. The two codes used different scale choices,µ = M = MF = E
γ
T /2 for Jetphox
vs. (EγT + E
jet
T )/4 for Frixione respectively. Notice however that these two scales coincide at the Born
level. There may be differences at NLO between the two, thoughopefully not major ones. In addition,
Jetphox used a frozenαem whereas Frixione used a runningαem (at the above scale choice). Frix-
ione’s choice forαem systematically increases the prediction w.r.t. Jetphox, yet the net effect is likely
dominated by the QCD scale dependence. The relative size of this effect is difficult to predict without
performing a dedicated study. Nevertheless, the two calculations yield similar results, illustrating that
the discrete form of the Frixione criterion retains the features of the continuous criterion, at least at the
partonic level, and as long as the discrete criterion strongly suppresses the fragmentation component (i.e.
all but (n = 0.2, ǫ = 1) in the parameter choices considered for illustration).
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Fig. 43: A comparison of the Jetphox
{Direct+Fragmentation} prediction for the photon
ET distribution with the discrete criterion (open triangles)
vs. Frixione with the continuous criterion (solid triangles),
for the parameter choicen = 0.2, ǫs = 0.05.
Fig. 44: A comparison of the Jetphox{ Direct + Frag-
mentation} prediction for the photonET distribution with
the discrete criterion (open triangles) vs. Frixione with
the continuous criterion (solid triangles), for the parame-
ter choicen = 0.2, ǫs = 1.
Fig. 45: A comparison of the Jetphox
{Direct+Fragmentation} prediction for the photon
ET distribution with the discrete criterion (open triangles)
vs. Frixione with the continuous criterion (solid triangles),
for the parameter choicen = 1, ǫs = 0.05.
Fig. 46: A comparison of the Jetphox
{Direct+Fragmentation} prediction for the photon
ET distribution with the discrete criterion (open triangles)
vs. Frixione with the continuous criterion (solid triangles),
for the parameter choicen = 1, ǫs = 0.5.
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Fig. 47: A comparison of the Jetphox{Direct+Fragmentation} prediction for the photonET distribution with the discrete
criterion (open triangles) vs. Frixione with the continuous criterion (solid triangles), for the parameter choicen = 1, ǫs = 1.
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20.5 Some Theoretical Issues
From a theoretical perspective, one might be concerned by the use of cone radii as small as 0.1-0.2,
for which earlier studies [435] revealed potential problems. The earlier studies were carried out for the
standard cone criterion, in the limit of a narrow cone,R ≪ 1, while allowing a givenR-independent
energy deposit inside the cone. This lead to a collinear sensitivity in the form of a fairly large dependence
on ln(1/R), which could make the prediction unreliable54 unless these logarithms were resummed. With
the Frixione criterion, at least in its continuous version,the amount of energy inside the cone is a function
of R, decreasing to 0 asR decreases; this correlates the energy and angular variables in such a way as
to prevent the appearance of collinear divergences, and thus should avoid the concomitant appearance of
troublesome logs. Therefore, the potential problem discussed in [435] regarding the appearance of large
logR terms with the standard cone criterion, in the limit of narrow cone sizes (R ≪ 1), is not expected in
the present case, even though the discretization of the Frixione criterion mimics a standard cone criterion
inside the innermost cone. In the discrete version studied here, the isolation in the innermost coneR1 is
effectively similar to the standard cone criterion with(R1, ET 1); however, unlike the situation with the
standard criterion, the region outside coneR1 is still constrained by the isolation condition(R2, ET 2)
and so on. This prevents any similar worrisomeln(1/Rj) dependence from developing.
Another topic of concern might be the behaviour of the fragmentation functions into a photon (FFP)
when z → 1, a regime which is enhanced by the requirement of a stringentisolation. It should be
noted that the behaviour of the FFP in this regime is different from the corresponding one for hadrons.
The FFP are controlled by the so-called anomalous componenti duced by the inhomogenous terms
in the DGLAP evolution equations, arising from the point-like quark-photon coupling, and which are
in principle fully calculable in perturbative QCD. The non-perturbative, hadronic part is comparatively
negligible in this regime. Unfortunately, the NLO calculation of the FFP is plagued by large logarithms
of the formlnk(1− z), k = 1, 2 coming from both homogeneous and inhomogeneous DGLAP kernels,
and which make the predictions quantitatively unreliable.On the other hand, one expects that for the
cross sections involving an integral over the fragmentation variablez, this sensitivity to these integrable
logarithmslnk(1− z) is smeared over a narrow domain inz, thus yielding only a small contribution. We
therefore expect that this issue is not too troublesome.
20.6 Summary and outlook
In this contribution, we have outlined an adaptation of the Frixione isolation criterion, modified to take
into account the experimental environment in which the photon measurements will be conducted at the
LHC. The resulting discrete version of the Frixione criterion provides isolated photon cross sections in
good agreement with those obtained from the continuous version. Much of the energy in the isolation
cone results not from the hard process, but from the soft underlying event from the collision producing
the photon, or from additional interactions taking place inthe same crossing. A method was outlined
to separate the energy from these soft processes with energis resulting from fragmentation processes.
With this separation, only the Frixione isolation criterion need be applied to any theoretical calculation.
In future studies, the techniques outlined here will be tested first against Monte Carlo data, and then
against the early LHC data.
54This could even lead to an unphysical result such as an isolated cross section larger than the inclusive one, thereby violating
unitarity.
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21. ON THE CORRELATION BETWEEN αs
(
M2Z
)
AND PDFS WITHIN THE NNPDF AP-
PROACH 55
21.1 Combined PDF andαs uncertainties.
The impact of the combinedαs−PDF uncertainties has been recently investigated by CTEQ [436] and
MSTW [437]. In this contribution we discuss how the correlation between the strong coupling and PDFs
affects PDF determination and uncertainties in physical observables within the NNPDF approach [438–
446] to PDF determination. We show the impact that varyingαs has in the PDF determination, both for
central values and for uncertainties. We then quantify the correlation betweenαs and the gluon. Finally,
we discuss different procedures to combine the uncertainties from PDFs andαs in physical observables,
and compare these procedures for the important case of Higgsproduction at the LHC.
21.2 NNPDF1.2 with varyingαs(M2Z)
The strong coupling is determined from a global average froma wide variety of different measurements.
The current PDG value gives [447]
αs
(
M2Z
)
= 0.1176 ± 0.002 , (79)
where the error is to be interpreted as a 1-σ uncertainty. Another recent world average [448] finds
αs
(
M2Z
)
= 0.1184 ± 0.0007 . (80)
In the rest of this contribution we will take as reference value forαs and its uncertainty the following
range:
αs
(
M2Z
)
= 0.119 ± 0.0012 , 68%C.L. (±0.0020 , 89%C.L.) , (81)
although the generalisation of the present study to any other value of the strong coupling and its uncer-
tainty is straightforward.
The motivation of this contribution is to explore the impactof the uncertainties inαs, Eq. 81, in
PDF determination and associated LHC observables. In orderto do so, taking as reference the NNPDF1.2
parton determination [443], a set of fits with different values of alphas were produced, together with the
associated PDF uncertainties in each case. In Fig. 48 we showthe ratios of the central gluons obtained
in these fits with varyingαs as compared to the reference NNPDF1.2 gluon withαs = 0.119, together
with the associated PDF uncertainty for this reference value. The sensitivity with respect the chosen
value ofαs is non-negligible, although forαs variations within the assumed uncertainty range Eq. 81 fall
typically within the PDF uncertainty band.
It is easy to understand the qualitative behaviour of the gluon in Fig. 48. In a DIS-only fit like
NNPDF1.2 [443], the gluon is essentially determined at small-x through the scaling violations of HERA
structure function data, and smaller values ofαs are compensated with harder small-x gluons. At large-x
there are no experimental constrains on the gluon so it is essentially determined by the momentum sum
rule, and thus its behaviour is anti-correlated to that of the small-x region. In a global fit [436, 437] the
behaviour is essentially the same modulo some constrains from the Tevatron inclusive jet data on the
large-x gluon.
Other PDFs are affected to a much lesser extent, as shown in Fig. 49. For example, theαs de-
pendence of the triplet or the total valence is clearly negligible when compared with the respective
PDF uncertainties. The only possible exception is the singletΣ(x,Q2), determined with precision from
HERA data and which is coupled to variations in the gluon through the momentum sum rule. However,
even in this case variations are rather smaller than PDF uncertainties.
On top of the impact of variations inαs in the PDF central values, also the PDF uncertainties are in
principle modified by these variations. Within the Hessian approach (see for example Ref. [437]), which
55Contributed by: R. D. Ball, L. Del Debbio, S. Forte, A. Guffanti, J. I. Latorre, J. Rojo, M. Ubiali and A. Vicini.
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Fig. 48: The ratios of the central gluons obtained in the fits with varyingαs as compared to the reference NNPDF1.2 gluon
at the initial evolution scaleQ20 = 2 GeV
2. The comparison is shown both in a linear (left plot) and logarithmic (right plot)
scales. The dashed band corresponds to the NNPDF1.2 gluon relative PDF uncertainty.
implies a simultaneous determination ofαs and the PDFs,αs variations from the best fit value result in
PDFs with reduced uncertainties by construction. This is however not necessarily the case if one does
not assume a quadratic approximation of theχ2 as both PDF parameters andαs are varied.
To assess quantitatively how PDF uncertainties are affected by αs variations within the NNPDF
approach, we show in Fig. 50 the absolute PDF uncertainties for the gluon for the different values of
αs obtained using the NNPDF1.2-like fits, and in Fig. 51 the samefor other PDFs which are much
less affected byαs variations (see Figs. 48-49 respectively). In the case of the gluon, it seems that
the reference valueαs
(
M2Z
)
= 0.119 tends to have the smaller PDF uncertainties, although as will be
shown below essentially all values ofαs result in similar PDF uncertainties once fluctuations in thePDF
uncertainties themselves are taken into account. For the other PDFs, Fig. 51, no such pattern can be
identified and in any case the dependence of PDF uncertainties onαs is much milder.
In order to determine whether such variations of the PDF uncertainty whenαs is varied in the fit are
statistically significant, we need to compute the error on the PDF error itself. This is done automatically
using the distance estimator, as for example done in Ref. [445]. Therefore we show in Fig. 52 the
distances for central values and uncertainties for the gluons with differentαs as compared with the
reference NNPDF1.2 gluon. We observe that for all the valuesof αs the uncertainties in the gluon PDF
are statistically equivalent, with the possible exceptionof the rather extreme valueαs
(
M2Z
)
= 0.113.
21.3 The correlation betweeng(x,Q2) andαs
(
M2Z
)
In order to make more quantitative the qualitative statements about the correlation between PDFs andαs,
we can compute their correlation coefficient for any given values ofx andQ2. The correlation between
the strong coupling and the gluon (or in general any other PDF) is defined as the usual correlation
between two probability distributions, namely
ρ
[
αs
(
M2Z
)
, g
(
x,Q2
)]
=
〈
αs
(
M2Z
)
g
(
x,Q2
)〉
rep
−
〈
αs
(
M2Z
)〉
rep
〈
g
(
x,Q2
)〉
rep
σαs(M2Z)
σg(x,Q2)
. (82)
Note that the computation of this correlation takes into account not only the central gluons of the fits
with differentαs but also the corresponding uncertainties in each case.
Whereas the distribution of gluon distributions in Eq. (82)is given by the Monte Carlo sample, the
distribution ofαs values is given by the procedure with whichαs is determined. Because we takeαs as
determined from a global fit [447, 448] we assume its value to be gaussianly distributed, with the mean
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Fig. 49: The ratios of the central PDFs obtained in the fits with varyingαs as compared to the reference NNPDF1.2 PDF,
including PDF uncertainties, at the initial evolution scale Q20 = 2 GeV
2. The PDFs shown here are from top to bottom and
from left to right: the tripletT3 in a linear scale, the total valenceV in a linear scale, the singletΣ in a log scale and the strange
seas+ in a log scale.
and standard deviation given by Eq. (81). We then fix the totalnumber of PDF replicas to be used as
Nrep =
Nαs∑
j=1
Nα
(j)
s
rep , (83)
whereNα
(j)
s
rep is the number of PDF replicas, randomly selected from the fit obtained with the correspond-
ing value ofαs, α
(j)
s , andNαs is the number of PDF determinations with different values ofαs which
have been performed. The number of replicas for each different value ofαs to be used is thus, for a
gaussian distribution,
Nα
(j)
s
rep ∝ exp

−
(
α
(j)
s − α(0)s
)2
2δ2αs

 . (84)
with α(0)s andδαs given in Eq. 81.
The average over Monte Carlo replicas of a general quantity which depends on bothαs and the
PDFs,F (PDF, αs), for example that of Eq. 82, has to be understood schematically as follows
〈F〉rep =
1
Nrep
Nα∑
j=1
N
α
(j)
s
rep∑
kj=1
F
(
PDF(kj ,j), α(j)s
)
, (85)
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the reference NNPDF1.2 gluon. The comparison is shown both in a linear (left plot) and logarithmic (right plot)
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wherePDF(kj ,j) stands for the replicakj of the PDF fit obtained usingα
(j)
s as the value of the strong
coupling.
Our results for the correlation coefficient between the gluon andαs(M2Z) as a function ofx,
computed using Eq. 82 both at the input evolution scaleQ20 = 2 GeV
2 and at a typical LHC scale
Q2 = 104 GeV2 are shown in Fig. 53. It is interesting to note how evolution decorrelates the gluon from
the strong coupling. We also show in Fig. 53 the correlation cefficient for other PDFs: as expected for
the triplet and valence PDFs it is essentially zero, that is,in NNPDF1.2 these PDFs show no sensitivity
to αs, as was clear from Fig. 49.
The correlation coefficient Fig. 53 quantifies the qualitative observations of Figs. 48-49. This
correlation coefficient could be used to correct the sum in quadrature of PDf andαs uncertainties, though
in practice it is simpler to just use the exact formula Eq. (85).
21.4 Strong coupling uncertainty in Higgs production
Let us consider a physical cross section which depends both on e PDFs andαs, and which will be
denoted schematically byσ (PDF, αs). This cross-section has associated a PDF uncertaintyδσPDF,
obtained from a fixed valueα(0)s . Different PDF groups provide different recipes to estimate this un-
certainty.56 On the other hand, this cross section also has associated an uncertainty due to our limited
knowledge ofαs, δσαs . The simplest way of estimating this uncertainty is keepingthe PDFs fixed to
their central value, PDF(0), which gives the following relative uncertainty
(δσ)±αs
σ
=
σ
(
PDF(0), α
(0)
s ± δαs
)
σ
(
PDF(0), α
(0)
s
) , (86)
whereδαs is the assumed 68% confidence level range forαs, in our case given by Eq. 81.
Taking into account the presence of these two sources of uncertainties, PDFs andαs, there are at
least three different recipees to determine the combined uncertainty in the cross-sectionσ, denoted by
(δσ)±PDF+αs . They can be ordered in order of formal accuracy
• The simplest approach consist in adding in quadrature the PDF andαs uncertainties, where the
latter is defined by Eq. 86. In this case the combined uncertainty will be given by
(δσ)±PDF+αs =
√[
(δσ)±αs
]2
+
[
(δσ)±PDF
]2
. (87)
56 See for example appendix B of Ref. [441].
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The main drawback of this approach is that it neglects the correlation between the PDFs andαs,
which as we have seen in Sect. 21.2 is not negligible in principle.
• A more refined approach requires using PDFs obtained from different values ofαs: this way it
is possible to take properly into account the correlations betweenαs and the PDFs. In this case,
instead of using the approximation Eq. 86, theαs uncertainty is evaluated with PDF sets obtained
with the corresponding value ofαs, namely,
(δσ)±αs
σ
=
σ
(
PDF(±), α
(0)
s ± δαs
)
σ
(
PDF(0), α
(0)
s
) , (88)
where PDF(±) stands schematically for the PDFs obtained whenαs is varied within its 1-σ range,
α
(0)
s ±δαs . Then the overall combined uncertainty will be given again by Eq. 87, but with Eq. 88 for
theαs uncertainties. This approach, while being a clear improvement with respect to the former,
still misses some information on the correlations betweenαs and the PDFs: it assumes that PDFs
obtained with any value ofαs have the same uncertainties.
• The third and more accurate option is given by full correlated propagation of the PDF andαs
uncertainties into the cross sectionσ. The details of this approach will be different depending on
the method used to determine the PDF uncertainties. Within the NNPDF approach (or more in
general for any approach which uses the Monte Carlo method toestimate PDF uncertainties), this
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Fig. 52: The distance between the NNPDF1.2 gluon and the NNPDF1.2-like gluons with different values ofαs
(
M2Z
)
, both
for central values (upper plots) and standard deviations (lower plots), as a function ofx. All distances are computed from sets
of Nrep = 100 replicas. A distanced ∼ 1 corresponds to two fits which are statistically equivalent,while a distanced ∼ 10
correspond to fits which differ by approximately 1-σ [440,445].
combined uncertainty is simply given by
(δσ)±PDF+αs =
√
〈σ2〉rep − 〈σ〉2rep , (89)
where the average over replicas (which include PDFs with differentαs) is defined in Eq. 85 (note
that hereσ denotes a cross–section, andδσ the uncertainty on it).
As an illustration of the different procedures for the combined treatment of PDFs andαs uncertain-
ties within NNPDF, we have studied the specific case of Higgs production through gluon-gluon fusion,
computing the cross-section uncertainties with the three diff rent methods described above. As in the
rest of the contribution, the range ofαs is taken to be that of Eq. 81, namelyδαs = 0.0012 as a 68%
confidence level.
As described below, in the simplest approach of sum in quadrature of the two uncertainties one
needs to compute first the PDF uncertainty at fixedαs. In the particular case of the Higgs boson produc-
tion cross section the PDF uncertainty can be estimated by computing the gluon-gluon luminosity,
Φ
(
m2H
)
≡ 1
S
∫ 1
τ
dx1
x1
g
(
x1,M
2
H
)
g
(
x2 = τ/x1,m
2
H
)
, (90)
with τ = m2H/S and
√
S the center of mass energy. At leading order, the Higgs cross section is simply
proportional to Eq. 90.
This effective gluon-gluon luminosity as a function of the Higgs boson mass at the LHC with√
S = 14 and
√
S = 10 TeV is shown in Fig. 54, where it is also compared to the same quantity from
two other global PDF determinations: CTEQ6.6 [27] and MSTW08 [449]. We can see that at large
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mH the CTEQ6.6 and MSTW08 uncertainties are identical, while CTEQ6.6 is larger at smallmH . The
NNPDF1.2 analysis results in the largest uncertainties, partially at least because the constrains from the
hadronic data included in the other global analyses is not included.
Now we turn to a discussion of the effect of the combination ofPDF andαs uncertainties in Higgs
boson production. All numerical results discussed below have been obtained at NLO using the code
of Refs. [450, 451]. In Fig. 55 we show the total cross sectionfor Higgs boson production at the LHC
as a function ofmH , computed with the NNPDF1.2 set, with the uncertainty band obtained by exact
combination of theαs and PDF uncertainties, both at 68% and 90% C.L.. The same figure also shows
the relative uncertainties at 68% in the total cross sectionas computed from PDFs only.
In Fig. 56 we show a comparison of the 68% C.L. in the Higgs boson pr duction cross section as a
function ofmH with the combined PDFs+αs uncertainties, were exact error propagation is compared to
the sum in quadrature of the two uncertainties. The sum in quadrature is done either by keeping the PDF
fixed whenαs varied, or eles by taking the central best fit PDF set for each vlue ofαs. Clearly, even the
simplest sum in quadrature provides a very reasonable approximation to the exact result obtained with
full error propagation. Therefore, one can conclude that, at least for the range of variation ofαs assumed,
Eq. 81, and with the NNPDF1.2 parton fit, the naive sum in quadrature of the PDF andαs uncertainties
seems to be a good enough approximation to the full result formost practical purposes.
A more detailed study of the interplay betweenαs and PDF uncertainties in Higgs production for
various PDF sets will be presented elsewhere [452]
CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we have studied the interplay between the strong coupling and PDF determination,
and assessed the impact of the combined uncertainty one of the most sensitive processes toαs varia-
tions, Higgs production through gluon-gluon fusion. The main result is that, at least within the NNPDF
approach, even in a worst–case scenario like Higgs production at the LHC, the sum in quadrature of
PDF andαs uncertainties provides an excellent approximation to the full result obtained from exact error
propagation.
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Fig. 54: The gluon-gluon luminosity, Eq. 90, computed at the LHC for
√
S = 14 TeV (upper plots) and
√
S = 10
TeV (lower plots) as a function of the Higgs boson mass for NNPDF1.2, as well as for MSTW08 and CTEQ6.6. In
both cases we show both the 68% (left plots) and the 90% confidence l vels (right plots). As expected, the impact
of the different CMS energy in the PDF uncertainties is very rduced.
22. THE LES HOUCHES BENCHMARKS FOR GM-VFN HEAVY QUARK SCHEME S IN
DEEP-INELASTIC SCATTERING 57
22.1 Introduction
Interest in the inclusion of heavy flavour contributions to deep–inelastic electroproduction structure func-
tions was recently revived by the discovery [453] that mass-suppressed terms in global parton fits can
affect predictions for the totalW andZ production at the LHC by almost 10 %. A technique for the in-
clusion of these mass-suppressed contributions to structure functions was developed long ago [454,455],
based upon a renormalization scheme with explicit heavy quark decoupling [456]. Several variants of
this method (usually called ACOT) were subsequently proposed, uch as S-ACOT [457] and ACOT-
χ [458, 459]. However, the ACOT method was first used for an actual general-purpose global parton fit
only recently, in Refs. [453,459].58
An alternative method (sometimes called TR) has also been advoc ted [462,463], and used for all
MRST parton fits until 2004 [464–467]. Recently, however, the methods used by the CTEQ [453] and
MRST/MSTW [449,468] groups for their current parton fits, based respectively on the ACOT [454,455]
and TR′ [469] procedures, have adopted at least in part a common framework: they have been compared
recently in Refs. [470,471], thereby elucidating differenc s and common aspects.
57Contributed by: J. Rojo, S. Forte, J. Huston, P. Nadolsky, P.Nason, F. Olness, R. Thorne and G. Watt.
58 It had been however used in specific studies in the CTEQ HQ series of fits, HQ4 [460], HQ5 [461] and HQ6 [459].
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Fig. 55:Left figure: The total cross section for Higgs boson production at the LHC as a function ofmH , computed
with the NNPDF1.2 set. The red band is the combined PDF andαs uncertainty obtained exact error propagation
(see text for details) at 68% confidence level, while the green band is the corresponding 90% confidence level.
Right figure: the relative uncertainties in the total cross section as computed from PDFs only (blue line) and
combined PDFs andαs uncertainties (red line) at 68% C.L., always with exact error pr pagation Eq. 89.
A somewhat different technique for the inclusion of heavy quark effects, the so-called FONLL
method, was introduced in Ref. [472] in the context of hadroproduction of heavy quarks. The FONLL
method only relies on standard QCD factorization and calcultions with massive quarks in the decoupling
scheme of Ref. [456] and with massless quarks in theMS scheme. The name FONLL is motivated by
the fact that the method was originally used to combine a fixed(s cond) order calculation with a next-
to-leading log one; however, the method is entirely general, and it can be used to combine consistently a
fixed order with a resummed calculations to any order of either. The application of the FONLL scheme
to deep–inelastic structure functions was recently present d i Ref. [473]. Thanks to its simplicity, the
FONLL method provides a framework for understanding differences between other existing approaches,
and for a study of the effect of different choices in the inclusion of subleading terms.
It is the aim of this contribution to update previous comparisons of GM-VFN schemes in
DIS [470, 471] from a rather more quantitative point of view.Therefore, after unique settings have
been adopted for all parties involved, the heavy quark structu e functionsF2c andFLc, as implemented
in the various available approaches, have been computed andcompared in detail. This comparison is of
extreme importance in order to understand how parton distribution sets obtained from different schemes
might differ, and what are the associated implications for LHC observables.
The outline of this contribution is the following. First of all, we present the benchmark settings for
the computation of charm structure functions. Then we present the results for the comparison between
the different schemes considered: ACOT, TR′ and FONLL, and discuss their similarities and differences.
Finally we summarize and provide benchmark tables which should be used for other GM-VFN schemes
not considered here, either existing, updated or completely new.
22.2 Benchmark settings
Let us discuss now the settings for the benchmark comparisons between different GM-VFN schemes.
These settings have been designed to isolate only the potential similarities and differences between GM-
VFN schemes, while other choices that are generally varied between PDF fitting groups (like, for exam-
ple, the value ofαs) are shared among all the parties.
The goal of the benchmark comparison is to produce and compare results for the charm structure
functionsF2c andFLc (for which we adopt the notation of Ref. [473]), computed at different values ofx
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Fig. 56: A comparison of the 68% C.L. uncertainties in the Higgs bosonproduction cross section as a function
of mH for NNPDF1.2 with the combined PDFs+αs uncertainties, using the various methods for the combinatio
discussed in the text. The red line corresponds to exact error p opagation Eq. 89, the green line to the sum in
quadrature of the two uncertainties in the case in whichαs and also the PDFs are varied simultaneously, and
finally the blue line is the sum in quadrature where the PDFs are kept fixed to their value obtained in the fit with
centralαs, Eq. 87, see the text for a more detailed discussion. It is clear that the sum of uncertainties in quadrature
even for fixed PDFs already provides a reasonable approximation to the full result.
andQ2 from a variety of GM-VFN schemes.
These settings which we adopt for the benchmark comparison are the following:
• As input PDF set, the Les Houches initial conditions [474, 475] are used, with the initial scale for
the PDF andαs evolution taken to beQ20 = 2 GeV
2. The initialαs(Q20) = 0.35.
• The charm mass is taken to bemc = Q0 =
√
2 GeV at NLO. At NNLO, both PDFs andαs are
discontinuous atQ2 = m2c in a VFN scheme. We take the input PDFs andαs atQ0 =
√
2 GeV
to correspond toNf = 3, i.e. the charm mass is taken to bemc = (
√
2 + ǫ) GeV, for infinitesimal
ǫ, so that the appropriate NNLO discontinuities present atQ2 = m2c are added to the input values
before evolving to higherQ2.
• The PDFs have been evolved with HOPPET [476], anx−space PDF evolution code, and interpo-
lated in grids for easier interfacing with the various programs. Any other evolution code whose
accuracy has been benchmarked with HOPPET like PEGASUS [477] would be equally valid.
• The charm quark is the only heavy quark present in the theory;the bottom and top quark masses
are taken to infinity. This way complications arising from the presence of multiple heavy quarks
are not considered.
• TheQ2 range of these benchmarks is fromQ2 = 4 GeV2 (near the heavy quark threshold) to
Q2 = 100 GeV2 (which is close to the asymptotic limit for practical purposes). Appropriate
intermediate values areQ2 = 10 and 24 GeV2.
• The strong coupling constantαs(Q2) is computed by means of exact numerical integration of the
evolution equations (as usually done inx−space codes like HOPPET) instead of one of the various
possible expanded solutions. The initialαs(Q20) = 0.35 at both NLO and NNLO. Again, we take
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mc = (
√
2 + ǫ) GeV at NNLO, so that the input scaleQ0 =
√
2 GeV corresponds toNf = 3.
With this choice, the values ofαs to be used in the benchmark computations will be given by:
αs
(
Q2 = 4GeV2
)
= 0.295 (0.295) ,
αs
(
Q2 = 10GeV2
)
= 0.245 (0.244) ,
αs
(
Q2 = 24GeV2
)
= 0.212 (0.211) , (91)
αs
(
Q2 = 100GeV2
)
= 0.174 (0.173) ,
at NLO (and NNLO) respectively for the values ofQ2 used for the benchmarks.
• As discussed in Refs. [473,478], fromO
(
α2s
)
there is an ambiguity in the definition of the heavy
quark structure functions from terms in which a light quark couples to the virtual photon. For these
benchmarks,F2c andFLc, the heavy quark structure functions, are always defined as the um of
the contributions in which a charm quark is struck by the virtual photon, as opposed to the widely
used experimental definition, which is the sum of all the contribu ions in which a charm quark is
present in the final state. This definition avoids the presence of infrared unsafe terms from the
non-cancellation of mass singularities.
22.3 General–Mass heavy quark schemes
As discussed in the introduction, the aim of the benchmark comparison is to identify similarities and
differences between the GM-VFN schemes which are, have beenor will be used in global PDF determi-
nations. Without the purpose of being comprehensive, we present now a brief introduction of the three
approaches which are compared in this contribution: ACOT (used in the CTEQ family of PDF fits),
TR/TR′ (used in the MRST/MSTW family) and FONLL (currently being implemented in the NNPDF
family). The interested reader can find all relevant technical details in the quoted bibliography.
For simplicity, all the discussion in this section assumes asingle heavy quark with massmc, since
the case of the charm quark is the one with the most phenomenologica importance.
22.3.1 ACOT
The ACOT renormalization scheme [455, 479] provides a mechanism to incorporate the heavy quark
mass into the theoretical calculation of heavy quark production both kinematically and dynamically.
This is built upon the Collins-Wilczek-Zee (CWZ) [456] renormalization procedure which provides a
formal foundation for the ACOT scheme which is valid to all orde s. The CWZ renormalization ensures
there are no large logarithms of the formln(mc/Q), and yields manifest decoupling of the heavy quarks
in themc ≫ Q limit. In 1998 Collins [454] extended the factorization theor m to address the case of
heavy quarks; this work ensures we can compute heavy quark processes to all orders. Thus, the ACOT
scheme yields the complete quark mass dependence from the low to high energy regime; formc ≫ Q
it ensures manifest decoupling, and in the limitc ≪ Q it reduces precisely to theMS schemewithout
any finite renormalization terms.59
As a result of the Collins [454] proof, it was observed that the heavy quark mass could be set to
zero in certain pieces of the hard scattering terms without any loss of accuracy. This modification of the
ACOT scheme goes by the name Simplified-ACOT (S-ACOT) and canbe summarized as follows.
S-ACOT: For hard-scattering processes with incoming heavy quarks or with internal on-shell cuts on a
heavy quark line, the heavy quark mass can be set to zero (mc = 0) for these pieces. [457]
If we consider the case of NLO DIS heavy quark production, this means we can setmc = 0 for both
the LO terms (QV → Q) and the NLO quark-initiated terms (both the realQV → Qg and the virtual
59This has been demonstrated both analytically and numerically; e.g. the Fortran code used in the current comparison has
been numerically verified with theMS results for QCDNUM version 16.12.
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QV → Q) as this involves an incoming heavy quark. We can also setmc = 0 for the subtraction terms
as this has an on-shell cut on an internal heavy quark line; this includes both the gluon-initiated process:
(g → QQ̄)⊗ (QV → Q) as well as the quark initiated process:(Q → gQ) ⊗ (QV → Q). Hence, the
only contribution which requires calculation withmc retained is the NLOgV → QQ̄ process.
In the conventional implementation of the heavy quark PDFs,we must “rescale” the Bjorkenx
variable as we have a massive parton in the final state. The original rescaling procedure is to make
the substitutionx → x(1 +m2c/Q2) which provides a kinematic penalty for producing the heavy charm
quark in the final state [480]. As the charm is pair-produced by theg → cc̄ process, there are actually two
charm quarks in the final state—one which is observed in the semi-leptonic decay, and one which goes
down the beam pipe with the proton remnants. Thus, the appropriate rescaling is notx → x(1+m2c/Q2)
but insteadx → χ = x(1 + (2mc)2/Q2); this rescaling is implemented in the ACOT–χ scheme, for
example [458, 481, 482]. The factor(1 + (2mc)2/Q2) represents a kinematic suppression factor which
will suppress the charm process relative to the lighter quarks.
22.3.2 Thorne-Roberts (TR/TR′)
The TR scheme was introduced in Refs. [462,463] as an alternative to ACOT [455] with more emphasis
on correct threshold behaviour. Like the ACOT scheme it is based on there being two different regions
separated by a transition point, by defaultQ2 = m2c . Below this point a heavy quark is not an active
parton but is generated in the final state using fixed-flavour (FF) coefficient functions, while above this
point the heavy quark becomes a new parton, evolving according to the massless evolution equations,
and structure functions are obtained using variable-flavour (VF) coefficient functions which must tend to
the correct masslessMS-scheme limits asQ2/m2c → ∞, up to possibly higher-order corrections. The
relationships between the partons below and above the transition point are obtained from the transition
matrix elementsAij(z,m2c/µ
2) calculated toO(α2s) in Ref. [483], which fortuitously result in continuity
up to NLO in theMS-scheme.
The definition of the scheme is therefore equivalent to the definition of the VF coefficient func-
tions. These are found by imposing the exact all-orders equivalence of the structure functions described
using the FF scheme and the VF scheme. This provides a relationship between the coefficient functions
in the two cases via the equation
CFFj =
∑
i
CVFi ⊗Aij , (92)
where the sum is over all the different partons in the VF description. This equivalence effectively defines
the subtraction of the large logarithms inQ2/m2c in the FF coefficient functions in the correct manner.
It was applied to obtain relationships in the asymptotic limit in Refs. [483, 484], and used to define the
BMSN scheme in Ref. [483], but in Refs. [462,463] it was used to efine the VF coefficient functions for
all Q2 > m2c . The definition is not unique because there are more coefficient functions on the right than
on the left of Eq. 92, because of the extra heavy quark coefficint function on the right-hand side. As
Q2/m2c → ∞ all VF coefficient functions must tend to the masslessMS-scheme limit, but at finiteQ2
there is a freedom in the heavy quark coefficient functions, beginning with the zeroth-order (CVF,(0)c ).
Via Eq. 92 this affects other coefficient functions, e.g.
C
FF,(1)
2c,g ≡ C
VF,(0)
2c,c ⊗A(1)cg + C
VF,(1)
2c,g , (93)
so the choice ofCVF,(0)2c,c also definesC
VF,(1)
2c,g .
In the TR scheme [462,463] the approach is to make a choice where all coefficient functions obey
the correct thresholdW 2 ≥ 4m2c for heavy quark pair production. This was first imposed by defining the
heavy quark coefficient functions such that the evolution∂F2c/∂ lnQ2 is continuous order-by-order at
the transition point (possible only in the gluon sector beyond LO). This was used in subsequent MRST
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global analyses up to MRST 2004 [467]. However, it results inexpressions which become increasingly
complicated at higher order.
In Ref. [458] the correct threshold behaviour was achieved by using the simple approach of re-
placing the limit ofx for convolution integrals withχ = x(1 + 4m2c/Q
2). In the case that the heavy
flavour coefficient functions are just the massless ones withth s restriction one obtains the S-ACOT(χ)
approach. A very similar definition for heavy flavour coefficients was adopted in Ref. [469], resulting in
the TR′ scheme, and extended explicitly to NNLO. This TR′ scheme was first used in the MRST 2006
analysis [468], and has been used in all subsequent MSTW analyses (see Sect. 4 of Ref. [449]).
There is one other aspect to the TR/TR′ scheme definition. ForF2c the relative order of the FF
and VF coefficient functions is different, i.e. the former begin at first order inαs and the latter at zeroth
order. One cannot simply adopt the correct ordering above and below the transition point since then
there would be a discontinuity in the structure function atQ2 = m2c , and because higher order effects
are large at smallx andQ2, this would be phenomenologically significant. The procedur adopted is to
freeze the highest order part of the FF expression (i.e.O(αs) at LO,O(α2s) at NLO, etc.), and keep this
in the expression aboveQ2 = m2c . Hence, there is an additional, strictly higher order contribu ion in
this region which becomes less important asQ2 increases, but never vanishes even at asymptoticQ2. At
NNLO this requires producing a model for theO(α3s) FF coefficient functions from the known small-x
and threshold limits [469].
22.3.3 FONLL
The FONLL scheme was first introduced in the context of heavy flavour hadroproduction in Ref. [472].
It is based upon the idea of looking at both the massless and massive scheme calculations as power
expansions in the strong coupling constant, and replacing the coefficient of the expansion in the former
with their exact massive counterpart in the latter, when avail ble. A detailed description of the FONLL
method for DIS has been given in Ref. [473].
In Ref. [473] three FONLL scheme implementations have been proposed: scheme A, where one
uses the NLO massless scheme calculation, matched with the LO (i.e. O(αs)) massive scheme cal-
culation; scheme B, where one uses the NLO massless scheme calculation, matched with the NLO
(i.e. O(α2s)) massive scheme calculation; and scheme C, where one uses the NNLO massless scheme
calculation, matched with the NLO massive scheme calculation.
Among the three schemes, scheme B has a peculiarity in the waythe matching is performed. In
fact, the massless scheme calculation ofF2c at NLO expanded up to orderα2s has the formαs + αsL+
α2sL
2 + α2sL, with L ≡ lnQ2/m2c , i.e. terms of orderα2s with no logarithms are missing. On the other
hand, in the massive coefficients the fullα2s term is present. In this case, what one subtracts from the
massless result is not simply the massless limit of the massive result, but only a part of it, not including
the constant (i.e. without factors ofL) term of orderα2s. As a consequence, these orderα
2
s terms are
not subtracted from the massive coefficient functions and persist as strictly higher-order contributions at
highQ2.
It is easily seen that the scheme A in the FONLL calculation should be equivalent to the S-ACOT
scheme. If aχ-scaling prescription is applied to all terms computed in the massless approximation,
scheme A should become equivalent to the S-ACOT-χ prescription. Scheme B does not correspond to
any S-ACOT calculation. It is more reminiscent of the TR method, where at the NLO level the full NLO
massive result is also used. However, as we will shown below,this is only true atQ2 = m2c , since in the
TR method the higher order term in the massive calculation isfrozen at threshold. We conjecture that
scheme C should again be equivalent to a NNLO generalizationof the S-ACOT scheme.
Finally, let us mention that the FONLL GM-VFN scheme is currently being implemented in the
NNPDF family of fits [440–443], which up to now have been obtained in the zero–mass scheme for
heavy quarks. Both schemes (A and B) will be implemented in the NLO NNPDF fits, and the theoretical
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uncertainties arising from the inherent ambiguities in thematching procedure will be thoroughly studied.
22.4 Results and discussion
We turn now to discuss the results of the quantitative comparison between the GM-VFN approaches
described above, using the benchmark settings introduced in Sect. 22.2 First of all, we will discuss the
comparison between FONLL and S-ACOT: we will show that FONLL-A is identical to S-ACOT, with
and without threshold prescriptions. Having settled this point, we will turn to studying the similarities
and differences between the FONLL and TR′ schemes, this time both at NLO and at NNLO. This last
set of comparisons are also equivalent to comparing S-ACOT with TR′.
First of all, however, let us mention that there exist at least two different implementations of the
χ-scaling threshold prescription used in the literature. The first form ofχ−scaling is given by
F
(χ)
2c (x,Q
2) ≡ x
∫ 1
χ(x,Q2)
dy
y
C
(
χ(x,Q2)
y
, αs(Q
2)
)
f(y,Q2) , (94)
which is adopted by default in FONLL and also in the CTEQ6.5/6.6 [27, 453] PDF fits. On the other
hand, one can use an alternative form ofχ−scaling,
F
(χ,v2)
2c (x,Q
2) ≡ χ
∫ 1
χ(x,Q2)
dy
y
C
(
χ(x,Q2)
y
, αs(Q
2)
)
f(y,Q2) , (95)
which is used, for example, in the TR′ definition, and is equivalent to the unambiguous result in charged-
current charm production from strange quarks whereF2c(x,Q2) = ξs(ξ,Q2) at leading order with
ξ = x(1 +m2c/Q
2). For neutral-current scattering, in both cases, Eq. 94 and Eq. 95, the scaling variable
is given by
χ(x,Q2) = x
(
1 +
4m2c
Q2
)
. (96)
It is clear that the two forms of the prescription, Eqs. 94 and95, differ only by a mass suppressed
term
(
1 + 4m2c/Q
2
)
, and therefore are formally equivalent, although can be numerically quite different
depending on the matching scheme adopted. These differences represent an inherent ambiguity of the
matching procedure. Let us finally note that even the choice of scaling variable Eq. 96 is arbitrary:
indeed, in Ref. [485] a one-parameter family of such scalingvariables was explored.
22.4.1 Comparison of FONLL and S-ACOT
Let us begin with the comparison between FONLL and S-ACOT forF2c(x,Q2). Since the ACOT scheme
has only been implemented at NLO, we restrict the comparisonto the FONLL-A scheme. The ACOT
scheme is extensible to higher orders, but the NNLO is only inprogress. First of all, the Simplified ACOT
(S-ACOT) scheme, introduced in Sect. 22.3.1, is compared toFONLL scheme A (see Sect. 22.3.3) in
Figs. 57 and 58 at the benchmark kinematical points. The onlydifference between Figs. 57 and 58 is the
choice ofχ−scaling threshold prescription adopted in FONLL scheme-A:while in Fig. 57 the default
FONLL choice Eq. 94 is adopted, in Fig. 58 the alternative form Eq. 95 is used instead. In both figures,
the S-ACOT-χ (v2) curve is computed with the definition of Eq. 95.
From this comparison it is clear that, without any thresholdprescriptions,F2c in S-ACOT is iden-
tical to FONLL-A, and moreover that S-ACOT-χ is identical to FONLL-A-χ, onceχ-scaling is under-
stood as in Eq. 95. The comparison between the FONLL-A-χ curves in Figs. 57 and 58 shows that in this
scheme (as in S-ACOT) the impact of the choice of arbitrary thes old prescription at low and moderate
Q2 can be as large as the resummation itself. Again, let us emphasize that when the same threshold pre-
scriptions are applied the S-ACOT and FONLL-A schemes give always the same results (within minor
numerical differences like integration errors).
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It is also interesting to compare the S-ACOT scheme with the full ACOT scheme [455, 479].
In Fig. 59 we show the results of this comparison. Since ACOT and S-ACOT differ only by mass-
suppressed terms, their difference turns out to be as expected very small, and essentially vanishes already
for Q2 ∼ 10 GeV2. Therefore, forQ2 ∼> 10 GeV2 the full ACOT calculation is identical to the FONLL-
A scheme.
We would like to note that the full ACOT scheme was used only inthe CTEQ HQ series
(HQ4 [460], HQ5 [461] and HQ6 [459]), while instead the zero-mass approximation was adopted in
the general purpose CTEQ4M [486], CTEQ5M [461] and CTEQ6M [171] PDF sets. When CTEQ
adopted a GM-VFN as default in their fits (starting from CTEQ6.5 [453]), the GM-VFN scheme adopted
was instead S-ACOT-χ. As it is clear from the comparison between Figs. 57 and 58, the main difference
is the choice of threshold prescription, formally subleading but which can be numerically as large as the
whole effect of the resummation itself, and which could haveimportant phenomenological implications.
Finally, let us compare the results for the charm component of the longitudinal structure function
FLc(x,Q
2). The results of these comparisons are shown in Fig. 60 for thecas of FONLL-A and S-
ACOT without threshold prescriptions. We can see that both schemes coincide also in this case, as was
the case forF2c.
In summary, we have shown that when threshold prescriptionsare switched off, FONLL-A and
S-ACOT are completely identical, both forF2c andFLc. This is also the case whenχ−scaling is adopted
as a threshold prescription, but only when the same of the twopossible implementations Eqs. 94-95 is
consistently used in both cases. Finally, we have shown thatthe full ACOT result is numerically very
close to S-ACOT (and thus FONLL-A), being numerically equivalent forQ2 ≥ 10 GeV2.
22.4.2 Comparison of FONLL and TR′
Let us now discuss the results of the comparison between FONLL and the TR′ scheme which has been
used in the MSTW 2008 NLO and NNLO parton fits [449], as is introduced in Sect. 22.3.2. As shown in
the previous section, all the results of this comparison apply both to FONLL-A and S-ACOT, which are
numerically identical.
First of all, we show in Figs. 62-63 a comparison of the FONLL results with the results from the
TR′ NLO and NNLO GM-VFN schemes for theF2c structure function at the benchmark kinematical
points. Unlike the ACOT case, since TR′ has been formulated also up to NNLO, now we compare
both the FONLL NLO schemes (A and B) with TR′ NLO and separately the FONLL NNLO scheme
(denoted by C) with TR′ NNLO. From Figs. 62-63 no obvious similarities can be identified between the
two families of schemes, neither at NLO nor at NNLO, apart from the obvious remark that differences
between schemes decrease whenQ2 is increased.
In order to render the comparison more meaningful, the threshold prescriptions are switched off
in both cases in Figs. 64-65. Having done this, it is clear that FONLL-A is rather close to TR′ NLO,
while in turn FONLL-C is rather close to TR′ NNLO. Indeed, it can be shown that the two schemes
differ only by a constant (Q2-independent) term which is formally higher order and that is included in
the TR′ schemes in order to ensure continuity of physical observables at the heavy quark threshold. This
is verified explicitly in Fig. 61.
Let us be more precise about this latter point. The TR′ scheme, discussed in Sect. 22.3.2, defines
the default prescription from Ref. [469]. By construction,at NLO it should be similar forF2c to the
S-ACOT-χ scheme and correspondingly also to FONLL-A (when the same form of χ-scaling threshold
prescription is used consistently in all cases). The only difference is the additional (subleading)O(α2s)
contribution which is a constant forQ2/m2c → ∞, and which is numerically significant for lowQ2. This
leads to a slightly largerF2c, though the relative difference disappears asQ2/m2c → ∞.
On the other hand, the NNLO definition in TR′ should be the same forF2c as in FONLL-C up to
the additionalO(α3s) term from the massive coefficient function, which stems fromthe matching between
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Fig. 57: TheF2c structure function forQ2 = 4, 10, 24 and 100 GeV2 in the FONLL scheme A (plain and with
χ−scaling) compared to the Simplified ACOT (S-ACOT) and S-ACOT-χ schemes. Note that the FONLL-A-χ
scheme implements the threshold prescription as in Eq. 94, and the S-ACOT-χ (v2) curve is computed with the
definition of Eq. 95.
the massive and GM schemes atQ2 = m2c , provided that as usual the threshold prescription is the same
is both cases. These expectations are explicitly verified both at NLO and at NNLO in Figs. 64-65.
Finally, the NLO TR′ will be the same as the FONLL-B scheme only atQ2 = m2c and will differ
from it for any other valueQ2 > m2c , since theO(α2s) term included in both cases is frozen atQ2 = m2c
in TR′ but runs as usual withQ2 in FONLL-B. As noted earlier, both TR′ and FONLL-B schemes at
highQ2 contain strictly higher order (beyondO(αs)) terms which are of the formα2s(m2c)g(m2c) in the
former case andα2s(Q
2)g(Q2) in the latter case (with analogous singlet quark terms). These turn out to
be of opposite sign in the two cases although they both originate from the orderα2s massive coefficient
functions.
Note that this implies that NLO TR′ is, as discussed before, identical to S-ACOT and FONLL-A
up to a constant subleading term. In particular, the same non-negligible dependence on the choice of
threshold prescription which is present in S-ACOT and FONLL-A will be present in NLO TR′. This is
opposite to what happens for FONLL-B, since as discussed extensively in Ref. [473], in this case the
matched results turns out to be essentially independent of the choice of arbitrary threshold prescription,
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Fig. 58:Same as Fig. 57, but now the FONLL-A-χ scheme implements the threshold prescription as in Eq. 95.
and the FONLL result coincides with the massive result for low and moderateQ2.
A variety of modifications of the default TR′ scheme have been explored in Ref. [487], along with
their consequences, and a new “optimal choice” suggested. In particular, the higher order FF part was
frozen in the original TR definition in order to obtain the exact continuity of the evolution ofF2, but this is
not required in the TR′ definition. Allowing this term instead to fall like a power ofQ2 results in exactly
the same results as S-ACOT or FONLL-A (or FONLL-C at NNLO) in the limit thatQ2/m2c → ∞,
where those terms causing the differences in the default scheme now vanish.
After this detailed discussion about the comparison forF2c between the FONLL and TR′ schemes,
we now turn to discuss the results of the comparison for the longitudinal structure functionFLc. These
results are shown in Figs. 66-67. In this case, due to the perturbative ordering of the TR/TR′ schemes,
FONLL-B turns out to be very similar to TR′ NLO (which now includes also the full runningα2s massive
term) for anyQ2. In the case of the NNLO schemes, FONLL-C is somewhat different to TR′ NNLO.
This is likely due to the additionalα3s term included in the latter. Differences tend to wash out with Q
2,
but an orderα3s discrepancy, depending on the massless coefficient functions at this order, persists even
at highQ2.
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Fig. 59:TheF2c structure function forQ2 = 4, 10, 24 and 100 GeV2 in the FONLL scheme A (plain) compared to
the Simplified ACOT (S-ACOT) and full ACOT schemes.
22.5 Conclusions
In this contribution we have performed a detailed quantitative comparison between GM-VFN heavy
quark schemes in deep-inelastic scattering. We have compared the heavy quark schemes adopted by the
three main global PDF fitting groups. The main results of thisbenchmark comparison have been the
following:
1. FONLL-A (plain) is identical to S-ACOT, and FONLL-A-χ is identical to S-ACOT-χ, both for
F2c andFLc, when the sameχ−scaling threshold prescription is used in both cases.
2. The only difference between FONLL-A (plain) (and S-ACOT)and TR′ NLO for F2c is a sublead-
ing Q2-independent matching term present in the TR′ scheme, whose relative impact decreases
with Q2.
3. Similarly, the only difference between FONLL-C (plain) and TR′ NNLO for F2c is a subleading
Q2-independent matching term present in TR′.
4. FONLL scheme B is only identical to TR′ NLO for F2c for Q2 = m2c , being different for any other
Q2 > m2c , since the higher order term included in TR
′ is frozen at the heavy quark threshold.
5. FONLL-B, as discussed in Ref. [473], is to a very good approximation (to the orderα2S massive
result asQ2 increases abovem2c) independent of the choice of arbitrary threshold prescription.
The other NLO schemes, S-ACOT, TR′ NLO and FONLL-A are, on the other hand, much more
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Fig. 60: The FLc structure function forQ2 = 4, 10, 24 and 100 GeV2 in the FONLL scheme A (plain) and
Simplified ACOT (S-ACOT) schemes.
sensitive to this choice, with differences that can be as large s the effect of the resummation itself.
6. Only the ACOT type (ACOT, S-ACOT, S-ACOT-χ) and the FONLL-A schemes reduce to exactly
the orderαS NLO massless limit at highQ2, without some strictly higher-orderα2S contributions.
7. Due to the TR ordering, FONLL scheme B is very close to TR′ NLO for the case of the longitudinal
structure functionFLc.
In order to provide easy access to the present benchmark comparisons for future developments,
we have summarized the values of the DIS charm structure function F2c at the benchmark kinematical
points obtained from the various possible approaches discussed in the text. The benchmark tables for the
FONLL schemes are given in Tables 15 and 16, those of the ACOT scheme in Table 17, and finally those
of the TR′ schemes in Table 18.
Whenever new or improved GM-VFN schemes are proposed, they should be compared with the
results of these benchmark tables, in order to quantitatively compare with previous approaches and avoid
confusion. The corresponding benchmark numbers for theFLc charm structure function are available
from the authors upon request.
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Fig. 61:Left plot: Absolute difference betweenF2c in the TR′ NLO and FONLL-A schemes, in both cases without
any threshold damping factor. Right plot: same between the TR′ NNLO and FONLL C-schemes.
Fig. 62: TheF2c structure function forQ2 = 4 and 10 GeV2 in FONLL and in TR′, both for the NLO schemes
(left plots) and for the NNLO schemes (right plots). In both cases the default threshold prescriptions are used:
χ-scaling using Eq. 95 for TR′ and a damping factor for FONLL.
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Fig. 63:Same as Fig. 62 forQ2 = 24 and 100 GeV2.
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Fig. 64:Same as Fig. 62 with all threshold prescriptions switched off in the FONLL and TR′ schemes.
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Fig. 65:Same as Fig. 63 with all threshold prescriptions switched off in the FONLL and TR′ schemes.
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Fig. 66: TheFLc structure function forQ2 = 4 and 10 GeV2 from FONLL and TR′, both for the NLO schemes
(left plots) and for the NNLO schemes (right plots).
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Fig. 67:Same as Fig. 66 forQ2 = 24 and 100 GeV2.
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x FONLL-A plain FONLL-A-damp FONLL-A-χ FONLL-B plain FONLL-B-damp FONLL-B-χ
Q2 = 4 GeV2
10−5 0.27426 0.15066 0.15220 0.23919 0.24905 0.25011
10−4 0.16424 0.09356 0.09273 0.13421 0.13606 0.13672
10−3 0.08424 0.05055 0.04875 0.06483 0.06375 0.06391
10−2 0.02859 0.01738 0.01591 0.02161 0.02063 0.02058
10−1 0.00207 0.00072 0.00031 0.00093 0.00068 0.00059
Q2 = 10 GeV2
10−5 0.67714 0.56354 0.51346 0.54126 0.55361 0.56340
10−4 0.37430 0.31206 0.28187 0.30220 0.30225 0.30449
10−3 0.17900 0.14995 0.13374 0.14685 0.14405 0.14330
10−2 0.06051 0.05056 0.04357 0.05196 0.05016 0.04913
10−1 0.00562 0.00423 0.00252 0.00430 0.00392 0.00346
Q2 = 24 GeV2
10−5 1.19978 1.13985 1.08785 1.02189 1.02970 1.04182
10−4 0.63020 0.59690 0.56568 0.55006 0.54938 0.55112
10−3 0.28826 0.27221 0.25568 0.25873 0.25637 0.25476
10−2 0.09642 0.09051 0.08307 0.09010 0.08869 0.08716
10−1 0.00997 0.00908 0.00708 0.00924 0.00895 0.00831
Q2 = 100 GeV2
10−5 2.29879 2.28636 2.27201 2.10444 2.10708 2.11399
10−4 1.13024 1.12186 1.11165 1.04894 1.04875 1.05111
10−3 0.48483 0.48008 0.47343 0.46063 0.45974 0.45920
10−2 0.15406 0.15207 0.14862 0.15111 0.15051 0.14962
10−1 0.01646 0.01615 0.01510 0.01639 0.01627 0.01588
Table 15: Results of the benchmark comparison for theF2c(x,Q2) structure function in the two NLO FONLL
schemes, denoted by scheme A and scheme B. In the two cases we provide the results without threshold prescrip-
tion and with two different threshold prescriptions,χ−scaling and a damping factor. Results are provided at the
benchmark kinematical points inx,Q2.
x FONLL-C plain FONLL-C-damp FONLL-C-χ
Q2 = 4 GeV2
10−5 0.37255 0.27609 0.27096
10−4 0.17702 0.14585 0.14235
10−3 0.07001 0.06492 0.06381
10−2 0.02027 0.02004 0.02019
10−1 0.00149 0.00078 0.00069
Q2 = 10 GeV2
10−5 0.78141 0.69206 0.64037
10−4 0.37400 0.34507 0.32514
10−3 0.15564 0.14932 0.14446
10−2 0.05106 0.04938 0.04869
10−1 0.00547 0.00462 0.00387
Q2 = 24 GeV2
10−5 1.30170 1.25019 1.19206
10−4 0.63138 0.61466 0.59361
10−3 0.26822 0.26401 0.25864
10−2 0.09009 0.08856 0.08717
10−1 0.01067 0.01012 0.00915
Q2 = 100 GeV2
10−5 2.39198 2.37634 2.35015
10−4 1.13357 1.12863 1.11943
10−3 0.47207 0.47058 0.46798
10−2 0.15213 0.15146 0.15054
10−1 0.01804 0.01784 0.01729
Table 16:Results of the benchmark comparison for theF2c(x,Q2) structure function in the NNLO FONLL scheme,
denoted by scheme C. As before, we provide the results without t reshold prescription and with two different
threshold prescriptions,χ−scaling and a damping factor.
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x S-ACOT plain S-ACOT-χ S-ACOT-χ (v2) Full ACOT plain
Q2 = 4 GeV2
10−5 0.27339 0.15780 0.23670 0.30121
10−4 0.16327 0.09171 0.13749 0.17774
10−3 0.08386 0.04497 0.06734 0.08956
10−2 0.02839 0.01360 0.02030 0.02950
10−5 0.00203 0.00026 0.00038 0.00169
Q2 = 10 GeV2
10−5 0.67349 0.52648 0.63177 0.69789
10−4 0.37254 0.28768 0.34503 0.38545
10−3 0.17826 0.13482 0.16153 0.18395
10−2 0.06024 0.04338 0.05185 0.06211
10−5 0.00554 0.00259 0.00305 0.00547
Q2 = 24 GeV2
10−5 1.19413 1.07983 1.16981 1.20362
10−4 0.62805 0.56516 0.61188 0.63403
10−3 0.28739 0.25642 0.27736 0.29070
10−2 0.09588 0.08382 0.09046 0.09742
10−5 0.00986 0.00736 0.00785 0.00997
Q2 = 100 GeV2
10−5 2.29983 2.25162 2.29665 2.29853
10−4 1.12920 1.10453 1.12588 1.12988
10−3 0.48339 0.47203 0.48072 0.48442
10−2 0.15346 0.14918 0.15161 0.15415
10−5 0.01629 0.01531 0.01540 0.01640
Table 17: Results of the benchmark comparison for theF2c(x,Q2) structure function for the ACOT family of
NLO GM-VFN schemes. We provide the results for both full ACOTand simplified ACOT (S-ACOT) without
any threshold prescriptions, as well as those for S-ACOT-χ with theχ−scaling threshold prescription of Eq. 94,
and S-ACOT-χ (v2) with theχ−scaling threshold prescription of Eq. 95, Results are provided at the benchmark
kinematical points inx,Q2.
x MSTW08 NLO plain MSTW08 NLOχ MSTW08 NNLO plain MSTW08 NNLOχ
Q2 = 4 GeV2
10−5 0.36337 0.32667 0.47899 0.42824
10−4 0.20751 0.18173 0.20366 0.18164
10−3 0.09873 0.08220 0.07654 0.07139
10−2 0.03174 0.02364 0.02649 0.02690
10−1 0.00215 0.00046 0.00192 0.00128
Q2 = 10 GeV2
10−5 0.76342 0.72170 0.88803 0.83214
10−4 0.41689 0.38936 0.40160 0.37813
10−3 0.19326 0.17652 0.16315 0.15704
10−2 0.06370 0.05530 0.05738 0.05679
10−1 0.00571 0.00319 0.00575 0.00468
Q2 = 24 GeV2
10−5 1.28397 1.25966 1.40641 1.36811
10−4 0.67251 0.65634 0.65687 0.64135
10−3 0.30255 0.29252 0.27505 0.27089
10−2 0.09946 0.09403 0.09593 0.09520
10−1 0.01008 0.00806 0.01090 0.00998
Q2 = 100 GeV2
10−5 2.38877 2.38560 2.49312 2.47939
10−4 1.17358 1.17027 1.16278 1.15769
10−3 0.49872 0.49601 0.47953 0.47822
10−2 0.15719 0.15534 0.15837 0.15802
10−1 0.01658 0.01568 0.01836 0.01789
Table 18: Results of the benchmark comparison for theF2c(x,Q2) structure function for the NLO and NNLO
TR′ schemes. In the two cases we provide the results without threshold prescription and with the TR′ χ−scaling
threshold prescription which is implemented in the MSTW08 parton fits. Results are provided at the benchmark
kinematical points inx,Q2.
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Part IV
HIGGS PHENOMENOLOGY
23. ADDITIONAL JET PRODUCTION FROM HIGGS BOSON + DIJETS THRO UGH
GLUON FUSION 60
23.1 Introduction
The description of Higgs production in association with jets, through gluon fusion, is important for
several reasons. Firstly, a clean extraction of the coupling of the Higgs boson to weak bosons in the weak-
boson-fusion channel requires that the gluon fusion contribution be suppressed as much as possible.
Secondly, by focusing directly on the gluon fusion contribution, it is possible to extract not just the
absolute size, but also theCP -structure of the Higgs boson coupling to gluons induced through a top-
loop [488]. In both cases the description of further hard radiation from the lowest-order process is
important. The different radiation pattern observed in weak-boson-fusion and gluon-fusion can be used
to reject the latter. Moreover, the tree-level observations the extraction ofCP -properties could be
spoilt by decorrelations due to further hard emissions, unless observables which are robust against these
higher order corrections are employed in the analysis [489].
In this contribution we will compare the description of the final state obtained using a tree-level
matched parton shower [269–271] (represented by SHERPA [131, 132]), a next-to-leading order (NLO)
calculation ofhjj production through gluon fusion (as implemented in MCFM [8,490]) and finally the
HEJ (High Energy Jets) resummation scheme based on the factorisation of scattering amplitudes in the
high energy limit [345–348].
23.2 Inclusive predictions
We start by comparing predictions for distributions in a sample obtained by requiring at least two jets
of at least 40 GeV transverse momentum and a rapidity less then 4.5 obtained with thekt-jet algorithm
of Ref. [491] withD = 0.7. The rapidity of the Higgs boson is also required to be less then 4.5. For
this study we have chosen a putative Higgs boson mass of 120 GeV and set the centre-of-mass energy,√
s = 10 TeV.
In Fig. 68 we compare the differential distribution of the rapidity span between the most forward
and most backward jet,∆yab, obtained within the three descriptions. For MCFM and HEJ the bands
indicate the variation obtained by changing the renormalisation and factorisation scale between 40 GeV
and 120 GeV (but with two powers ofαs always evaluated at the scale of the Higgs boson mass). The
uncertainty of the predictions made with SHERPA is estimated by varying the prefactor of the nodal
scales within the parton shower (and the higher-order tree-lev l matrix elements) between 1/2 and 2. We
see that the shapes are all in good agreement with each other,and that the scale uncertainty is smallest
for the full NLO calculation of MCFM.
In Fig. 69 we analyse directly the average number of hard jets(above 40 GeV transverse momen-
tum) obtained in thekt jet algorithm as a function of the rapidity span∆yab. The same observable was
analysed forW+dijets in Ref. [492]. As discussed there, the framework of Ref. [339–341] implies, for a
certain class of processes (to which bothpp → hjj through gluon fusion andpp → Wjj belong), an in-
crease in jet count with increasing rapidity span. In turn, such an increase in the amount of hard radiation
necessitates the inclusion of increasingly higher order corre tions in order to obtain stable predictions for
increasing∆yab. The modelling of this increase is important for the application of a jet veto to suppress
the gluon fusion contribution toh+dijets. While all three calculations show an increase of thejet count
with increasing∆yab, the amounts of increase differ. Using HEJ, the average number of jets found in
60Contributed by: J. R. Andersen, J. Campbell and S. Höche.
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verse momentum) obtained in thekt jet algorithm, as a func-
tion of the largest rapidity span∆yab between two jets.
events with a rapidity span of 5 is just slightly more than 3 (compared to 2.8 in the case ofW+dijets
studied in Ref. [492]). SHERPA produces less of the hard radiation, with an average of 2.8 hard jets
when the rapidity span is∆yab = 5. The rise in the average number of jets with increasing rapidity span
obtained with SHERPA is slightly slower than linear – and slower than the predictions obtained with
ALPGEN [353]+HERWIG [351] forW+dijets. Finally, the prediction of NLO QCD (obtained from
MCFM) indicates an even smaller average number of jets at large rapidity spans. For a scale choice of
40 GeV, the average number of hard jets in events with a span of5 units of rapidity is comparable to that
obtained in NLO QCD forW+dijets [492]. There is a large variation induced by a variation of factori-
sation and renormalisation scale, which is to be expected since this observable only becomes non-trivial
at NLO. This variation is particularly noticeable at small rpidity spans, where the extrema of the band
represent rises that are either stronger or weaker than those obtained in the other two predictions.
23.3 Predictions at large rapidity span
We now impose an additional cut, to focus on the region where two of the jets are separated by a large
rapidity span,∆yab > 4. This situation arises naturally for the weak-boson-fusion process, where the
gluon-fusion channel discussed here will act as a background in extracting the coupling between the
weak and the Higgs boson.
In Fig. 70 we show the predictions for the transverse momentum spectrum of the Higgs boson. The
HEJ approach predicts a much harder spectrum than that obtained in SHERPA and MCFM. As expected,
the latter two predictions agree with each other quite well in th s region, with the NLO curve consistently
narrower.
Finally, in Fig. 71 we investigate the effect of vetoing additional jet activity beyond the two that
define the rapidity span. This is interesting for suppressing the gluon-fusion contribution. We parametrize
the veto as in Ref. [346] by using the variableyc as follows. Given the rapidity span∆yab = |ya − yb|,
we compute the midpoint of rapidities of the two jets furthesapart in rapidity,y0 = (ya + yb)/2. An
event is only removed by the veto if it contains a further jet (wi h transverse momentum at least 40 GeV)
at rapidityy′ with |y′−y0| < yc. With this definition we see that the cross sectionσ(yc = 0) corresponds
to applying no veto at all, whilst the limit of largeyc corresponds to vetoing all additional jets. They-axis
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on Fig. 71 indicates the fraction of the cross section with nojet-veto which survives as a function ofyc.
Once more there is a clear difference between the HEJ prediction and that of SHERPA and MCFM, both
in the dependence onyc as it increases from zero, and in the asymptotic value for largeyc. This is simply
a reflection of the differences observed in the predictions fr the amount of hard jets for larger rapidity
spans, as indicated in Fig. 69. As in that figure, the MCFM bandindicates a large scale uncertainty due
to the essentially leading order nature of the prediction for this observable.
23.4 Conclusions
In this contribution we have performed an introductory study of the additional radiation expected in
Higgs + dijet events at the LHC. Understanding the characteristics of this radiation would be crucial to
determining the nature of the Higgs boson, such as its couplings to matter and itsCP -properties. We
have compared the predictions of three very different theoretical approaches: a matrix-element improved
parton-shower (SHERPA), NLO QCD (MCFM) and a calculation based on behaviour of the matrix
elements to all orders in the high energy limit (the HEJ resummation).
The predictions obtained for the rapidity difference between the most forward and most backward
hard jet are in good agreement between all three calculations. Furthermore, the predictions for the
number of additional jets are in reasonable agreement between th models for smaller rapidity spans (up
to 2). For larger rapidity spans, the HEJ resummation schemel ads to more hard jets than in either NLO
QCD or SHERPA. This induces a difference in the effect of a veto on further jet activity. Using HEJ, the
Higgs boson tends to be accompanied by more additional central radiation that would be subject to a jet
veto.
The work presented here should be contrasted with the similar study ofW+dijet events in Ref.
[492]. A more detailed analysis of predictions for additional radiation inW , Z andh+dijet events is
required in order to assess the potential for applying results from the study ofW ,Z+dijets to that of
h+dijets. One might expect that a relatively early study of radiation inW andZ+dijet events could pave
the way for later studies of the Higgs boson with more integrated luminosity.
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24. NLO ELECTROWEAK CORRECTIONS TO HIGGS BOSON PRODUCTION A T
HADRON COLLIDERS: TOWARDS A FULL COMPLEX MASS SCHEME 61
24.1 NLO Electroweak for gg → H
Gluon fusion is the main production channel for the StandardModel Higgs boson at hadron collid-
ers. Unsurprisingly, radiative corrections have been thoroughly investigated in the past years; in par-
ticular, since next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections i crease the inclusive cross section for
Higgs production at the LHC by a factor of about1.5 to 1.7 with respect to the leading order (LO)
term [309], there was a flurry of activity on higher order QCD effects. Recent reviews on the subject
can be found in Refs. [316,493–495], Refs. [496–498] We haverec ntly completed the evaluation of all
NLO electroweak corrections to the gluon-fusion Higgs production cross section at the partonic level in
Refs. [499–502]. The inclusive cross section for the production of the Standard Model Higgs boson in
hadronic collisions can be written as
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where
√
s is the center-of-mass energy andµF andµR stand for factorization and renormalization scales.
In Eq.(97) the partonic cross section for the sub-processij → H +X, with i(j) = g, qf , q̄f , has been
convoluted with the parton densitiesfa/hb for the colliding hadronsh1 andh2. The Born factor isσ
(0).
The coefficient functionsGij can be computed in QCD through a perturbative expansion in the strong-
coupling constantαS,
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with a scale-independent LO contribution given byG(0)ij (z) = δig δjg δ (1− z) . The inclusion of higher
order electroweak corrections in Eq.(97) requires to definea factorization scheme. Originally, we in-
troduced two options for replacing the purely QCD-corrected partonic cross section in Eq.(97) with the
expression including NLO EW corrections, complete factorization:σ(0) Gij → σ(0) (1 + δEW) Gij ; and
partial factorization:σ(0) Gij → σ(0)
[
Gij+α
2
S(µ
2
R)δEW G
(0)
ij
]
, whereδEW embeds all NLO electroweak
corrections to the partonic cross sectionσ(gg → H),
σEW = α
2
S(µ
2
R)σ
(0)(1 + δEW), (99)
The CF option amounts to an overall re-scaling of the QCD result, dressed at all orders with the NLO
electroweak correction factorδEW; the PF option is equivalent to add electroweak correctionst QCD
ones. Note that a calculation of the mixed QCD - EW corrections has been performed in Ref. [493];
a significant numerical difference from the prediction of the complete factorization hypothesis has not
been observed. Results for NLO EW corrections are given in Fig. 72.
24.2 Higgs Pseudo-Observables
The Higgs boson, as well as theW or Z bosons, are unstable particles; as such they should be removed
from in/out bases in the Hilbert space, without changing theunitarity of the theory. Concepts as the
production of an unstable particle or its partial decay widths, not having a precise meaning, are only
an approximation of a more complete description. The inconsistencies associated with the on-shell
61Contributed by: G. Passarino.
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Fig. 72: NLO electroweak percentage corrections to the partonic cross sectionσ(g g → H).
LSZ formulation of an unstable external particles become particularly severe starting from two-loops,
as described in Ref. [500]. At the parton level theS -matrix for the processi → f can be written as
Sfi = Vi(s)∆H(s)Vf (s) +Bif (s), (100)
whereVi is the production vertexi → H (e.g.gg → H), Vf is the decay vertexH → f (e.g.H → γγ),
∆H is the Dyson re-summed Higgs propagator andBif is the non - resonant background (e.g.g → γγ
boxes). In the next section we will introduce the notion of complex pole. A vertex is defined by the
following decomposition
Vf (s) =
∑
a
V af (s , {S}) F af ({pf}) (101)
wheres = −P 2H (with PH =
∑
f pf ), s ⊕ {S} is the set of Mandelstam invariants that characterize
the processH → f , V af are scalar form factors and theF af contain spinors, polarization vectors etc.
Although a modification of the LSZ reduction formulas has been proposed long ago for unstable parti-
cles we prefer an alternative approach where one considers extracting informations on the Higgs boson
directly from
< f out |H >< H | i in > +
∑
n 6=H
< f out |n >< n | i in >, (102)
for some initial statei and some final statef and where{n} ⊕ H is a complete set of states (not as in
the in/out bases). The price to be paied is the necessity of moving into the complex plane. DefinesH and
ΠHH(s) as
sH −m2H +ΣHH(sH) = 0, ΠHH(s) =
ΣHH(s)− ΣHH(sH)
s− sH
, (103)
whereΣHH is the Higgs self-energy; then the, Dyson re-summed, Higgs propagator becomes
∆HH(s) = (s − sH)−1
[
1 + ΠHH(s)
]−1
, ZH = 1 + ΠHH. (104)
Using Eq.(104) we can write Eq.(100) as
Sfi =
[
Z
−1/2
H (s)Vi(s)
] 1
s− sH
[
Z
−1/2
H (s)Vf (s)
]
+Bif (s). (105)
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From theS -matrix element for a physical processi → f we extract the relevant pseudo - observable,
S (Hc → f) = Z−1/2H (sH)Vf (sH), Sfi =
S (i → Hc) S (Hc → f)
s− sH
+ non resonant terms. (106)
which is gauge parameter independent by construction. The partial decay width is further defined as
MH Γ (Hc → f) =
(2π)4
2
∫
dΦf (PH , {pf})
∑
spins
∣∣∣S (Hc → f)
∣∣∣
2
, (107)
where the integration is over the phase space spanned by|f >, with the constraintPH =
∑
pf . One
should not confuse phase space and the real value ofs = −P 2H where the realistic observable is measured
with the complex value fors where to compute gauge invariant loop corrections. The choice fP 2H
(phase space) where to define the pseudo - observable is conventi al and we will useM2H =| sH |, with
sH = µ
2
H − i µH γH .
We define two different schemes and compare their results: the CMRP scheme [500], the complex
mass scheme with complex internalW andZ poles; the CMCP scheme, the (complete) complex mass
scheme with complex, external, Higgs (W,Z etc.) where the LSZ procedure is carried out at the Higgs
complex pole (on the second Riemann sheet). We present the ratio of σ(pp → H) in the two schemes,
using MSTW 2008 LO partondistribution functions (PDF) [449]. The ratio is given in Fig. 73.
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Fig. 73: The ratioσCMCP/σCMRP for the production cross-sectionpp → H , as a function ofµH , for different energies,√
s = 3TeV (red),
√
s = 10TeV (blue) and
√
s = 14TeV (yellow). Cross-sections are computed with MSTW2008 LOPDFs.
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25. QCD-ELECTROWEAK EFFECTS AND A NEW PREDICTION FOR HIGGS P RODUC-
TION IN GLUON FUSION WITHIN THE SM 62
25.1 Introduction
The search for the Higgs boson is a primary goal of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and is a
central part of Fermilab’s Tevatron program. Recently, theTevatron collaborations reported a 95% con-
fidence level exclusion of a Standard Model Higgs boson with amass in the range163−166GeV [503].
The dominant production mode at both colliders, gluon fusion through top-quark loops, receives impor-
tant QCD radiative corrections [309,310,504]. The inclusive result increases by a factor of 2 at the LHC
and 3.5 at the Tevatron when perturbative QCD effects through next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO),
in the infinite top quark mass limit, are taken into account [311, 312]. A review of the latest theoreti-
cal developments in the search for the Higgs boson within theStandard Model can be found in [505]
. The theoretical uncertainty from effects beyond NNLO is estimated to be about±10% by varying
renormalization and factorization scales. At this level ofprecision, electroweak corrections to the Higgs
signal become important. In Ref. [506, 507], the authors pointed out the importance of a subset of dia-
grams where the Higgs couples to the W and Z gauge bosons whichsubsequently couple to light quarks.
A careful study of the full 2-loop electroweak effects was performed in Ref. [501]. They increase the
leading-order cross section by up to5−6% for relevant Higgs masses. An important question is whether
these light-quark contributions receive the same QCD enhancement as the top quark loops. If they do,
then the full NNLO QCD result is shifted by+5 − 6% from these electroweak corrections. As this ef-
fect on the central value of the production cross section andtherefore on the exclusion limits and future
measurements is non-negligible, it is important to quantify it. The exact computation of the mixed elec-
troweak/QCD effects needed to do so requires 3-loop diagrams with many kinematic scales, and 2-loop
diagrams with four external legs for the real-radiation terms. Such a computation is prohibitively difficult
with current computational techniques.
In Ref. [493], the QCD corrections to the light-quark terms in the Higgs production cross section via
gluon fusion were computed using an effective theory approach. This approach was rigorously justified
by applying a hard-mass expansion procedure to the full 3-loop corrections. In addition to that, the most
up-to-date QCD prediction for the Higgs boson production cross section in this channel was provided for
use in setting Tevatron exclusion limits. This includes theMSTW2008 PDFs, the exact NLO K-factors
for the top, top-bottom interference and bottom quark contribu ions, NLO effects arising from W and Z
gauge bosons [508] and all the new theoretical results.
25.2 The mixed QCD-electroweak effects
The cross section for Higgs boson production in hadronic collisi ns can be written as
σ(s,M2H) =
∑
i,j
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ 1
0
dx2 fi/h1(x1, µ
2
F )fj/h2(x2, µ
2
F )
∫ 1
0
dz δ
(
z − M
2
H
x1x2s
)
× z σ̂ij
(
z;αs(µ
2
R), αEW ,M
2
H/µ
2
R;M
2
H/µ
2
F
)
. (108)
Here,
√
s is the center-of-mass energy of the hadronic collision,µR andµF respectively denote the
renormalization and factorization scales, and thefi/h denote the parton densities. The quantityzσ̂ is
the partonic cross section for the processij → H + X with i, j = g, q, q̄. As indicated, it admits a
joint perturbative expansion in the strong and electroweakcouplings. Considering QCD and electroweak
corrections and suppressing the scale dependence for simplicity, the partonic cross section can be written
as:
σ̂ij = σ
(0)
EWG
(0)
ij (z) + σ
(0)
∞∑
n=1
(αs
π
)n
G
(n)
ij (z). (109)
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The QCD corrections to the one-loop diagrams coupling the Higgs boson to gluons via a top-quark loop
are given by
Gij(z;αs) =
∞∑
n=1
(αs
π
)n
G
(n)
ij (z). (110)
The cross section in Eq. (109) includes corrections to the leading-order result valid throughO(α) in
the electroweak couplings and toO(α2s) in the QCD coupling constant in the large top-mass limit upon
inclusion of the known results forG(1,2)ij . Since the perturbative corrections to the leading-order result
are large, it is important to quantify the effect of the QCD corrections on the light-quark electroweak
contributions. This would require knowledge of the mixedO(ααs). In lieu of such a calculation, the
authors of Ref. [501] studied two assumptions for the effectof QCD corrections on the 2-loop light-quark
diagrams.
• Partial factorization: no QCD corrections to the light-quark electroweak diagrams are included.
With this assumption, electroweak diagrams contribute only a +1 − 2% increase to the Higgs
boson production cross section.
• Complete factorization: the QCD corrections to the electroweak contributions are assumed to be
identical to those affecting the heavy-quark diagrams.
In this case the light-quark diagrams increase the full NNLOQCD production cross section by+5−6%.
The last assumption was used in earlier exclusions of a SM Higgs boson by the Tevatron collabora-
tions. The calculation of theO(ααs), which allows one to check these assumptions, can be done in th
framework of an effective field theory where the W-boson is integrated out:
Leff = −αs
C1
4v
HGaµνG
aµν . (111)
The Wilson coefficientC1 arising from integrating out the heavy quark and the W-bosoni defined
through
C1 = −
1
3π
{
1 + λEW
[
1 + asC1w + a
2
sC2w
]
+ asC1q + a
2
sC2q
}
,
C1q =
11
4
, C2q =
2777
288
+
19
16
Lt +NF
(
−67
96
+
1
3
Lt
)
,
λEW =
3α
16πs2W
{
2
c2W
[
5
4
− 7
3
s2W +
22
9
s4W
]
+ 4
}
,
whereas = αs/π, NF = 5 is the number of active quark flavors,Lt = ln(µ2R/m
2
t ) andsW , cW are
respectively the sine and cosine of the weak-mixing angle. The Wilson coefficient obtained from using
the complete factorization assumption is given by
Cfac1 = −
1
3π
(1 + λEW )
{
1 + asC1q + a
2
sC2q
}
.
Factorization holds ifC1w = C1q andC2w = C2q. To test this assumption, theC1W coefficient was
calculated in [493] by expanding the 3-loop QCD correctionsto the light-quark electroweak diagrams,
keeping the leading term. The numerical effect of various choices forC2w was also studied.
After a computation following the approach outlined above,w obtain the following result forC1w:
C1w =
7
6
. (112)
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mH [GeV] σbest[pb] scale PDF only PDF+αs
110 1.429 +8.79−11.76
+5.75
−6.16
+11.46
−10.99
115 1.252 +8.65−11.77
+5.97
−6.39
+11.58
−11.14
120 1.102 +8.53−11.71
+6.20
−6.62
+11.77
−11.29
125 0.974 +8.42−11.65
+6.42
−6.85
+12.02
−11.45
130 0.863 +8.34−11.65
+6.64
−7.08
+12.19
−11.61
135 0.768 +8.26−11.71
+6.87
−7.31
+12.38
−11.79
140 0.685 +8.16−11.74
+7.09
−7.53
+12.51
−11.95
145 0.613 +8.09−11.75
+7.31
−7.76
+12.70
−12.08
150 0.549 +8.11−11.75
+7.53
−7.99
+12.89
−12.23
155 0.494 +8.06−11.75
+7.75
−8.22
+13.10
−12.40
mH [GeV] σbest[fb] scale PDF only PDF+αs
160 o.442 +8.01−11.75
+7.98
−8.45
+13.32
−12.56
165 0.389 +8.00−11.78
+8.20
−8.68
+13.53
−12.74
170 0.347 +8.03−11.79
+8.42
−8.90
+13.81
−12.86
175 0.313 +8.02−11.81
+8.64
−9.13
+14.04
−13.07
180 0.283 +8.04−11.84
+8.85
−9.35
+14.28
−13.22
185 0.253 +8.06−11.85
+9.07
−9.57
+14.52
−13.38
190 0.229 +8.14−11.88
+9.28
−9.79
+14.81
−13.56
195 0.208 +8.16−11.96
+9.48
−9.99
+15.09
−13.73
200 0.189 +8.19−12.00
+9.69
−10.21
+15.36
−13.88
− − − − −
Table 19: Higgs production cross section (MSTW08) at Tevatron for
√
s = 1.96 TeV, with µ = µR = µF = MH/2 and
σbest = σNNLOQCD + σ
NNLO
EW . The scale uncertainty, PDF uncertainty without and accounting forαs error as described in [437]
are shown in the third, fourth and fifth colum respectively, as a function of the Higgs boson mass. All the errors are percent
ones.
Two points should be noted regarding the comparison of this with the factorization hypothesisCfac1w =
C1q = 11/4. First, there is a fairly large violation of the factorization result:(C1q − C1w)/C1w ≈
1.4. However, QCD corrections to the Higgs-gluon-gluon matrixelements are much larger than this
difference, and a large deviation from the+5− 6% shift found before does not occur.
25.3 The updated integrated Higgs cross section
In tables (19) and (20), the numerical results for the new predictions of the gluon fusion cross section in-
cluding all currently computed perturbative effects on thecross section, are shown for both colliders, the
Tevatron and the LHC. These are: the NNLOK-factor computed in the large-mt limit and normalized
to the exactmt-dependent LO result, the full light-quark electroweak correction and theO(αs) correc-
tion to this encoded inC1w, the bottom-quark contributions using their NLO K-factorswith the exact
dependence on the bottom and top quark masses, NLO effects arising form W and Z gauge bosons [508]
and finally the newest MSTW PDFs from2008 [437, 449]. The uncertainty on the total cross section
is estimated by accounting for the scale and the PDF uncertainties. In the fourth and fifth columns we
show the PDF uncertainty alone as compared to the uncertainty obtained by accounting for the PDF and
αs uncertainties simultaneously as described in [437]. The scale uncertainty due to missing higher order
corrections is estimated by varying the scale in the range[MH/4,MH ], which is a factor of two around
the central valueµR = µF = µ = MH/2. We note that the new numerical values are4− 6% lower than
the numbers in Ref. [509] used in an earlier Tevatron exclusion of a SM Higgs boson.
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mH [GeV] σbest[fb] scale PDF only PDF+αs
110 37.973 +8.74−8.82
+2.46
−3.16
+7.74
−7.38
115 34.977 +8.48−8.82
+2.45
−3.15
+7.66
−7.35
120 32.301 +8.28−8.74
+2.44
−3.13
+7.63
−7.32
125 29.918 +8.10−8.67
+2.44
−3.12
+7.60
−7.29
130 27.794 +7.90−8.63
+2.44
−3.12
+7.57
−7.27
135 25.879 +7.77−8.55
+2.45
−3.11
+7.50
−7.25
140 24.151 +7.69−8.50
+2.46
−3.11
+7.52
−7.24
145 22.606 +7.53−8.49
+2.48
−3.12
+7.50
−7.23
150 21.204 +7.40−8.47
+2.49
−3.12
+7.49
−7.21
155 19.919 +7.31−8.43
+2.51
−3.13
+7.48
−7.21
mH [GeV] σbest[fb] scale PDF only PDF+αs
160 18.619 +7.24−8.40
+2.54
−3.14
+7.47
−7.21
165 17.080 +7.18−8.38
+2.56
−3.15
+7.49
−7.21
170 15.936 +7.11−8.34
+2.59
−3.16
+7.48
−7.20
175 14.979 +7.03−8.33
+2.62
−3.18
+7.51
−7.21
180 14.118 +6.90−8.31
+2.65
−3.19
+7.47
−7.21
185 13.198 +6.84−8.30
+2.69
−3.21
+7.43
−7.22
190 12.408 +6.82−8.26
+2.72
−3.23
+7.47
−7.22
195 11.743 +6.75−8.24
+2.75
−3.25
+7.48
−7.23
200 11.153 +6.69−8.25
+2.79
−3.27
+7.49
−7.24
− − − − −
Table 20: Higgs production cross section (MSTW08) at LHC for
√
s = 10 TeV, with µ = µR = µF = MH/2 and
σbest = σNNLOQCD + σ
NNLO
EW . The scale uncertainty, PDF uncertainty without and accounting forαs error as described in [437]
are shown in the third, fourth and fifth colum respectively, as a function of the Higgs boson mass. All the errors are percent
ones.
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Part V
MC/NLO INTERFACE 63
Many highly developed Monte Carlo tools for the evaluation of cross sections based on tree matrix
elements exist and are used by experimental collaborationsin high energy physics. As the evaluation of
one-loop matrix elements has recently been undergoing enormous progress, the combination of one-loop
matrix elements with existing Monte Carlo tools is on the horizon. This would lead to phenomenological
predictions at the next-to-leading order level. A completeproposal (calledBinoth Les Houches Accord)
for a standard interface between Monte Carlo tools and one-lop matrix element programs can be found
in [24]. In this Section, we collect a few examples of the procedure.
This Section is Dedicated to the memory of, and in tribute to,Th mas Binoth, who led the effort to
develop this proposal for Les Houches 2009. Thomas led the discussions, set up the subgroups, collected
the contributions, and wrote and edited the proposal.
26. EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN EW MC/OLP INTERFACE BETWEE N SHERPA
AND RADY 64
26.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section we describe an implementation of an interfacbetween a Monte Carlo program (MC),
SHERPA [132], and a one-loop program, RADY (RAdiative corrections for Drell-Yan processes) [510–
512], for the calculation of electroweak next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections to the neutral-current
(NC) Drell–Yan process. Compared to an MC/OLP interface forNLO QCD corrections this is more
involved, since the treatment of unstable particles and thechoice of electroweak couplings requires the
exchange of additional information. Furthermore, in the case of electroweak corrections the use of
mass regularization for soft and collinear divergences canbe relevant when one considers processes with
isolated leptons in the final state.
As described in [24], such an interface should work in two phases, first theinitialization phase,
where all the main information is exchanged between the MC and the OLP, and second therun-time
phase, where the MC calls the OLP via the interface. In our case, theinterface for calling the OLP RADY
(a FORTRAN program) from SHERPA (a C++ program) is using a number of C wrapper functions,
which allow linking all together. The core of the interface functions is written in FORTRAN, which
simplifies the setup and use of internal parameters and functions of RADY.
Much of the technology used in SHERPA’s electroweak dipole subtraction is based on the imple-
mentation for the pure QCD case [267], using the matrix element g nerator AMEGIC [300].
26.2 INITIALIZATION PHASE
During this phase, the MC requests a particular process and NLO options from the OLP via an order file,
and the OLP in turn creates a contract file. In the contract file, the OLP confirms or rejects the individual
orders of the MC. In our case, the MC can request the OLP to create a contract file using the C function
void Order(const char * order_file);
The order file contains the setup as wanted from the MC. Everything after a# is treated as a comment.
Options are specified by the name of the option (flag) and the setting for this option separated by white
space. All orders are case insensitive. An example order filewould look like:
63Contributed by: T. Binoth, F. Boudjema, G. Dissertori and A.Lazopoulos, A. Denner, S. Dittmaier, R. Frederix, N. Greiner
and S. Höche, W. Giele, P. Skands and J. Winter, T. Gleisberg,J. Archibald, G. Heinrich, F. Krauss and D. Maître, M. Huber,J.
Huston, N. Kauer, F. Maltoni, C. Oleari, G. Passarino, R. Pittau, S. Pozzorini, T. Reiter, S. Schumann and G. Zanderighi.
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## example order.dat
## OLP settings
CorrectionType EW
MatrixElementSquareType CH_SUMMED
CKMInLoops Unity
ResonanceTreatment ComplexMassScheme
# IRRegularisation DimReg
IRRegularisation MassReg
IRRegulatorMasses MU, MC, MD, MS, MB, ME, MMU, MTAU
IRsubtraction None
EWRenScheme OLPdefined
Power_Alpha 2
Power_Alphas 0
## numerical input parameters (Model file + additional ew. i nput)
ModelFile model_sm.slha
IN_alpha0 0.0072973525678993
## processes
2 -> 2 1 -1 13 -13
2 -> 2 2 -2 13 -13
Our interface currently supports the following options:
• CorrectionType :
– EWincluded : QCD and EW corrections
– QCDonly or QCD: QCD corrections
– EW: EW corrections (QED + weak)
– QED: photonic corrections
– Weak: genuinely weak corrections
– BornOnly : LO only
• MatrixElementSquareTypeType : CH_SUMMED
• CKMInLoops : Unity
• ModelFile : Model file in SLHA format
• IRRegularisation :
– DimReg
– MassReg: In this case also the optionIRRegulatorMasses followed by a list of masses
to be treated as small is necessary
• IRSubtraction :
– DipoleSubtraction : add endpoint contributions to virtual corrections
– None: just virtual corrections
• ResonanceTreatment :
– ComplexMassScheme
– FactorizationScheme
– PoleScheme
• EWRenScheme:
– alpha0 : α(0) everywhere
– alphaMZ : α(MZ) everywhere
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– alphaGF : αGµ everywhere
– OLPdefined : α(0) for photon radiation, i.e. the photonic NLO correction to the cross sec-
tion scales withα(0)α2Gµ , whereas the genuinely weak NLO correction to the cross section
is proportional toα3Gµ . Forγγ initial statesα(0) is used everywhere.
In addition to these options, the order file is also used to exchange additional parameters, which are not
part of the SUSY Les Houches Accord (SLHA) [513]. In our case the value ofα(0) is not deduced from
α(MZ), but is set explicitly via the optionIN_alpha0 . All other model parameters are passed through
a SLHA model file. For this purpose RADY uses the SLHALIB [514]. If an essential option is missing,
the default for this option is set and added to the contract file.
For the example order file shown above the corresponding contract file returned by the OLP looks
like:
correctiontype qcdonly | 1 # qqcdew = 1,\
qvirt = 1, qewho = 0, qewhel = 0, qsusy = 0
matrixelementsquaretype ch_summed | 1
ckminloops unity | 1
resonancetreatment complexmassscheme | 1 \
# qwidth = 1
irregularisation massreg | 1 # qregscheme = 1
irregulatormasses mu, mc, md, ms, mb, me, mmu, mtau |\
1 # Small masses are: MU, MC, MD, MS, MB, ME, MMU, MTAU.
irsubtraction none | 1 # qbrem = 0
ewrenscheme olpdefined | 1 # qalp = 2,\
qoptimalscheme = 1
power_alpha 2 | 1
power_alphas 0 | 1
modelfile model_sm.slha | 1
in_alpha0 0.0072973525678993 | 1
2 -> 2 1 -1 13 -13 | 1 2 # proc_label = 2
2 -> 2 2 -2 13 -13 | 1 1 # proc_label = 1
# paremeters used by OLP
# NOTE: EWRenScheme = OLPdefined
# alpha is used for LO q\bar{q} \to l^+l^-, i.e. proc_scheme= 1,2,4,
# and alphaIR=alpha0 is used for LO \ga\ga \to l^+l^-,\
i.e. proc_scheme=8
OUT_alpha 0.7547514055936910E-02
OUT_alphaIR 0.7297352567899300E-02
OUT_MZ 91.15348059999999
OUT_GZ 2.494266380000000
OUT_MW 80.37450950000000
OUT_GW 2.140241340000000
OUT_CW 0.8817404089366329 , 0.3238080343356995E-03
OUT_SW 0.4717354368914205 , -0.6052431220634457E-03
where a\ at the end of the line indicates a line break in the contract file. The answers of the OLP
follow after | . If the OLP can provide the order, then it returns a1, followed by the internal options
of the OLP. Otherwise, if the option is not supported a-1 is returned. For valid subprocesses the OLP
returns1, plus a process label to identify the subprocess during the run-time phase. In addition to the
confirmation of the order, the OLP returns all parameters needed to calculate the LO cross section, for
the case when OLP and MC do not support the same options, in part cul for the treatment of unstable
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particles. These parameters are labeled withOUT_followed by the name of the parameter. The first
number after the parameter is the real part, and, if present,the second is the imaginary part. In our case
this additional information was not used, since both SHERPAand RADY support the complex mass
scheme. Furthermore,OUT_alpha andOUT_alphaIR are returned , these are the couplings used by
the OLP for the calculation of the LO cross section and genuinely weak corrections, and the photonic
corrections respectively. Note that these couplings are equal in all but theOLPdefined scheme.
26.3 RUN-TIME PHASE
During the run-time phase the MC initializes the OLP for the run calling the function
void StartOLP(const char * contract_file);
where the passed string contains the name of the contract file. After this initialization the MC calls
void EvalSubprocess( int proc_label, double * momenta,
double ren_scale, double alpha_s, double alpha_ew, double * result );
The first argument,proc_label , is an integer label which encodes bitwise the information of
the subprocess to be calculated, i.e. bit 0 foruū, bit 1 for dd̄, bit 2 for bb̄, bit 3 for γγ initial state.
The second argument is an array for passing the momenta with dimension4 × #particles, ordered
in such a way that the first 4 entries correspond to(E, px, py, pz) of the first particles and so on. The
third argument,ren_scale , is the renormalization scale. In the case of dimensional regularization
the infrared scale is identified with the renormalization scale. The values ofαs andαew are passed as
alpha_s andalpha_ew respectively. Here the electroweak coupling is only present for a possible
implementation of a running coupling. In our case we did not implement this and our couplings are
completely fixed during the initialization phase, according to the specified input parameter scheme.
The arrayresult contains the information
result[0] = PoleCoeff2;
result[1] = PoleCoeff1;
result[2] = PoleCoeff0;
result[3] = BornSq;
result[4] = alpha_IR;
wherePoleCoeff2 , . . . ,BornSq are the results obtained by the OLP, andalpha_IR is the coupling
to be used in the IR modules. Using the result for the Born matrix element squared, MC then evaluates
an effective coupling, defined byαPeff = α(0)
P |AOLPLO |2/|AMCLO |2, whereP = PowerAlpha. This allows
to deduce the used values ofα during run-time.
26.4 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
As a consistency check we calculated various types of corrections using different options, with both
SHERPA using the interface to RADY, and running RADY as a standalone program. In Figs. 74, 75
and 76 we show the correction factor
δ =
dσNLO/dMll
dσLO/dMll
− 1 , (113)
for the di-lepton invariant mass distribution. These agreeon the permille level, demonstrating that the
interface works.
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ÆRADYqq;weakjGÆSHERPAqq;weak jGÆRADYqq;weakj(0)
ÆSHERPAqq;weak j(0)
Æ
1501401301201101009080706050
0:120:10:080:060:040:020 0:02
Fig. 74: Comparison of weak correction factor in theα(0) and theαGµ -schemes to the di-lepton invariant mass distribution
obtained by SHERPA and RADY
δRADY
qq̄,phot,rec
δSHERPA
qq̄,phot,rec
δ
1501401301201101009080706050
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
−0.1
Fig. 75: Comparison of photonic correction factor to the di-lepton invariant mass distribution with photon recombination in the
| OLPdefined| scheme obtained by SHERPA and RADY.
ÆRADYqq;QCDÆSHERPAqq;QCD
Æ
1501401301201101009080706050
0:40:20 0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 1 1:2 1:4 1:6 1:8
Fig. 76: Comparison of QCD correction factor to the di-lepton invariant mass distribution obtained by SHERPA and RADY
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27. THE LHA FOR MONTE CARLO TOOLS AND ONE-LOOP PROGRAMS: AN AP PLICA-
TION USING BlackHat AND Rocket WITH MadFKS 65
27.1 Introduction
In the last few years much progress has been made in the computation of next-to-leading (NLO) computa-
tions [515]. The high energy physics community has reached tpoint where many of these calculations
can be done almost automatically. In many cases two separatecodes are needed for a full NLO generator:
• the One-Loop Program (OLP) which calculates the virtual contributions to a process for a given
phase-space point,
• the Monte Carlo (MC) tool which takes care of the real emission, the subtraction terms and the
phase-space integration.
Only together, the OLP and MC codes can provide total cross sections and distributions at NLO accuracy.
To facilitate the usage of the OLP together with any MC an interface has been proposed during the
Les Houches 2009 workshop [24]. In this contribution we show this interface has been implemented
in the MC codeMadFKS[516] and the OLP codesBlackHat [104–106] andRocket [26,111,126] and
how it works in practice in the processe+e− → n jets withn = 2, 3, 4.
27.2 Code snippets
Before discussing the details of the interfaces betweenMadFKSandBlackHat or Rocket , we shortly
remind the reader about the proposed LHA interface. More details about the proposal can be found
in [24].
27.2.1 The proposal for the interface in short
The first stage of using a OLP code with a MC code is the agreement ov r the process and all related
settings via a so-called order file, written by the MC and readby the OLP, and the corresponding contract
file written by the OLP. These settings include all relevant input parameters, possible approximations
(e.g. the leading color approximation) and the treatment ofthe helicity (e.g. sum of or Monte Carlo over
helicities). Because this initialization stage does not involve linking the codes together, it will not be
discussed further in this note.
After an agreement has been established on the process that will be computed and all relevant
settings and parameters the actual run can start. During run-time there are two more stages in the in-
terface. First the OLP will read the contract file and will setthe corresponding input parameters. The
momenta and dynamical input parameters (such as the renormalization scale and the strong coupling)
are passed from the MC code to the OLP for each phase-space point. The OLP performs the calculation
of the renormalized virtual matrix element squared and returns the value for the loop corrections as an
expansion in1/ǫ. The MC code then combines this result with the real radiation term and performs the
phase-space integration.
In practice, when interfacingMadFKSwith either BlackHat or Rocket , a library from the
OLP code has been created. This library can then be linked toMadFKSand all information between
the OLP code and the MC code can be passed by subroutine calls.Notice that the various codes can be
written in different languages, for instanceBlackHat is written inC++, Rocket in Fortran95 and
MadFKSin Fortran77 . We start by first describing the interface betweenRocket and MadFKS,
which is slightly simpler.
65Contributed by: R. Frederix, D. Maître and G. Zanderighi.
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# contract produced by Rocket from ’order.file’
MatrixElementSquareType C_SUMMED | OK note: color summed
IRregularization DR | OK note: DR scheme
CorrectionType QCD | OK note: NLO QCD corrections
Only_Z false | OK note: photon contribution included
Only_Photon false | OK note: Z contribution included
Nf_light 5 | OK note: nr of light flavours
IAlpha_EM_MZ 128.802 | OK note: Inverse of em coupling
Alpha_S_MZ 0.1190000 | OK note: Strong coupling
SinThW2 0.23 | OK note: Sin(Th_W)^2
Mass_Z 91.188 | OK note: Z mass
Width_Z 2.43000 | OK note: Z Width
Color treatment Full Color | OK note: Full Color
Virtual Full NLO | OK note: Full NLO
2 -> 3 11 -11 1 -1 21 | 1 4 note: process 4
Fig. 77: An example of a contract file used withRocket in e−e+ → dd̄g production.
27.2.2 LinkingRocket to MadFKS
BecauseFortran95 and Fortran77 are quite similar, no special treatment is needed if a com-
piler is used that is compatible with both languages, such asgfortran . Notice however that because
Fortran77 cannot handlemodules , subroutines that need to be called byMadFKS have not been
placed inside a module in theRocket .
In practice we use the following function call inMadFKSto start-up the process:
call OLP_start(filename,status)
wherefilename is the name of the agreed-upon contract file andstatus is set to ‘1’ by the OLP for
a correctly initialized contract file. During run-time the following call is used to pass the information
about the phase-space point:
call Rocket_EvalSubproc(procnum,nexternal,p,hel,mu,a lphaS,virt_wgts).
According to the proposed Les Houches Accord,procnum is the number thatRocket gives to the pro-
cess in the contract file,p is a linear array containing four-momenta and masses of the external particles,
mu is the renormalization scale,alphaS is the strong coupling evaluated atmu, andvirt_wgts is a
four-component array with, in order, the double pole, single pole, finite part of the virtual matrix element
squared and the Born squared for the given phase-space pointp. We also include the number of the
external particles and their helicities in the call, even though this is not (yet) part of the LHA proposal.
The helicities are passed fromMadFKSto Rocket by the arrayhel to facilitate a Monte Carlo over the
helicities66. The number of external particles is passed bynexternal . Although not strictly necessary
because this information can be deduced from the process in the contract file, in practice it is simpler for
the declaration of the arraysp andhel to have their sizes available as an argument of the subroutine.
In Fig. 77 we show an example of a contract file that is used for one of the subprocesses contribut-
ing to the NLO corrections toe−e+ → 3 jets. All the necessary parameters are specified in this contract,
in the right column a brief explanation of the parameters is given. The string “OK” means that the running
option or parameter is allowed, but other than that this information is for the user and is not used by the
OLP or the MC. A string “ERROR” would indicate that the option/parameter required through the order
file by the MC is not allowed and the initialization stage of the OLP will fail.
66So far only the helicities ofmasslessexternal particles have been considered in the interface. For massive particles it is
also needed to agree upon the basis to project the spins.
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27.2.3 LinkingBlackHat to MadFKS
When linking a C++ code to a Fortran code there are a couple of issues that should be taken into account.
• First, inFortran arguments of the subroutines are passed by reference, whichshould be reflected
in theC++ code.
• Multi-dimensional arrays are build in different orders inC++ andFortran . In particular, this
means that inFortran one can define a two-dimensional array of the momenta of a phase-space
point as
real * 8 p(0:4, nexternal)
while in C++ this should be
double p[nexternal][4]
to get the one-dimensional array in the layout prescribed bythe LHA proposal.
• BecauseFortran compilers add (multiple) leading and/or trailing underscoes to variable names,
these need to be added in theC++ libraries. The number of underscores depends on the compiler.
Also, Fortran is case insensitive, therefore the names of the subroutinesin the OLP code that
the MC calls, should be in capitals or completely without capitals, again depending on the fortran
compiler. In our case, two trailing underscores and subroutine names in lower case letters are
needed.
• Furthermore, strings have to end with a null character inC, which means that this character has to
be added when passing the string of the location of the contract file from aFortran Monte Carlo
code to aC++ OLP code.
In practice, this means that during the start-up phase the following calls are used in theMadFKSand
BlackHat codes, respectively:
call OLP_Start(filename//Char(0),status)
and
extern "C" {
void olp_start__(const char * filename,int& status);
}
During runtime
call OLP_EvalSubprocess(procnum,p,mu,alphaS,alphaEW, virt_wgts)
and
extern "C" {
void olp_evalsubprocess__(int& Label,double * p,double& mu,
double& alpha_s,double& alpha_ew,double * result);
}
are the call and interface of the subroutine that are used to pass the momenta and all relevant information
from MadFKSto BlackHat which returns the virtual matrix element squared. Theextern "C" is
needed in the C++ code to prevent the symbol names to be mangled by the C++ compiler. It is to be
noted that the parameters have to be passed by reference.
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Fig. 78: Inclusivecos θ for 2 jet production and Thurst distribution for 3 jet production at LO (blue dashed) and NLO (red
solid) usingMadFKSandRocket .
Fig. 79:C parameter for 3 jet production andD parameter for 4 jet production at LO (blue dashed) and NLO (red solid) using
MadFKSandBlackHat .
27.3 Sample results
As a proof of concept we show here some selected results for NLO predictions to electron–positron
collisions to 2, 3 and 4 jets at
√
ŝ = MZ and with the renormalization and factorization scales alsoequal
to theZ boson mass. To define jets we use thekt-algorithm and recombine momenta according to the
E-scheme, i.e. we add up the particles four-momenta.
In Fig. 78 results forRocket linked to MadFKSare plotted. On the left hand side are the LO
and NLO predictions shown for the inclusivecos θ distribution in 2 jets production. This distribution
is defined as the cosine of the angle between the incoming electron direction and all of the final state
jets, defined according to the Durham jet algorithm. On the right hand side are the fixed LO and NLO
predictions shown of (one minus) the thrust distributions,which starts from Born-level 3 parton events
and is therefore shown for3-jet events.
In Fig. 79 we show two distributions calculated by linkingBlackHat code to theMadFKSMC
program. In the plot on the left hand side, theC parameter is shown ine+e− → 3 jets at LO and NLO,
and in the plot of the right hand side theD parameter ine+e− → 4 jets. [517,518]
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27.4 Conclusions
In this contribution we have shown how the proposed LHA interface between Monte Carlo tools and one-
loop programs works in practice betweenBlackHat or Rocket together withMadFKS. The proposal
works well even if the codes are written in different languages. We do not expect that linking other OLP
or MC codes using the LHA interface will lead to any further difficulties.
27.5 Acknowledgments
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